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I. Objective

This circular shall provide more details on Articles 18-77 of the Capital Adequacy Ordinance  
(CAO; SR. 952.03).

II. Basel Minimum Standards

These regulations shall be based on the revised capital accord published by the Basel Committee on 
Banking Supervision (the Basel Minimum Standards). The Basel Minimum Standards are defined in the 
following documents:

•  “International Convergence of Capital Measurement and Capital Standards – A Revised Framework 
/ Comprehensive Version” dated June 2006 (Basel Basic Text; B2)

•  “Enhancements to the Basel II Framework” dated July 2009 (Basel Enhancements; B2ENH)

•  “Basel III: a global regulatory framework for more resilient banks and banking systems” dated 
December 2010 and revised in June 2011 (Basel III text; B3)

•  “Capital requirements for banks’ equity investments in funds” dated December 2013 (FUNDS)

•  “The standardized approach for measuring counterparty credit risk exposures” dated March 2014 
(SACCR)

•  “Capital requirements for bank exposures to central counterparties” dated July 2012 and revised in 
April 2014 (Basel III text for bank exposures to central counterparties; CCP1 and CCP2)

•  "Revisions to the securitization framework" of 11 December 2014, revised in July 2016, further adjust-
ments with "Capital treatment for short-term “simple, transparent and comparable securitizations" 
of May 2018 (Basel III text on the new securitization rules; "SEC")

In the following, references in square brackets shall refer to the respective text passages in the Basel 
minimum standards; the above-mentioned abbreviations will be used. The ancillary document to FINMA 
circ. 17/7 on the amended Basel Minimum Standards1 indicates where paragraphs have been added or 
amended. Paragraphs not mentioned in the table were accepted from the Basel basic text without any 
modifications.

III.  Multilateral Development Banks (Article 66 CAO) as 
well as the EFSF/ESM

[B2; §59] A preferential risk weight shall be accorded to the multilateral development banks listed in the 
annex.

1 www.finma.ch > Documentation > Circulars > Annexes

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

9*  

10*  

11  
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The risk-weight for exposures to the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) and the European Stability 
Mechanism (ESM) shall be 0%. 

IV. External Ratings (Articles 64 - 65 CAO)

A. Recognized rating agencies (Article 6 CAO) and export credit agencies

[B2; §90] The recognized rating agencies whose ratings may be used for the determination of risk weights 
are listed on FINMA's website2, together with a concordance table.

[B2; §55] Provided they respect the relevant OECD3 rules, export credit agencies shall be recognized for 
the market segment of Public Finance.

When used to determine the capital requirement for credit and market risk in the exposure class, “Central 
Governments and Central Banks” (Article 63(2)(1) CAO), export credit agency ratings may be used as if 
they were ratings provided by recognized rating agencies.

B. Risk Weighting Using Ratings (Article 64 CAO)

[B2; §68] The FINMA may refuse a bank the right to alternate between using and not using external rat-
ings in accordance with Article 64(4) CAO if it takes the view that the bank’s principal aim in doing so is to 
seek to reduce its minimum capital required.

[B2; §96-98] If there are two or more ratings which provide differing risk weights, the ratings that corre-
spond to the two lowest risk weights must be taken into account and the higher of these two must be 
applied.

[B2; §107] External ratings given for a single or several entities within a corporate group may not be used 
to determine the risk weight for other entities within the same group. This shall also apply to an external 
view (third-party banks) as well as to an internal view (bank-internal view) for companies that are part of a 
financial group or a financial conglomerate in respect to other group companies.

C. Issuer-specific and Issue-specific Ratings

[B2; §99, 102] [B3; §118] Securities with an issue-specific rating assigned by a recognized rating agency 
must be risk-weighted using that rating. If a bank’s exposure does not have an issue-specific rating, the 
following shall apply:

•  If a specific issue of a borrower has a high-grade rating (which results in a lower risk weight than for 
an unrated exposure), but the bank’s exposure does not exactly match that issue, this rating may 
only be applied to the bank’s unrated exposure if the latter is not subordinate to the rated issue in 
any way. Otherwise, the unrated exposure must be assigned at least the risk weight of an unrated 
exposure.

2 https://www.finma.ch/en/~/media/finma/dokumente/finmapublic/bewilligungstraeger/ratingagenturen.pdf?la=en
3 Sect. 25-27 of the “OECD Arrangement on Guidelines for Officially Supported Export Credits” of 5 December 2005

12   

13*  

14  

15  

16  

17  

18  

19  

20  
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•  Where unrated exposures (as described in margin no. 20) are risk-weighted based on comparably 
rated exposures, the general rule is that foreign currency ratings must be used for exposures in that 
same foreign currency. If a separate domestic currency ratings is available, this must only be used 
to risk-weight exposures denominated in the domestic currency.

•  If a borrower has an issuer rating, this must be applied to senior unsecured claims on exposures to 
that issuer. Other exposures to an issuer with a high-grade rating must be treated as if they were 
unrated exposures.

•  If either an issuer or its issue receives an “inferior“ rating, which is at least equal to that of an unrat-
ed claim, a non-rated exposure to that same borrower, which is of equal priority as or is subordinated 
to a non-collaterized senior debt held towards the issuer (as regarded for issuer ratings) or a claim 
related to that particular issuance, the risk weight allocated to this claim shall be that of the inferior 
rating.

[B2; §100] Irrespective of whether a bank bases itself on the issuer-specific or issue-specific rating, the 
rating must take into account and reflect the entire amount of credit risk exposure the bank has with 
regard to all payments owed to it by a client.

D. Short-term Ratings

[B2; §103] For risk-weighting purposes, short-term ratings shall be considered to be issue-specific. They 
may only be used to determine the risk weights of exposures in scope of that rating. Short-term ratings 
may be used only for amounts due from banks and corporates.

[B2; §105] Short-term inter-banking lines shall be treated as follows: 

•  The basic treatment of short-term receivables (cf. Annex 2, Section 4.1 CAO) shall be used for 
all claims towards banks with an original maturity of up to three months, provided there is no 
issue-specific short-term rating.

•  If an issue-specific short-term rating exists that leads to a more favorable (i.e. lower) or the same risk 
weight compared to the basic treatment as per Annex 2 Section 4.1 CAO, this short-term rating may 
only be applied to this specific exposure. Other short-term exposures shall be treated according to 
the basic treatment stated in Annex 2 section 4.1 CAO.

•  If there is a specific short-term rating for a short-term exposure towards a bank that leads to less 
advantageous (i.e. higher) risk weights, the basic treatment as per Annex 2 Section 4.1 CAO for 
short-term inter-banking lines may not be applied. All unrated short-term exposures will then receive 
the same risk weight that corresponds to this specific short-term rating.

E. Unrated Short-term Exposures

[B2; §104] If a rated short-term exposure is allocated a risk weight of 50%, unrated short-term claims 
may not be allocated a risk weight lower than 100%. If an issuer receives a short-term rating warranting 
a 150% risk weight, all unrated claims, whether long-term or short-term, shall also receive a 150% risk 
weight, unless the bank holds recognized forms of collateral for such exposures.

21  

22  

23  

24  

25  

26  

27  

28  

29  

30  
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F. Use of External Ratings

[B2; §94][B3; §121] Where a bank uses ratings provided by external rating agencies to determine risk 
weights, it must apply these consistently in its internal risk management procedures. It is prohibited to 
select ratings from several recognized rating agency to thus obtain a more favorable rating for capital ade-
quacy purposes. A rating of a single or several rating agencies, which was selected for a particular market 
segment, may not be changed arbitrarily. 

V.  The standardized approach for measuring counter-
party credit risk exposures for derivatives SA-CCR 
(Article 57 CAO)

A. SA-CCR and the simplified SA-CCR approaches

As an alternative to the SA-CCR, banks in supervisory categories 4 and 5 may use the simplified SA-CCR 
described (cf. Annex 2) or the current exposure method (cf. Annex 4) to calculate the credit equivalent.

Banks in supervisory category 3 may use the simplified SA-CCR approach or the current exposure method 
if they fulfill both of the following conditions: (i) the risk-weighted assets (RWA) for derivatives, including 
the CVA capital requirements times twelve and a half, amount to less than 3% of the bank’s total RWA, 
and (ii) the bank holds derivative positions solely to hedge its own interest and forex risks and/or for the 
settlement of client business over a QCCP (cf. margin nos.  521– 526). If a bank in supervisory category 3 
using the simplified SA-CCR approach or the current exposure method and its RWA for derivatives exceed 
3% but not 5 %, it may continue to use the simplified SA-CCR approach or current exposure method if 
it can prove in an analysis or a calculation that this will not cause a significant difference in the capital 
requirements if it had used the normal SA-CCR approach instead. Banks that no longer fulfill the condi-
tions to be eligible for the simplified SA-CCR approach or the current exposure method mentioned in this 
margin number, shall be given one year to switch to the normal SA-CCR approach.

B. Credit equivalents

[SACCR; Annex 4, §128] Banks not authorized to use the EPE modeling method shall calculate their credit 
equivalent for OTC derivatives, exchange-traded derivatives and long settlement transactions using the 
standardized approach prescribed in Article 57 CAO (henceforth called the SA-CCR approach). A separate 
credit equivalent shall be calculated for each netting set (margin no. 107) of transactions (Exposure at 
Default, EAD), as follows:

where: 
alpha = 1.4,

RC = supervisory replacement costs, calculated according to margin no. 38–43, and

31  

32*   

33*

34  

!
!

* !

!

9/86!

F.! Use!of!External!Ratings! !
!

[B2d! §94][B3d! §121]! Where! a! bank! uses! ratings! provided! by! external! rating! agencies! to!
determine! risk! weights,! it! must! apply! these! consistently! in! its! internal! risk! management!
procedures.! It! is! prohibited! to! select! ratings! from! several! recognized! rating! agency! to! thus!
obtain!a!more!favorable!rating!for!capital!adequacy!purposes.!A!rating!of!a!single!or!several!
rating! agencies,!which!was! selected! for! a! particular!market! segment,!may!not! be! changed!
arbitrarily.!!

31!!!

V.* The*standardized*approach*for*measuring*counterparty*credit*risk*
exposures*for*derivatives*SA8CCR*(Article*57*CAO)*

*

A.! SAMCCR!and!the!simplified!SAMCCR!approaches! !

As! an! alternative! to! the! SAMCCR,! banks! in! supervisory! categories! 4! and! 5! may! use! the!
simplified!SAMCCR!described!in!Annex!5!to!calculate!the!credit!equivalent.!!

32!!!!

Banks!in!supervisory!category!3!may!use!the!simplified!SAMCCR!approach!if!they!fulfill!both!of!
the!following!two!conditions:!(I)!the!riskMweighted!assets!(RWA)!for!derivatives,!including!the!
CVA!capital!requirements!times!twelve!and!a!half,!amount!to!less!than!3%!of!the!bank’s!total!
RWA,!and!(ii)!the!bank!holds!derivative!positions!solely!to!hedge!its!own!interest!and!forex!risks!
and/or!for!the!settlement!of!client!business!over!a!CCCP!(cf.!margin!nos.!521–526).!If!a!bank!
in!supervisory!category!3!using!the!simplified!SAMCCR!approach!and!its!RWA!for!derivatives!
exceed!3%!but!not!5%,!it!may!continue!to!use!the!simplified!SAMCCR!approach!if!it!can!prove!
in! an! analysis! or! a! calculation! that! this!will! not! cause! a! significant! difference! in! the! capital!
requirements!if!it!had!used!the!normal!SAMCCR!approach!instead.!Banks!that!no!longer!fulfill!
the! conditions! to! be! eligible! for! the! simplified! SAMCCR! approach!mentioned! in! this!margin!
number,!shall!be!given!one!year!to!switch!to!the!normal!SAMCCR!approach.!

33!!!

B.! Credit!equivalents! !!

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§128]!Banks!not!authorized!to!use!the!EPE!modeling!method!shall!calculate!
their!credit!equivalent! for!OTC!derivatives,!exchangeMtraded!derivatives!and! long!settlement!
transactions!using!the!standardized!approach!prescribed!in!Article!57!CAO!(henceforth!called!
the!SAMCCR!approach).!A!separate!credit!equivalent!shall!be!calculated!for!each!netting!set!
(margin!no.!107)!of!transactions!(Exposure<at<Default,!EAD),!as!follows:!

34!!!

)(*$EAD PFERCalpha += !

where:!

alpha! =!! 1.4,!

RC! =!! supervisory!replacement<costs,!calculated!according!to!margin!no.!38–43,!and!

PFE! =!! potential!future!exposure,!calculated!according!to!margin!no.!44–105.!

!
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PFE = potential future exposure, calculated according to margin no. 44–105.

[SACCR; Annex 4; §129] The supervisory replacement costs and the potential future exposure shall be 
calculated differently, depending on whether they are margined regularly in accordance with margin no. 
109. In the case of margined derivative transactions, the credit equivalent may be limited to a ceiling by 
the relevant credit equivalent, which would have been calculated had it been unmargined. Moreover, to 
simplify things, margined derivative transactions may be treated as if they were unmargined. 

For contracts where the replacement values cannot become positive and that are not part of a netting set 
or a margin agreement, the credit equivalent may be set at zero. For credit derivatives where the bank 
acts as protection seller and which are not part of a netting set or a margin agreement, the bank may limit 
the credit equivalent to the sum of the outstanding premiums. In both cases it shall be up to the bank to 
treat such contracts separately from their legal netting sets (margin number 107) and to consider them as 
single exposures without netting or margin agreement.

C. Supervisory replacement costs

The supervisory replacement costs shall be calculated as described in margin no. 38–43: the current 
positive or negative net market value (V) of all derivative contracts in the netting set and the net value of 
the collateral (C) according to margin no. 108. The same market values of the derivative contracts shall be 
used as are used in the accounts.

a) Supervisory replacement costs for unmargined derivative transactions 

[SACCR; Annex 4; §136] For unmargined transactions, the supervisory replacement costs (RC) shall be 
calculated in accordance with 

!
!

* !

!

10/86!

[SACCRd!Annex!4d!§129]!The!supervisory!replacement!costs!and!the!potential!future!exposure!
shall!be!calculated!differently,!depending!on!whether!they!are!margined!regularly!in!accordance!
with!margin!no.!109.!In!the!case!of!margined!derivative!transactions,!the!credit!equivalent!may!
be!limited!to!a!ceiling!by!the!relevant!credit!equivalent,!which!would!have!been!calculated!had!
it! been! unmargined.!Moreover,! to! simplify! things,!margined! derivative! transactions!may! be!
treated!as!if!they!were!unmargined.!!

35!!!

For!contracts!where!the!replacement!values!are!not!positive!and!that!are!not!part!of!a!netting!
set!or!a!margin!agreement,!the!credit!equivalent!may!be!set!at!zero.!!

36!!!

C.! Supervisory!replacement!costs! !

The!supervisory!replacement!costs!shall!be!calculated!as!described!in!margin!no.!38–43:!the!
current!positive!or!negative!market!value!(V)!of!all!derivative!contracts!in!the!netting!set!and!
the!net!value!of!the!collateral!(C)!according!to!margin!no.!108.!The!same!market!values!of!the!
derivative!contracts!shall!be!used!as!are!used!in!the!accounts.!

37!!!

a)* Supervisory*replacement*costs*for*unmargined*derivative*transactions** !

[SACCRd!Annex!4d!§136]!For!unmargined!transactions,!the!supervisory!replacement!costs!(RC)!

shall!be!calculated!in!accordance!with! }0#;max{#RC CV −= .!In!doing!so,!V!shall!be!the!current!
(positive!or!negative)!net!market!value!of!all!derivative!contracts!in!the!netting!set,!and!C!the!
net!value!of!the!collateral!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!108.!

38!!!

b)* Supervisory*replacement*costs*for*margined*derivative*transactions* !

[SACCRd! Annex! 4d! §144M145]! For! margined! transactions,! the! following! shall! apply:!
}0 ;;max{ RC NICAMTATHCV −+−= .!V!shall!be!the!current!(positive!or!negative)!net!market!

value!of!all!derivative!contracts!in!the!netting!set,!C!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!in!accordance!
with!margin!no.!108,!TH!and!MTA!the!thresholds!and!minimum!transfer!amounts!of!the!margin!
agreements! in! accordance! with! margin! no.! 109! and! NICA! the! net! independent! collateral!
amount!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!110.!Like!this,!not!only!the!current!market!values!and!
collateral!( CV − )!are!taken!into!account!but!also!the!maximum!value!of!the!exposure!that!could!
happen!without!a!margin!call!to!the!counterparty!being!triggered!(TH!+!MTA!M!NICA).!

39!!!

c)* Special*Cases*where*the*Netting*Set*Mismatches*the*Margin*Call* !

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§185]!Should!the!margin!agreement!not!include!all!derivative!transactions!
in!the!netting!set!or!if!the!transactions!in!the!netting!set!have!been!collateralized!with!different!
margin!agreements,!the!netting!set!has!to!be!divided!into!multiple!subMnetting!sets!that!align!
with!the!respective!margin!agreements.!This!treatment!shall!apply!to!both!supervisory!RC!and!
PFE!components.!!

40!!!

[SACCR!Annex!4,!§186]!If!a!single!margin!agreement!applies!to!several!netting!sets,!so!that!
net!margin!payments!must!be!calculated!and!exchanged!without!having!fulfilled!the!supervisory!
conditions!for!a!netting!stated!in!margin!no.!107,!the!credit!equivalent!shall!exceptionally!be!
calculated! at! the! level! of! the! margin! agreement.! The! same! shall! be! the! case! if! collateral!
delivered!or!received!outside!a!margin!agreement!applies!to!more!than!one!netting!set.!In!such!

41!!!

. In doing so, V shall be the current (positive or nega-
tive) net market value of all derivative contracts in the netting set, and C the net value of the collateral in 
accordance with margin no. 108.

b) Supervisory replacement costs for margined derivative transactions

[SACCR; Annex 4; §144-145] For margined transactions, the following shall apply: 

!
!

* !

!
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[SACCRd!Annex!4d!§129]!The!supervisory!replacement!costs!and!the!potential!future!exposure!
shall!be!calculated!differently,!depending!on!whether!they!are!margined!regularly!in!accordance!
with!margin!no.!109.!In!the!case!of!margined!derivative!transactions,!the!credit!equivalent!may!
be!limited!to!a!ceiling!by!the!relevant!credit!equivalent,!which!would!have!been!calculated!had!
it! been! unmargined.!Moreover,! to! simplify! things,!margined! derivative! transactions!may! be!
treated!as!if!they!were!unmargined.!!

35!!!

For!contracts!where!the!replacement!values!are!not!positive!and!that!are!not!part!of!a!netting!
set!or!a!margin!agreement,!the!credit!equivalent!may!be!set!at!zero.!!

36!!!

C.! Supervisory!replacement!costs! !

The!supervisory!replacement!costs!shall!be!calculated!as!described!in!margin!no.!38–43:!the!
current!positive!or!negative!market!value!(V)!of!all!derivative!contracts!in!the!netting!set!and!
the!net!value!of!the!collateral!(C)!according!to!margin!no.!108.!The!same!market!values!of!the!
derivative!contracts!shall!be!used!as!are!used!in!the!accounts.!

37!!!

a)* Supervisory*replacement*costs*for*unmargined*derivative*transactions** !

[SACCRd!Annex!4d!§136]!For!unmargined!transactions,!the!supervisory!replacement!costs!(RC)!

shall!be!calculated!in!accordance!with! }0#;max{#RC CV −= .!In!doing!so,!V!shall!be!the!current!
(positive!or!negative)!net!market!value!of!all!derivative!contracts!in!the!netting!set,!and!C!the!
net!value!of!the!collateral!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!108.!

38!!!

b)* Supervisory*replacement*costs*for*margined*derivative*transactions* !

[SACCRd! Annex! 4d! §144M145]! For! margined! transactions,! the! following! shall! apply:!
}0 ;;max{ RC NICAMTATHCV −+−= .!V!shall!be!the!current!(positive!or!negative)!net!market!

value!of!all!derivative!contracts!in!the!netting!set,!C!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!in!accordance!
with!margin!no.!108,!TH!and!MTA!the!thresholds!and!minimum!transfer!amounts!of!the!margin!
agreements! in! accordance! with! margin! no.! 109! and! NICA! the! net! independent! collateral!
amount!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!110.!Like!this,!not!only!the!current!market!values!and!
collateral!( CV − )!are!taken!into!account!but!also!the!maximum!value!of!the!exposure!that!could!
happen!without!a!margin!call!to!the!counterparty!being!triggered!(TH!+!MTA!M!NICA).!

39!!!

c)* Special*Cases*where*the*Netting*Set*Mismatches*the*Margin*Call* !

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§185]!Should!the!margin!agreement!not!include!all!derivative!transactions!
in!the!netting!set!or!if!the!transactions!in!the!netting!set!have!been!collateralized!with!different!
margin!agreements,!the!netting!set!has!to!be!divided!into!multiple!subMnetting!sets!that!align!
with!the!respective!margin!agreements.!This!treatment!shall!apply!to!both!supervisory!RC!and!
PFE!components.!!

40!!!

[SACCR!Annex!4,!§186]!If!a!single!margin!agreement!applies!to!several!netting!sets,!so!that!
net!margin!payments!must!be!calculated!and!exchanged!without!having!fulfilled!the!supervisory!
conditions!for!a!netting!stated!in!margin!no.!107,!the!credit!equivalent!shall!exceptionally!be!
calculated! at! the! level! of! the! margin! agreement.! The! same! shall! be! the! case! if! collateral!
delivered!or!received!outside!a!margin!agreement!applies!to!more!than!one!netting!set.!In!such!

41!!!

. V shall be the current (positive or negative) net market value of all 
derivative contracts in the netting set, C the net value of the collateral in accordance with margin no. 108, 
TH and MTA the thresholds and minimum transfer amounts of the margin agreements in accordance with 
margin no. 109 and NICA the net independent collateral amount in accordance with margin no. 110. Like this, 
not only the current market values and collateral (V - C) are taken into account but also the maximum value of 
the exposure that could happen without a margin call to the counterparty being triggered (TH + MTA - NICA).

c) Special cases where the netting set mismatches the margin call

[SACCR; Annex 4, §185] Should the margin agreement not include all derivative transactions in the netting 
set or if the transactions in the netting set have been collateralized with different margin agreements, the 
netting set has to be divided into multiple sub-netting sets that align with the respective margin agree-
ments. This treatment shall apply to both supervisory RC and PFE components. 

[SACCR Annex 4, §186] If a single margin agreement applies to several netting sets, so that net margin 

35  

36*  

37  

38  

39  

40  

41  
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payments must be calculated and exchanged without having fulfilled the supervisory conditions for a net-
ting stated in margin no. 107, the credit equivalent shall exceptionally be calculated at the level of the mar-
gin agreement. The same shall be the case if collateral delivered or received outside a margin agreement 
applies to more than one netting set. In such cases, the replacement cost shall be calculated regardless 
of the whether parameter C has a plus or a minus sign (margin no. 108), i.e. regardless of whether the 
bank is a net collateral provider or collateral receiver. 

If the bank is a net collateral receiver (C > 0), the following shall apply: 

!
!

* !

!
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cases,!the!replacement!cost!shall!be!calculated!regardless!of!the!whether!parameter!C!has!a!
plus!or!a!minus!sign!(margin!no.!108),!i.e.!regardless!of!whether!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!
seller!or!buyer.!!

If! the! bank! is! a! net! protection! buyer! (C! >! 0),! the! following! shall! apply:! !" =
max max '(); 0() − "; 0 .!For!this,!the!sum!of!all!netting!sets!“NS”!included!in!the!margin!
agreement! is! takend!'()! is! the! related!net!market!value!of! the!derivative!contracts! included!
therein!and!C!is!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!received.!Therefore,!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!
received!is!netted!with!the!positive!market!value!of!the!netting!sets.!

42!!!

If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller!(C!<!0),!the!following!shall!apply:!!" = max '(); 0() +
max " + min '(); 0() ; 0 !In!this!case,!the!negative!market!values!in!the!netting!sets!shall!
be!netted!with!the!collateral!received.!!

43!!!

D.! Potential!Future!Exposure!(PFE)! !

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§146]!PFE!shall!be!the!product!of!the!multiplier!described!in!margin!no.!45!
with!the!aggregate!add$on<component!of<the<netting<sets!as!per!margin!nos.!49–104.!

44!!!

The!multiplier!shall!be!calculated!as!follows:! 45!!!

multiplier = min 1; 5% + 95% ∗ exp ' − "
2 ∗ 95% ∗ Add>on !

!

For! this,!exp(...)! shall!be! the!exponential! function,!V! the!current! (positive!and!negative)!net!
market!value!of!all!derivative!contracts!in!the!netting!set,!C!is!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!as!
per!margin!no.!108!and! the!aggregate!addMon!component! for! the!netting!set.!The!multiplier!
shall! serve! to! recognize! excess! collateral! and! negative! market! values.! It! shall! result! in! a!
reduced!PFE!if!the!net!amount!of!market!value!and!collateral!(V!M!C)!is!negative.!Otherwise,!
the!formula!shall!result!in!a!multiplier!of!1!and!the!PFE!in!the!full!amount!of!the!addMon.!

46!!!

[SACCRd! Annex! 4,! §187]! Should! a! margin! agreement! encompass! several! netting! sets! or!
several!collateral!components!serve!to!back!a!netting!set!as!described!in!margin!no.!41,!the!
bank!shall!calculate!a!separate!PFE!for!each!netting!set.!PFEs!at!the!level!of!each!netting!set!
shall! then!be!aggregated.!For! the!parameter!C! in! the!calculation!of! the!multipliers! for!each!
netting! set,! collateral! shall! be! allocated! to! the! netting! sets! as! follows:! If! the! bank! is! a! net!
protection!buyer! (C>0),! the!netting!sets!with!positive! replacement!values!shall! be!allocated!
collateral!up!to!the!amount!of!the!replacement!values.!If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller(C<0),!
the!netting!sets!with!negative!replacement!values!shall!be!allocated!collateral!up!to!the!amount!
of!the!replacement!values.!If!C>0!(or!C<0),!all!of!the!amounts!allocated!to!all!netting!sets!must!
also!be!positive!(or!negative)!or!zero.!Apart!from!these!limitations,!the!allocation!may!occur!at!
will.2!If!the!collateral!provided!is!larger!than!the!sum!of!the!negative!replacement!values!(i.e.!if!
" < min 0; '()() ),!then!all!multipliers!shall!equal!1!and!no!allocation!is!necessary.!

47!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2! Example:!Four!netting!sets!(NS)!have!the!replacement!values!of!V1=+100,!V2=+10,!V3=M10!and!V4=M100.! If! the!

bank!is!a!net!protection!buyer!with!C!=!150!and!the!collateral!is!eligible!for!all!four!NS,!then!NS1!shall!be!allocated!
at!least!100!and!NS2!at!least!10.!The!remaining!40!may!be!allocated!freely.!If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller!with!

 

!
!

* !

!
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cases,!the!replacement!cost!shall!be!calculated!regardless!of!the!whether!parameter!C!has!a!
plus!or!a!minus!sign!(margin!no.!108),!i.e.!regardless!of!whether!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!
seller!or!buyer.!!

If! the! bank! is! a! net! protection! buyer! (C! >! 0),! the! following! shall! apply:! !" =
max max '(); 0() − "; 0 .!For!this,!the!sum!of!all!netting!sets!“NS”!included!in!the!margin!
agreement! is! takend!'()! is! the! related!net!market!value!of! the!derivative!contracts! included!
therein!and!C!is!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!received.!Therefore,!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!
received!is!netted!with!the!positive!market!value!of!the!netting!sets.!

42!!!

If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller!(C!<!0),!the!following!shall!apply:!!" = max '(); 0() +
max " + min '(); 0() ; 0 !In!this!case,!the!negative!market!values!in!the!netting!sets!shall!
be!netted!with!the!collateral!received.!!

43!!!

D.! Potential!Future!Exposure!(PFE)! !

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§146]!PFE!shall!be!the!product!of!the!multiplier!described!in!margin!no.!45!
with!the!aggregate!add$on<component!of<the<netting<sets!as!per!margin!nos.!49–104.!

44!!!

The!multiplier!shall!be!calculated!as!follows:! 45!!!

multiplier = min 1; 5% + 95% ∗ exp ' − "
2 ∗ 95% ∗ Add>on !

!

For! this,!exp(...)! shall!be! the!exponential! function,!V! the!current! (positive!and!negative)!net!
market!value!of!all!derivative!contracts!in!the!netting!set,!C!is!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!as!
per!margin!no.!108!and! the!aggregate!addMon!component! for! the!netting!set.!The!multiplier!
shall! serve! to! recognize! excess! collateral! and! negative! market! values.! It! shall! result! in! a!
reduced!PFE!if!the!net!amount!of!market!value!and!collateral!(V!M!C)!is!negative.!Otherwise,!
the!formula!shall!result!in!a!multiplier!of!1!and!the!PFE!in!the!full!amount!of!the!addMon.!

46!!!

[SACCRd! Annex! 4,! §187]! Should! a! margin! agreement! encompass! several! netting! sets! or!
several!collateral!components!serve!to!back!a!netting!set!as!described!in!margin!no.!41,!the!
bank!shall!calculate!a!separate!PFE!for!each!netting!set.!PFEs!at!the!level!of!each!netting!set!
shall! then!be!aggregated.!For! the!parameter!C! in! the!calculation!of! the!multipliers! for!each!
netting! set,! collateral! shall! be! allocated! to! the! netting! sets! as! follows:! If! the! bank! is! a! net!
protection!buyer! (C>0),! the!netting!sets!with!positive! replacement!values!shall! be!allocated!
collateral!up!to!the!amount!of!the!replacement!values.!If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller(C<0),!
the!netting!sets!with!negative!replacement!values!shall!be!allocated!collateral!up!to!the!amount!
of!the!replacement!values.!If!C>0!(or!C<0),!all!of!the!amounts!allocated!to!all!netting!sets!must!
also!be!positive!(or!negative)!or!zero.!Apart!from!these!limitations,!the!allocation!may!occur!at!
will.2!If!the!collateral!provided!is!larger!than!the!sum!of!the!negative!replacement!values!(i.e.!if!
" < min 0; '()() ),!then!all!multipliers!shall!equal!1!and!no!allocation!is!necessary.!

47!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2! Example:!Four!netting!sets!(NS)!have!the!replacement!values!of!V1=+100,!V2=+10,!V3=M10!and!V4=M100.! If! the!

bank!is!a!net!protection!buyer!with!C!=!150!and!the!collateral!is!eligible!for!all!four!NS,!then!NS1!shall!be!allocated!
at!least!100!and!NS2!at!least!10.!The!remaining!40!may!be!allocated!freely.!If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller!with!

.  
Here, all netting sets NS in the margin agreement shall be included; 

!
!

* !

!
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cases,!the!replacement!cost!shall!be!calculated!regardless!of!the!whether!parameter!C!has!a!
plus!or!a!minus!sign!(margin!no.!108),!i.e.!regardless!of!whether!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!
seller!or!buyer.!!

If! the! bank! is! a! net! protection! buyer! (C! >! 0),! the! following! shall! apply:! !" =
max max '(); 0() − "; 0 .!For!this,!the!sum!of!all!netting!sets!“NS”!included!in!the!margin!
agreement! is! takend!'()! is! the! related!net!market!value!of! the!derivative!contracts! included!
therein!and!C!is!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!received.!Therefore,!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!
received!is!netted!with!the!positive!market!value!of!the!netting!sets.!

42!!!

If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller!(C!<!0),!the!following!shall!apply:!!" = max '(); 0() +
max " + min '(); 0() ; 0 !In!this!case,!the!negative!market!values!in!the!netting!sets!shall!
be!netted!with!the!collateral!received.!!

43!!!

D.! Potential!Future!Exposure!(PFE)! !

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§146]!PFE!shall!be!the!product!of!the!multiplier!described!in!margin!no.!45!
with!the!aggregate!add$on<component!of<the<netting<sets!as!per!margin!nos.!49–104.!

44!!!

The!multiplier!shall!be!calculated!as!follows:! 45!!!

multiplier = min 1; 5% + 95% ∗ exp ' − "
2 ∗ 95% ∗ Add>on !

!

For! this,!exp(...)! shall!be! the!exponential! function,!V! the!current! (positive!and!negative)!net!
market!value!of!all!derivative!contracts!in!the!netting!set,!C!is!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!as!
per!margin!no.!108!and! the!aggregate!addMon!component! for! the!netting!set.!The!multiplier!
shall! serve! to! recognize! excess! collateral! and! negative! market! values.! It! shall! result! in! a!
reduced!PFE!if!the!net!amount!of!market!value!and!collateral!(V!M!C)!is!negative.!Otherwise,!
the!formula!shall!result!in!a!multiplier!of!1!and!the!PFE!in!the!full!amount!of!the!addMon.!

46!!!

[SACCRd! Annex! 4,! §187]! Should! a! margin! agreement! encompass! several! netting! sets! or!
several!collateral!components!serve!to!back!a!netting!set!as!described!in!margin!no.!41,!the!
bank!shall!calculate!a!separate!PFE!for!each!netting!set.!PFEs!at!the!level!of!each!netting!set!
shall! then!be!aggregated.!For! the!parameter!C! in! the!calculation!of! the!multipliers! for!each!
netting! set,! collateral! shall! be! allocated! to! the! netting! sets! as! follows:! If! the! bank! is! a! net!
protection!buyer! (C>0),! the!netting!sets!with!positive! replacement!values!shall! be!allocated!
collateral!up!to!the!amount!of!the!replacement!values.!If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller(C<0),!
the!netting!sets!with!negative!replacement!values!shall!be!allocated!collateral!up!to!the!amount!
of!the!replacement!values.!If!C>0!(or!C<0),!all!of!the!amounts!allocated!to!all!netting!sets!must!
also!be!positive!(or!negative)!or!zero.!Apart!from!these!limitations,!the!allocation!may!occur!at!
will.2!If!the!collateral!provided!is!larger!than!the!sum!of!the!negative!replacement!values!(i.e.!if!
" < min 0; '()() ),!then!all!multipliers!shall!equal!1!and!no!allocation!is!necessary.!

47!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2! Example:!Four!netting!sets!(NS)!have!the!replacement!values!of!V1=+100,!V2=+10,!V3=M10!and!V4=M100.! If! the!

bank!is!a!net!protection!buyer!with!C!=!150!and!the!collateral!is!eligible!for!all!four!NS,!then!NS1!shall!be!allocated!
at!least!100!and!NS2!at!least!10.!The!remaining!40!may!be!allocated!freely.!If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller!with!

 is the related net market value 
of the derivative contracts included therein and C is the net value of the collateral received. Therefore, the 
net value of the collateral received is netted with the positive market value of the netting sets.

If the bank is a net collateral provider (C < 0), the following shall apply: 

!
!

* !

!
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cases,!the!replacement!cost!shall!be!calculated!regardless!of!the!whether!parameter!C!has!a!
plus!or!a!minus!sign!(margin!no.!108),!i.e.!regardless!of!whether!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!
seller!or!buyer.!!

If! the! bank! is! a! net! protection! buyer! (C! >! 0),! the! following! shall! apply:! !" =
max max '(); 0() − "; 0 .!For!this,!the!sum!of!all!netting!sets!“NS”!included!in!the!margin!
agreement! is! takend!'()! is! the! related!net!market!value!of! the!derivative!contracts! included!
therein!and!C!is!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!received.!Therefore,!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!
received!is!netted!with!the!positive!market!value!of!the!netting!sets.!

42!!!

If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller!(C!<!0),!the!following!shall!apply:!!" = max '(); 0() +
max " + min '(); 0() ; 0 !In!this!case,!the!negative!market!values!in!the!netting!sets!shall!
be!netted!with!the!collateral!received.!!

43!!!

D.! Potential!Future!Exposure!(PFE)! !

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§146]!PFE!shall!be!the!product!of!the!multiplier!described!in!margin!no.!45!
with!the!aggregate!add$on<component!of<the<netting<sets!as!per!margin!nos.!49–104.!

44!!!

The!multiplier!shall!be!calculated!as!follows:! 45!!!

multiplier = min 1; 5% + 95% ∗ exp ' − "
2 ∗ 95% ∗ Add>on !

!

For! this,!exp(...)! shall!be! the!exponential! function,!V! the!current! (positive!and!negative)!net!
market!value!of!all!derivative!contracts!in!the!netting!set,!C!is!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!as!
per!margin!no.!108!and! the!aggregate!addMon!component! for! the!netting!set.!The!multiplier!
shall! serve! to! recognize! excess! collateral! and! negative! market! values.! It! shall! result! in! a!
reduced!PFE!if!the!net!amount!of!market!value!and!collateral!(V!M!C)!is!negative.!Otherwise,!
the!formula!shall!result!in!a!multiplier!of!1!and!the!PFE!in!the!full!amount!of!the!addMon.!

46!!!

[SACCRd! Annex! 4,! §187]! Should! a! margin! agreement! encompass! several! netting! sets! or!
several!collateral!components!serve!to!back!a!netting!set!as!described!in!margin!no.!41,!the!
bank!shall!calculate!a!separate!PFE!for!each!netting!set.!PFEs!at!the!level!of!each!netting!set!
shall! then!be!aggregated.!For! the!parameter!C! in! the!calculation!of! the!multipliers! for!each!
netting! set,! collateral! shall! be! allocated! to! the! netting! sets! as! follows:! If! the! bank! is! a! net!
protection!buyer! (C>0),! the!netting!sets!with!positive! replacement!values!shall! be!allocated!
collateral!up!to!the!amount!of!the!replacement!values.!If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller(C<0),!
the!netting!sets!with!negative!replacement!values!shall!be!allocated!collateral!up!to!the!amount!
of!the!replacement!values.!If!C>0!(or!C<0),!all!of!the!amounts!allocated!to!all!netting!sets!must!
also!be!positive!(or!negative)!or!zero.!Apart!from!these!limitations,!the!allocation!may!occur!at!
will.2!If!the!collateral!provided!is!larger!than!the!sum!of!the!negative!replacement!values!(i.e.!if!
" < min 0; '()() ),!then!all!multipliers!shall!equal!1!and!no!allocation!is!necessary.!

47!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2! Example:!Four!netting!sets!(NS)!have!the!replacement!values!of!V1=+100,!V2=+10,!V3=M10!and!V4=M100.! If! the!

bank!is!a!net!protection!buyer!with!C!=!150!and!the!collateral!is!eligible!for!all!four!NS,!then!NS1!shall!be!allocated!
at!least!100!and!NS2!at!least!10.!The!remaining!40!may!be!allocated!freely.!If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller!with!
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cases,!the!replacement!cost!shall!be!calculated!regardless!of!the!whether!parameter!C!has!a!
plus!or!a!minus!sign!(margin!no.!108),!i.e.!regardless!of!whether!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!
seller!or!buyer.!!

If! the! bank! is! a! net! protection! buyer! (C! >! 0),! the! following! shall! apply:! !" =
max max '(); 0() − "; 0 .!For!this,!the!sum!of!all!netting!sets!“NS”!included!in!the!margin!
agreement! is! takend!'()! is! the! related!net!market!value!of! the!derivative!contracts! included!
therein!and!C!is!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!received.!Therefore,!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!
received!is!netted!with!the!positive!market!value!of!the!netting!sets.!

42!!!

If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller!(C!<!0),!the!following!shall!apply:!!" = max '(); 0() +
max " + min '(); 0() ; 0 !In!this!case,!the!negative!market!values!in!the!netting!sets!shall!
be!netted!with!the!collateral!received.!!

43!!!

D.! Potential!Future!Exposure!(PFE)! !

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§146]!PFE!shall!be!the!product!of!the!multiplier!described!in!margin!no.!45!
with!the!aggregate!add$on<component!of<the<netting<sets!as!per!margin!nos.!49–104.!

44!!!

The!multiplier!shall!be!calculated!as!follows:! 45!!!

multiplier = min 1; 5% + 95% ∗ exp ' − "
2 ∗ 95% ∗ Add>on !

!

For! this,!exp(...)! shall!be! the!exponential! function,!V! the!current! (positive!and!negative)!net!
market!value!of!all!derivative!contracts!in!the!netting!set,!C!is!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!as!
per!margin!no.!108!and! the!aggregate!addMon!component! for! the!netting!set.!The!multiplier!
shall! serve! to! recognize! excess! collateral! and! negative! market! values.! It! shall! result! in! a!
reduced!PFE!if!the!net!amount!of!market!value!and!collateral!(V!M!C)!is!negative.!Otherwise,!
the!formula!shall!result!in!a!multiplier!of!1!and!the!PFE!in!the!full!amount!of!the!addMon.!

46!!!

[SACCRd! Annex! 4,! §187]! Should! a! margin! agreement! encompass! several! netting! sets! or!
several!collateral!components!serve!to!back!a!netting!set!as!described!in!margin!no.!41,!the!
bank!shall!calculate!a!separate!PFE!for!each!netting!set.!PFEs!at!the!level!of!each!netting!set!
shall! then!be!aggregated.!For! the!parameter!C! in! the!calculation!of! the!multipliers! for!each!
netting! set,! collateral! shall! be! allocated! to! the! netting! sets! as! follows:! If! the! bank! is! a! net!
protection!buyer! (C>0),! the!netting!sets!with!positive! replacement!values!shall! be!allocated!
collateral!up!to!the!amount!of!the!replacement!values.!If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller(C<0),!
the!netting!sets!with!negative!replacement!values!shall!be!allocated!collateral!up!to!the!amount!
of!the!replacement!values.!If!C>0!(or!C<0),!all!of!the!amounts!allocated!to!all!netting!sets!must!
also!be!positive!(or!negative)!or!zero.!Apart!from!these!limitations,!the!allocation!may!occur!at!
will.2!If!the!collateral!provided!is!larger!than!the!sum!of!the!negative!replacement!values!(i.e.!if!
" < min 0; '()() ),!then!all!multipliers!shall!equal!1!and!no!allocation!is!necessary.!

47!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2! Example:!Four!netting!sets!(NS)!have!the!replacement!values!of!V1=+100,!V2=+10,!V3=M10!and!V4=M100.! If! the!

bank!is!a!net!protection!buyer!with!C!=!150!and!the!collateral!is!eligible!for!all!four!NS,!then!NS1!shall!be!allocated!
at!least!100!and!NS2!at!least!10.!The!remaining!40!may!be!allocated!freely.!If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller!with!

. In this case, the negative market values in the netting sets shall be net-
ted with the collateral received. 

D. Potential Future Exposure (PFE)

[SACCR; Annex 4, §146] PFE shall be the product of the multiplier described in margin no. 45 with the 
aggregate add-on component of the netting sets as per margin nos. 49–104.

The multiplier shall be calculated as follows:

For this, exp(...) shall be the exponential function, V the current (positive and negative) net market value 
of all derivative contracts in the netting set, C is the net value of the collateral as per margin no. 108 and 
the aggregate add-on component for the netting set. The multiplier shall serve to recognize excess col-
lateral and negative market values. It shall result in a reduced PFE if the net amount of market value and 
collateral (V - C) is negative. Otherwise, the formula shall result in a multiplier of 1 and the PFE in the full 
amount of the add-on.

[SACCR; Annex 4, §187] Should a margin agreement encompass several netting sets or several collateral 
components serve to back a netting set as described in margin no. 41, the bank shall calculate a separate 
PFE for each netting set. PFEs at the level of each netting set shall then be aggregated. For the parameter 
C in the calculation of the multipliers for each netting set, collateral shall be allocated to the netting sets 
as follows: If the bank is a net collateral receiver (C>0), the netting sets with positive replacement values 
shall be allocated collateral up to the amount of the replacement values. If the bank is a net collateral 
provider (C<0), the netting sets with negative replacement values shall be allocated collateral up to the 
amount of the replacement values. If C>0 (or C<0), all of the amounts allocated to all netting sets must 
also be positive (or negative) or zero. Apart from these limitations, the allocation may occur at will.4 If the 

4 Example: Four netting sets (NS) have the replacement values of V1=+100, V2=+10, V3=-10 and V4=-100. If the bank is a net 
collateral receiver with C = 150 and the collateral is eligible for all four NS, then NS1 shall be allocated at least 100 and NS2 at least 
10. The remaining 40 may be allocated freely. If the bank is a net collateral provider with C=50, then amount which may be freely 

42  

43  

44  

45  
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cases,!the!replacement!cost!shall!be!calculated!regardless!of!the!whether!parameter!C!has!a!
plus!or!a!minus!sign!(margin!no.!108),!i.e.!regardless!of!whether!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!
seller!or!buyer.!!

If! the! bank! is! a! net! protection! buyer! (C! >! 0),! the! following! shall! apply:! !" =
max max '(); 0() − "; 0 .!For!this,!the!sum!of!all!netting!sets!“NS”!included!in!the!margin!
agreement! is! takend!'()! is! the! related!net!market!value!of! the!derivative!contracts! included!
therein!and!C!is!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!received.!Therefore,!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!
received!is!netted!with!the!positive!market!value!of!the!netting!sets.!

42!!!

If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller!(C!<!0),!the!following!shall!apply:!!" = max '(); 0() +
max " + min '(); 0() ; 0 !In!this!case,!the!negative!market!values!in!the!netting!sets!shall!
be!netted!with!the!collateral!received.!!

43!!!

D.! Potential!Future!Exposure!(PFE)! !

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§146]!PFE!shall!be!the!product!of!the!multiplier!described!in!margin!no.!45!
with!the!aggregate!add$on<component!of<the<netting<sets!as!per!margin!nos.!49–104.!

44!!!

The!multiplier!shall!be!calculated!as!follows:! 45!!!

multiplier = min 1; 5% + 95% ∗ exp ' − "
2 ∗ 95% ∗ Add>on !

!

For! this,!exp(...)! shall!be! the!exponential! function,!V! the!current! (positive!and!negative)!net!
market!value!of!all!derivative!contracts!in!the!netting!set,!C!is!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!as!
per!margin!no.!108!and! the!aggregate!addMon!component! for! the!netting!set.!The!multiplier!
shall! serve! to! recognize! excess! collateral! and! negative! market! values.! It! shall! result! in! a!
reduced!PFE!if!the!net!amount!of!market!value!and!collateral!(V!M!C)!is!negative.!Otherwise,!
the!formula!shall!result!in!a!multiplier!of!1!and!the!PFE!in!the!full!amount!of!the!addMon.!

46!!!

[SACCRd! Annex! 4,! §187]! Should! a! margin! agreement! encompass! several! netting! sets! or!
several!collateral!components!serve!to!back!a!netting!set!as!described!in!margin!no.!41,!the!
bank!shall!calculate!a!separate!PFE!for!each!netting!set.!PFEs!at!the!level!of!each!netting!set!
shall! then!be!aggregated.!For! the!parameter!C! in! the!calculation!of! the!multipliers! for!each!
netting! set,! collateral! shall! be! allocated! to! the! netting! sets! as! follows:! If! the! bank! is! a! net!
protection!buyer! (C>0),! the!netting!sets!with!positive! replacement!values!shall! be!allocated!
collateral!up!to!the!amount!of!the!replacement!values.!If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller(C<0),!
the!netting!sets!with!negative!replacement!values!shall!be!allocated!collateral!up!to!the!amount!
of!the!replacement!values.!If!C>0!(or!C<0),!all!of!the!amounts!allocated!to!all!netting!sets!must!
also!be!positive!(or!negative)!or!zero.!Apart!from!these!limitations,!the!allocation!may!occur!at!
will.2!If!the!collateral!provided!is!larger!than!the!sum!of!the!negative!replacement!values!(i.e.!if!
" < min 0; '()() ),!then!all!multipliers!shall!equal!1!and!no!allocation!is!necessary.!

47!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2! Example:!Four!netting!sets!(NS)!have!the!replacement!values!of!V1=+100,!V2=+10,!V3=M10!and!V4=M100.! If! the!

bank!is!a!net!protection!buyer!with!C!=!150!and!the!collateral!is!eligible!for!all!four!NS,!then!NS1!shall!be!allocated!
at!least!100!and!NS2!at!least!10.!The!remaining!40!may!be!allocated!freely.!If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller!with!

46  
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collateral provided is larger than the sum of the negative replacement values (i.e. if 
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cases,!the!replacement!cost!shall!be!calculated!regardless!of!the!whether!parameter!C!has!a!
plus!or!a!minus!sign!(margin!no.!108),!i.e.!regardless!of!whether!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!
seller!or!buyer.!!

If! the! bank! is! a! net! protection! buyer! (C! >! 0),! the! following! shall! apply:! !" =
max max '(); 0() − "; 0 .!For!this,!the!sum!of!all!netting!sets!“NS”!included!in!the!margin!
agreement! is! takend!'()! is! the! related!net!market!value!of! the!derivative!contracts! included!
therein!and!C!is!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!received.!Therefore,!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!
received!is!netted!with!the!positive!market!value!of!the!netting!sets.!

42!!!

If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller!(C!<!0),!the!following!shall!apply:!!" = max '(); 0() +
max " + min '(); 0() ; 0 !In!this!case,!the!negative!market!values!in!the!netting!sets!shall!
be!netted!with!the!collateral!received.!!

43!!!

D.! Potential!Future!Exposure!(PFE)! !

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§146]!PFE!shall!be!the!product!of!the!multiplier!described!in!margin!no.!45!
with!the!aggregate!add$on<component!of<the<netting<sets!as!per!margin!nos.!49–104.!

44!!!

The!multiplier!shall!be!calculated!as!follows:! 45!!!

multiplier = min 1; 5% + 95% ∗ exp ' − "
2 ∗ 95% ∗ Add>on !

!

For! this,!exp(...)! shall!be! the!exponential! function,!V! the!current! (positive!and!negative)!net!
market!value!of!all!derivative!contracts!in!the!netting!set,!C!is!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!as!
per!margin!no.!108!and! the!aggregate!addMon!component! for! the!netting!set.!The!multiplier!
shall! serve! to! recognize! excess! collateral! and! negative! market! values.! It! shall! result! in! a!
reduced!PFE!if!the!net!amount!of!market!value!and!collateral!(V!M!C)!is!negative.!Otherwise,!
the!formula!shall!result!in!a!multiplier!of!1!and!the!PFE!in!the!full!amount!of!the!addMon.!

46!!!

[SACCRd! Annex! 4,! §187]! Should! a! margin! agreement! encompass! several! netting! sets! or!
several!collateral!components!serve!to!back!a!netting!set!as!described!in!margin!no.!41,!the!
bank!shall!calculate!a!separate!PFE!for!each!netting!set.!PFEs!at!the!level!of!each!netting!set!
shall! then!be!aggregated.!For! the!parameter!C! in! the!calculation!of! the!multipliers! for!each!
netting! set,! collateral! shall! be! allocated! to! the! netting! sets! as! follows:! If! the! bank! is! a! net!
protection!buyer! (C>0),! the!netting!sets!with!positive! replacement!values!shall! be!allocated!
collateral!up!to!the!amount!of!the!replacement!values.!If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller(C<0),!
the!netting!sets!with!negative!replacement!values!shall!be!allocated!collateral!up!to!the!amount!
of!the!replacement!values.!If!C>0!(or!C<0),!all!of!the!amounts!allocated!to!all!netting!sets!must!
also!be!positive!(or!negative)!or!zero.!Apart!from!these!limitations,!the!allocation!may!occur!at!
will.2!If!the!collateral!provided!is!larger!than!the!sum!of!the!negative!replacement!values!(i.e.!if!
" < min 0; '()() ),!then!all!multipliers!shall!equal!1!and!no!allocation!is!necessary.!

47!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2! Example:!Four!netting!sets!(NS)!have!the!replacement!values!of!V1=+100,!V2=+10,!V3=M10!and!V4=M100.! If! the!

bank!is!a!net!protection!buyer!with!C!=!150!and!the!collateral!is!eligible!for!all!four!NS,!then!NS1!shall!be!allocated!
at!least!100!and!NS2!at!least!10.!The!remaining!40!may!be!allocated!freely.!If!the!bank!is!a!net!protection!seller!with!

 ), 
then all multipliers shall equal 1 and no allocation is necessary.

As an operational simplification or as an alternative to margin no. 47, banks may calculate the PFE at the 
level of the margin agreement by calculating a separate add-on for each netting set (NS), aggregating the 
results and then applying the following aggregated multiplier to the sum:

E. Calculating the add-on for each derivative contract

Calculating the add-ons based on a scale effective notional (SEN). The latter shall be defined as a product 
of four components for each derivative contract: (i) the adjusted notional, (ii) the supervisory delta (

!
!

* !
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As!an!operational!simplification!or!as!an!alternative!to!margin!no.!47,!banks!may!calculate!the!
PFE!at!the!level!of!the!margin!agreement!by!calculating!a!separate!addMon!for!each!netting!set!
(NS),!aggregating!the!results!and!then!applying!the!following!aggregated!multiplier!to!the!sum:!

48!!

!

multiplieraggregated = min 1; 5% + 95% ∗ exp max '(); 0() − "
2 ∗ 95% ∗ AddMonNS()

!

!

E.! Calculating!the!addMon!for!each!derivative!contract! !

Calculating!the!addMons!based!on!a!scale!effective!notional!(SEN).!The!latter!shall!be!defined!
as!a!product!of!four!components!for!each!derivative!contract:!(i)!the!adjusted!notional,!(ii)!the!
supervisory!delta!(δ),!(iii)!the!maturity!factor!(MF)!and!(iv)!the!supervisory!factor!(SF).!Because!
of!the!delta,!the!SEN!has!a!plus!or!a!minus!sign!in!front!it!and!therefore!may!be!negative!or!
positive,!which!is!of!relevance!for!the!aggregation!in!accordance!with!margin!nos.!73–104.!!

49!!!

For!an!individual!derivative!contract!with!netting,!the!addMon!shall!equal!the!absolute!amount!
of!the!SEN.!!

50!!!

For! derivative! transactions!where! payments! depend! on! a! predefined! condition! (e.g.! binary!
options!where! the!buyer! receives!a!defined!amount! if! a! predefined!event! takes!place),! the!
absolute!amount!of! the!SEN!shall!be!equal! to! the!supervisory! factor! (SF)! times! the! largest!
possible!payment.!If!the!market!value!increases!if!a!primary!risk!driver!increases,!the!SEN!shall!
be!positive!and!negative!if!it!falls.!The!adjusted!notional,!the!supervisory!delta!and!the!maturity!
factor!do!not!come!into!use.!!As!an!alternative!to!this,!exotic!options!may!be!presented!as!an!
equivalent!combination!of!normal!options!and!treated!accordingly.!

51!!!

a)* Adjusted*notional*[SACCR\*Annex*4\*§1578158]* !

An!adjusted!notional!is!calculated!for!each!derivative!transaction.!This!adjusted!notional!is!not!
necessarily! identical!with! the!contractual!notional.!The!adjusted!notional!within! the!SAMCCR!
shall!be!the!final!result!of!the!provisions!detailed!in!the!margin!nos.!53–61!below.!

52!!!

For! interest! rate!and!credit! derivatives,! the!notional! shall! be!multiplied!with! the!supervisory!
duration!(SD).!The!latter!is!calculated!as!follows:3!

53!!!

BC = Max 10EHandelstage (1EJahr) ; 20× exp −0.05 ∗ B − exp −0.05 ∗ N !
!

S!shall!be!the!start!date,!E!the!end!date,!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!120.!! !

For!foreign!exchange!derivatives,!the!adjusted!notional!shall!be!defined!as!the!notional!of!the!
foreign!currency!leg!of!the!contract,!converted!to!the!bank’s!functional!currency!If!both!legs!of!

54!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
C=50,!then!amount!which!may!be!freely!allocated!can!be!between!zero!and!M10!for!NS3!and!the!rest!(between!M50!
and!M40)!shall!be!allocated!to!NS4.!However,!it!would!not!be!permitted!to!allocate!all!of!the!collateral!provided!(M50)!
to!NS3!because!an!allocation!to!NS4!(with!a!value!of!up!to!M100)!has!priority!over!the!allocation!of!collateral!to!NS3,!
which!exceed!M10.!!

3! The!number!of! trading!days! for!each!year!shall!be!determined!by!market!convention.!Example:! if! there!are!250!
trading!days!in!a!year,!the!following!shall!apply:!10!trading!days!/!(1!year)!=!10!/!250!=!0.04.!!

), (iii) 
the maturity factor (MF) and (iv) the supervisory factor (SF). Because of the delta, the SEN has a plus or a 
minus sign in front it and therefore may be negative or positive, which is of relevance for the aggregation 
in accordance with margin nos. 73–104. 

For an individual derivative contract without netting, the add-on shall equal the absolute amount of the SEN. 

In binary options (or digital options), where the buyer receives a predefined amount if the underlying is 
beyond a certain previously defined threshold, the SEN shall be defined with the following calculations. 
First, the binary option is represented as a collar combination of a purchased and a sold European option 
each of the same type (call or put), which approximates the pay-out profile of the binary option. Hereby, 
both of the European options shall have the same underlying and the same strike date as the binary 
option. The strike prices (parameter K) of the two European options shall be selected in such a way that 
one represents 95% of the threshold value of the binary option and the other 105%. The notional values 
of the European options shall be selected in such a way that the pay-out profile of the collar combina-
tion where the underlying is smaller than 95% or larger than 105% exactly corresponds to the one of 
the binary option. Two separate SENs shall be calculated according to margin no. 49 for the two binary 
options and then aggregated according to margin no. 75 (complete offsetting). The absolute amount of 
this aggregated SEN is then capped at the pay-out amount of the binary option.5

If a derivative contract has the same pay-out profile as a combination of several European options  
(e.g. collar, butterfly spread, calendar spread, straddle or strangle) then each of the European options shall 
be treated as a separate contract. A corresponding repartition of interest rate caps into individual caplets 
or of interest rate floors into individual floorlets is allowed but not prescribed. If these are repartitioned 
then the parameters S and T shall equal the time until the beginning date of the coupon period for each 
caplet and floorlet and parameter E shall equal the time until the end date of the coupon period. 

allocated can be between zero and -10 for NS3 and the rest (between -50 and -40) shall be allocated to NS4. However, it would 
not be permitted to allocate all of the collateral provided (-50) to NS3 because an allocation to NS4 (with a value of up to -100) has 
priority over the allocation of collateral to NS3, which exceed -10. 

5 Example: A binary option has a predefined pay-out amount of 100. If the addition of the SEN of both European options according 
to margin number 75 results in -130, the negative sign of the aggregated SEN remains intact but its absolute amount is capped at 
100. The SEN of the binary option in this example thus is -100.

48 
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As!an!operational!simplification!or!as!an!alternative!to!margin!no.!47,!banks!may!calculate!the!
PFE!at!the!level!of!the!margin!agreement!by!calculating!a!separate!addMon!for!each!netting!set!
(NS),!aggregating!the!results!and!then!applying!the!following!aggregated!multiplier!to!the!sum:!

48!!

!

multiplieraggregated = min 1; 5% + 95% ∗ exp max '(); 0() − "
2 ∗ 95% ∗ AddMonNS()

!

!

E.! Calculating!the!addMon!for!each!derivative!contract! !

Calculating!the!addMons!based!on!a!scale!effective!notional!(SEN).!The!latter!shall!be!defined!
as!a!product!of!four!components!for!each!derivative!contract:!(i)!the!adjusted!notional,!(ii)!the!
supervisory!delta!(δ),!(iii)!the!maturity!factor!(MF)!and!(iv)!the!supervisory!factor!(SF).!Because!
of!the!delta,!the!SEN!has!a!plus!or!a!minus!sign!in!front!it!and!therefore!may!be!negative!or!
positive,!which!is!of!relevance!for!the!aggregation!in!accordance!with!margin!nos.!73–104.!!

49!!!

For!an!individual!derivative!contract!with!netting,!the!addMon!shall!equal!the!absolute!amount!
of!the!SEN.!!

50!!!

For! derivative! transactions!where! payments! depend! on! a! predefined! condition! (e.g.! binary!
options!where! the!buyer! receives!a!defined!amount! if! a! predefined!event! takes!place),! the!
absolute!amount!of! the!SEN!shall!be!equal! to! the!supervisory! factor! (SF)! times! the! largest!
possible!payment.!If!the!market!value!increases!if!a!primary!risk!driver!increases,!the!SEN!shall!
be!positive!and!negative!if!it!falls.!The!adjusted!notional,!the!supervisory!delta!and!the!maturity!
factor!do!not!come!into!use.!!As!an!alternative!to!this,!exotic!options!may!be!presented!as!an!
equivalent!combination!of!normal!options!and!treated!accordingly.!

51!!!

a)* Adjusted*notional*[SACCR\*Annex*4\*§1578158]* !

An!adjusted!notional!is!calculated!for!each!derivative!transaction.!This!adjusted!notional!is!not!
necessarily! identical!with! the!contractual!notional.!The!adjusted!notional!within! the!SAMCCR!
shall!be!the!final!result!of!the!provisions!detailed!in!the!margin!nos.!53–61!below.!

52!!!

For! interest! rate!and!credit! derivatives,! the!notional! shall! be!multiplied!with! the!supervisory!
duration!(SD).!The!latter!is!calculated!as!follows:3!

53!!!

BC = Max 10EHandelstage (1EJahr) ; 20× exp −0.05 ∗ B − exp −0.05 ∗ N !
!

S!shall!be!the!start!date,!E!the!end!date,!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!120.!! !

For!foreign!exchange!derivatives,!the!adjusted!notional!shall!be!defined!as!the!notional!of!the!
foreign!currency!leg!of!the!contract,!converted!to!the!bank’s!functional!currency!If!both!legs!of!

54!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
C=50,!then!amount!which!may!be!freely!allocated!can!be!between!zero!and!M10!for!NS3!and!the!rest!(between!M50!
and!M40)!shall!be!allocated!to!NS4.!However,!it!would!not!be!permitted!to!allocate!all!of!the!collateral!provided!(M50)!
to!NS3!because!an!allocation!to!NS4!(with!a!value!of!up!to!M100)!has!priority!over!the!allocation!of!collateral!to!NS3,!
which!exceed!M10.!!

3! The!number!of! trading!days! for!each!year!shall!be!determined!by!market!convention.!Example:! if! there!are!250!
trading!days!in!a!year,!the!following!shall!apply:!10!trading!days!/!(1!year)!=!10!/!250!=!0.04.!!

49  

50  

51*

51.1* 
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a) Adjusted notional [SACCR; Annex 4; §157-158]

An adjusted notional is calculated for each derivative transaction. This adjusted notional is not necessarily 
identical with the contractual notional. The adjusted notional within the SA-CCR shall be the final result of 
the provisions detailed in the margin nos. 53–61 below.

For interest rate and credit derivatives, the notional shall be multiplied with the supervisory duration (SD). 
The latter is calculated as follows:6

15/90 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

a) Adjusted notional [SACCR; Annex 4; §157-158] 

An adjusted notional is calculated for each derivative transaction. This adjusted notional is not 
necessarily identical with the contractual notional. The adjusted notional within the SA-CCR 

shall be the final result of the provisions detailed in the margin nos. 53–61 below. 

52 

For interest rate and credit derivatives, the notional shall be multiplied with the supervisory 
duration (SD). The latter is calculated as follows:5 

53 

c# = E%F d
10	KM%UHIe	U%fg

(1	fL%M)
; 20	F	[LF'(−0.05 ∗ c) − LF'(−0.05 ∗ !)]k 

	
 

S shall be the start date, E the end date, in accordance with margin no. 120. 

For foreign exchange derivatives, the adjusted notional shall be defined as the notional of the 
foreign currency leg of the contract, converted to the bank’s functional currency If both legs of 
a foreign exchange derivative are denominated in currencies other than the domestic currency, 
the notional amount of each leg shall be converted to the domestic currency and the leg with 
the larger domestic currency value is the adjusted notional amount 

54 

In the case of equity and commodity derivatives, the notional shall be the product of the 
current price of one unit of the stock or commodity and the underlying number of units 

55 

If the notional is a function of an underlying, the current market price of this underlying shall 
be used to determine the adjusted notional. 

56 

For variable notional swaps, the average notional shall apply for the remaining life. 57 

If a transaction’s structure creates a leverage effect, the notional of an equivalent unleveraged 
swap must be used. Therefore, if, for instance, the underlying interest rate in a swap is 
multiplied by a factor, this factor must also be applied to the swap’s notional amount. The 
notional of a total return swap shall be the outstanding notional amount of the underlying credit 
and not its market value. 

58 

For a derivative contract with multiple exchanges of notional, the notional shall be multiplied by 
the number of payments that are still required according to the contract. 

59 

For volatility transactions in accordance with margin no. 113, the adjusted notional shall be 

the contractual notional multiplied by the referenced volatility or variance. 

60 

 
 

 

                                                             
5 The number of trading days for each year shall be determined by prevailing market conventions. Example: if there are 250 trading days in a 
year, the following shall apply: 10 trading days / (1 year) = 10 / 250 = 0.04. 

S shall be the start date, E the end date, in accordance with margin no. 120. 

For foreign exchange derivatives, the adjusted notional shall be defined as the notional of the foreign cur-
rency leg of the contract, converted to the bank’s functional currency If both legs of a foreign exchange 
derivative are denominated in currencies other than the domestic currency, the notional amount of each 
leg shall be converted to the domestic currency and the leg with the larger domestic currency value is the 
adjusted notional amount

In the case of equity and commodity derivatives, the notional shall be the product of the current price of 
one unit of the stock or commodity and the underlying number of units

If the notional is a function of an underlying, the current market price of this underlying shall be used to 
determine the adjusted notional.

For variable notional swaps, the average notional shall apply for the remaining life.

If a transaction’s structure creates a leverage effect, the notional of an equivalent unleveraged transaction 
must be used. Therefore, if, for instance, the underlying interest rate in a swap is multiplied by a factor, 
this factor must also be applied to the swap’s notional amount. The notional of a total return swap shall be 
the outstanding notional amount of the underlying credit and not its market value.

For a derivative contract with multiple exchanges of notional, the notional shall be multiplied by the num-
ber of payments that are still required according to the contract.

For volatility transactions in accordance with margin no. 113, the adjusted notional shall be the contractual 
notional multiplied by the referenced volatility or variance. 

A notional in a foreign currency shall be converted into the bank’s functional currency at its spot rate. 

6 The number of trading days for each year shall be determined by market convention. Example: if there are 250 trading days in a 
year, the following shall apply: 10 trading days / (1 year) = 10 / 250 = 0.04. 

52  

53  

54  

55  

56  

57  

58  

59  

60  

61  
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b) Maturity Factor (MF)

[SACCR; Annex 4, §164] The maturity factor shall account for the period used for potential increases in 
value. This period shall depend on whether it is a margined transaction as per margin no. 109 or not.

For unmargined derivatives, this shall be 

!
!

* !

!

13/86!

a!foreign!exchange!derivative!are!denominated!in!currencies!other!than!the!domestic!currency,!
the!notional!amount!of!each!leg!shall!be!converted!to!the!domestic!currency!and!the!leg!with!
the!larger!domestic!currency!value!is!the!adjusted!notional!amount!

In!the!case!of!equity!and!commodity!derivatives,!the!notional!shall!be!the!product!of!the!current!
price!of!one!unit!of!the!stock!or!commodity!and!the!underlying!number!of!units!

55!!!

If!the!notional!is!a!function!of!an!underlying,!the!current!market!price!of!this!underlying!shall!be!
used!to!determine!the!adjusted!notional.!

56!!!

For!variable!notional!swaps,!the!average!notional!shall!apply!for!the!remaining!life.! 57!!!

If!a!transaction’s!structure!creates!a!leverage!effect,!the!notional!of!an!equivalent!unleveraged!
swap! must! be! used.! Therefore,! if,! for! instance,! the! underlying! interest! rate! in! a! swap! is!
multiplied! by! a! factor,! this! factor!must! also! be! applied! to! the! swap’s! notional! amount.! The!
notional!of!a!total!return!swap!shall!be!the!outstanding!notional!amount!of!the!underlying!credit!
and!not!its!market!value.!

58!!!

For!a!derivative!contract!with!multiple!exchanges!of!notional,!the!notional!shall!be!multiplied!by!
the!number!of!payments!that!are!still!required!according!to!the!contract.!

59!!!

For!volatility!transactions!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!113,!the!adjusted!notional!shall!be!the!
contractual!notional!multiplied!by!the!referenced!volatility!or!variance.!!

60!!!

A!notional!in!a!foreign!currency!shall!be!converted!into!the!bank’s!functional!currency!at!its!spot!
rate.!!

61!!!

b)* Maturity*Factor*(MF)* !

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§164]!The!maturity! factor!shall!account! for! the!period!used! for!potential!
increases!in!value.!This!period!depends!on!whether!it!is!a!margined!transaction!as!per!margin!
no.!109!or!not.!

62!!!

For!unmargined!derivatives,!this!shall!be!OP = min O; 1Eyear (1Eyear).!M!shall!be!the!larger!
value!of!either!10!trading!days!or!the!remaining!life!of!the!derivative!in!accordance!with!margin!
no.!115.!

63!!!

For! margined! derivatives,! this! shall! be! OP = 1.5 ∗ OQR! (1Eyear),! where! MPOR! is! the!
margin!period!of! risk!appropriate! for! the!margin!agreement! in!accordance!with!margin!nos.!
116–119.4!

64!!!

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§187]!Where!a!single!margin!agreement!applies!to!several!netting!sets!as!
described!in!margin!no.!41,!the!trades!in!these!netting!sets!shall!be!treated!like!unmargined!
derivatives!(i.e.!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!63).!!

65!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4! If!the!MPOR!is!expressed!in!trading!days!like!for!the!minimum!values!in!accordance!with!margin!nos.!116–119,!then!

the!number!of!trading!days!for!each!year!shall!be!determined!by!market!convention!in!order!to!be!able!to!process!
the!division!within!the!formula.!Example:!an!MPOR!of!ten!trading!days!with!250!trading!days!per!year!results!in!the!
following!to!be!entered!in!the!formula:!10/250!=!0.04.!

. M shall be the larger value of 
either 10 trading days or the remaining life of the derivative in accordance with margin no. 115.7

For margined derivatives, this shall be 

!
!

* !

!

13/86!

a!foreign!exchange!derivative!are!denominated!in!currencies!other!than!the!domestic!currency,!
the!notional!amount!of!each!leg!shall!be!converted!to!the!domestic!currency!and!the!leg!with!
the!larger!domestic!currency!value!is!the!adjusted!notional!amount!

In!the!case!of!equity!and!commodity!derivatives,!the!notional!shall!be!the!product!of!the!current!
price!of!one!unit!of!the!stock!or!commodity!and!the!underlying!number!of!units!

55!!!

If!the!notional!is!a!function!of!an!underlying,!the!current!market!price!of!this!underlying!shall!be!
used!to!determine!the!adjusted!notional.!

56!!!

For!variable!notional!swaps,!the!average!notional!shall!apply!for!the!remaining!life.! 57!!!

If!a!transaction’s!structure!creates!a!leverage!effect,!the!notional!of!an!equivalent!unleveraged!
swap! must! be! used.! Therefore,! if,! for! instance,! the! underlying! interest! rate! in! a! swap! is!
multiplied! by! a! factor,! this! factor!must! also! be! applied! to! the! swap’s! notional! amount.! The!
notional!of!a!total!return!swap!shall!be!the!outstanding!notional!amount!of!the!underlying!credit!
and!not!its!market!value.!

58!!!

For!a!derivative!contract!with!multiple!exchanges!of!notional,!the!notional!shall!be!multiplied!by!
the!number!of!payments!that!are!still!required!according!to!the!contract.!

59!!!

For!volatility!transactions!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!113,!the!adjusted!notional!shall!be!the!
contractual!notional!multiplied!by!the!referenced!volatility!or!variance.!!

60!!!

A!notional!in!a!foreign!currency!shall!be!converted!into!the!bank’s!functional!currency!at!its!spot!
rate.!!

61!!!

b)* Maturity*Factor*(MF)* !

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§164]!The!maturity! factor!shall!account! for! the!period!used! for!potential!
increases!in!value.!This!period!depends!on!whether!it!is!a!margined!transaction!as!per!margin!
no.!109!or!not.!

62!!!

For!unmargined!derivatives,!this!shall!be!OP = min O; 1Eyear (1Eyear).!M!shall!be!the!larger!
value!of!either!10!trading!days!or!the!remaining!life!of!the!derivative!in!accordance!with!margin!
no.!115.!

63!!!

For! margined! derivatives,! this! shall! be! OP = 1.5 ∗ OQR! (1Eyear),! where! MPOR! is! the!
margin!period!of! risk!appropriate! for! the!margin!agreement! in!accordance!with!margin!nos.!
116–119.4!

64!!!

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§187]!Where!a!single!margin!agreement!applies!to!several!netting!sets!as!
described!in!margin!no.!41,!the!trades!in!these!netting!sets!shall!be!treated!like!unmargined!
derivatives!(i.e.!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!63).!!

65!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4! If!the!MPOR!is!expressed!in!trading!days!like!for!the!minimum!values!in!accordance!with!margin!nos.!116–119,!then!

the!number!of!trading!days!for!each!year!shall!be!determined!by!market!convention!in!order!to!be!able!to!process!
the!division!within!the!formula.!Example:!an!MPOR!of!ten!trading!days!with!250!trading!days!per!year!results!in!the!
following!to!be!entered!in!the!formula:!10/250!=!0.04.!

, where MPOR is the margin period 
of risk appropriate for the margin agreement in accordance with margin nos. 116–119.8

[SACCR; Annex 4, §187] Where a single margin agreement applies to several netting sets as described in 
margin no. 41, the trades in these netting sets shall be treated like unmargined derivatives (i.e. in accor-
dance with margin no. 63). 

c) Delta ()

A supervisory delta shall be assigned to each derivative transaction (). This takes into consideration the 
sensitivity to the primary risk factor and may be positive or negative, depending on how the transaction’s 
market value behaves in relation to it. The SA-CCR does not allow sensitivities to be calculated according 
to internal methods. Instead, the supervisory formulas below shall apply.

[SACCR; Annex 4, §159] With margin nos. 68 and 69 remaining applicable for options or CDO tranches, 
the formula shall be 

!
!

* !

!

14/86!

c)* Delta*(S)* !

A! supervisory! delta! shall! be! assigned! to! each! derivative! transaction! (T).! This! takes! into!
consideration! the! sensitivity! to! the! primary! risk! factor! and! may! be! positive! or! negative,!
depending!on!how!the!transaction’s!market!value!behaves!in!relation!to!it.!The!SAMCCR!does!
not!allow!sensitivities!to!be!calculated!according!to!internal!methods.!Instead,!the!supervisory!
formulas!below!shall!apply.!

66!!!

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§159]!With!margin!nos.!68!and!69!remaining!applicable!for!options!or!CDO!
tranches,!the!formula!shall!be!T = +1!if!the!market!value!rises!due!to!the!primary!risk!driver!
and!T = −1!if!it!falls.!

67!!!

The!following!formulas!shall!apply!for!options:! 68!!!

Delta!(δ)! Call!option! Put!option!

Call<Option< +Φ ln Q/W + 0.5 ∗ XY ∗ Z
X ∗ √Z

! −Φ ln Q/W + 0.5 ∗ XY ∗ Z
X ∗ √Z

!

Put<Option< −Φ − ln Q/W − 0.5 ∗ XY ∗ Z
X ∗ √Z

! +Φ − ln Q/W − 0.5 ∗ XY ∗ Z
X ∗ √Z

!

where:!!

!

Φ(… )! =!cumulative!distribution!function!of!the!standard!normal!distribution,! !

ln(…)! =!natural!logarithm!function,! !

P! =!market!value!of!the!underlying56,! !

K! =!the!option’s!strike!price7! !

X! =!the!supervisory!volatility!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!104! !

T! =!the!latest!moment!in!the!contract!for!an!option!strike! !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5!! For!interest!rate!derivatives,!the!market!value!shall!mean!the!referenced!interest!rate!and!for!credit!derivatives!the!

credit<spread.!For! interest!rate!derivatives!in!currencies!where!negative!interest!rates!prevail! in!the!market!or!for!
contracts!with!negative!strike!interest!rates,!the!market!and!strike!interest!rates!shall!be!shifted!with!an!adequate,!
positive!constant:!].!Therefore,!P!shall!be!replaced!with!Q + ]!and!K!with!W + ].!The!constant!]!is!to!be!selected!in!
such!a!way!that!all!of!the!market!and!strike!interest!rates!are!strictly!positive!(i.e.!>0)!(e.g.!for!CHF,!the!floor!of!the!
relevant!SNB!target!range).!This!same!value!in!]!must!also!be!consistent!for!all!interest!rate!options!in!the!same!
currency.!

6!! If!reliable!data!is!available,!forward!prices!relevant!to!the!exercise!date!shall!be!usedd!otherwise!the!current!spot!
rates.!!

7! See!footnote!5!for!negative!strike!prices!

 if the market value rises due to the primary risk driver and 

!
!

* !

!

14/86!

c)* Delta*(S)* !

A! supervisory! delta! shall! be! assigned! to! each! derivative! transaction! (T).! This! takes! into!
consideration! the! sensitivity! to! the! primary! risk! factor! and! may! be! positive! or! negative,!
depending!on!how!the!transaction’s!market!value!behaves!in!relation!to!it.!The!SAMCCR!does!
not!allow!sensitivities!to!be!calculated!according!to!internal!methods.!Instead,!the!supervisory!
formulas!below!shall!apply.!

66!!!
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tranches,!the!formula!shall!be!T = +1!if!the!market!value!rises!due!to!the!primary!risk!driver!
and!T = −1!if!it!falls.!
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!
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!

where:!!

!

Φ(… )! =!cumulative!distribution!function!of!the!standard!normal!distribution,! !

ln(…)! =!natural!logarithm!function,! !

P! =!market!value!of!the!underlying56,! !

K! =!the!option’s!strike!price7! !

X! =!the!supervisory!volatility!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!104! !

T! =!the!latest!moment!in!the!contract!for!an!option!strike! !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5!! For!interest!rate!derivatives,!the!market!value!shall!mean!the!referenced!interest!rate!and!for!credit!derivatives!the!

credit<spread.!For! interest!rate!derivatives!in!currencies!where!negative!interest!rates!prevail! in!the!market!or!for!
contracts!with!negative!strike!interest!rates,!the!market!and!strike!interest!rates!shall!be!shifted!with!an!adequate,!
positive!constant:!].!Therefore,!P!shall!be!replaced!with!Q + ]!and!K!with!W + ].!The!constant!]!is!to!be!selected!in!
such!a!way!that!all!of!the!market!and!strike!interest!rates!are!strictly!positive!(i.e.!>0)!(e.g.!for!CHF,!the!floor!of!the!
relevant!SNB!target!range).!This!same!value!in!]!must!also!be!consistent!for!all!interest!rate!options!in!the!same!
currency.!

6!! If!reliable!data!is!available,!forward!prices!relevant!to!the!exercise!date!shall!be!usedd!otherwise!the!current!spot!
rates.!!

7! See!footnote!5!for!negative!strike!prices!

if it falls.

The following formulas shall apply for options:

Delta () Purchased option Sold option

Call Option

!
!

* !

!
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positive!constant:!].!Therefore,!P!shall!be!replaced!with!Q + ]!and!K!with!W + ].!The!constant!]!is!to!be!selected!in!
such!a!way!that!all!of!the!market!and!strike!interest!rates!are!strictly!positive!(i.e.!>0)!(e.g.!for!CHF,!the!floor!of!the!
relevant!SNB!target!range).!This!same!value!in!]!must!also!be!consistent!for!all!interest!rate!options!in!the!same!
currency.!

6!! If!reliable!data!is!available,!forward!prices!relevant!to!the!exercise!date!shall!be!usedd!otherwise!the!current!spot!
rates.!!

7! See!footnote!5!for!negative!strike!prices!
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c)* Delta*(S)* !

A! supervisory! delta! shall! be! assigned! to! each! derivative! transaction! (T).! This! takes! into!
consideration! the! sensitivity! to! the! primary! risk! factor! and! may! be! positive! or! negative,!
depending!on!how!the!transaction’s!market!value!behaves!in!relation!to!it.!The!SAMCCR!does!
not!allow!sensitivities!to!be!calculated!according!to!internal!methods.!Instead,!the!supervisory!
formulas!below!shall!apply.!

66!!!

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§159]!With!margin!nos.!68!and!69!remaining!applicable!for!options!or!CDO!
tranches,!the!formula!shall!be!T = +1!if!the!market!value!rises!due!to!the!primary!risk!driver!
and!T = −1!if!it!falls.!

67!!!

The!following!formulas!shall!apply!for!options:! 68!!!

Delta!(δ)! Call!option! Put!option!

Call<Option< +Φ ln Q/W + 0.5 ∗ XY ∗ Z
X ∗ √Z

! −Φ ln Q/W + 0.5 ∗ XY ∗ Z
X ∗ √Z

!

Put<Option< −Φ − ln Q/W − 0.5 ∗ XY ∗ Z
X ∗ √Z

! +Φ − ln Q/W − 0.5 ∗ XY ∗ Z
X ∗ √Z

!

where:!!

!

Φ(… )! =!cumulative!distribution!function!of!the!standard!normal!distribution,! !

ln(…)! =!natural!logarithm!function,! !

P! =!market!value!of!the!underlying56,! !

K! =!the!option’s!strike!price7! !

X! =!the!supervisory!volatility!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!104! !

T! =!the!latest!moment!in!the!contract!for!an!option!strike! !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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currency.!

6!! If!reliable!data!is!available,!forward!prices!relevant!to!the!exercise!date!shall!be!usedd!otherwise!the!current!spot!
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7! See!footnote!5!for!negative!strike!prices!
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5!! For!interest!rate!derivatives,!the!market!value!shall!mean!the!referenced!interest!rate!and!for!credit!derivatives!the!

credit<spread.!For! interest!rate!derivatives!in!currencies!where!negative!interest!rates!prevail! in!the!market!or!for!
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currency.!

6!! If!reliable!data!is!available,!forward!prices!relevant!to!the!exercise!date!shall!be!usedd!otherwise!the!current!spot!
rates.!!

7! See!footnote!5!for!negative!strike!prices!

where: 

 = cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution,

7 Derivative transactions with a daily settlement shall be considered to be derivatives without margin agreement. For these, margin 
no. 63 shall apply, whereby parameter M as described in margin no. 115 shall be set to a minimum value of 10 trading days. As an 
alternative, it would also be acceptable to treat derivative transactions with daily settlement the same as those with daily margin 
settlement, i.e. according to margin no. 64 as this leads to higher credit equivalents.

8 If the MPOR is expressed in trading days like for the minimum values in accordance with margin nos. 116–119, then the number of 
trading days for each year shall be determined by market convention in order to be able to perform the division within the formula. 
Example: an MPOR of ten trading days with 250 trading days per year results in the following to be entered in the formula:  
10/250 = 0.04.
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ln(…) = natural logarithm function,

P =  market price of the underlying, or in the case of Asian options, the current amount of the mean 
amount on which the pay-out price is based 9, 10

K = the option’s strike price11

 = the supervisory volatility in accordance with margin no. 104

T = the latest moment in the contract for an option strike

For CDO tranches (margin no. 122) it shall be 

!
!

* !

!

15/86!

For!CDO!tranches!(margin!no.!122)!it!shall!be!T = ^_`
(_^_a∗b)×(_^_a∗c)!if!the!bank!acts!as!protection!

buyer!and!T = d_`
(_^_a∗b)×(_^_a∗c)!if!it!acts!as!protection!seller.!A!shall!be!the!attachment!point!and!

D!the!detachment!point!of!the!CDO!tranche.!!

69!!!

d)* Supervisory*factors*(SF)** !

The!SFs!depend!on!the!relevant!primary!risk!drivers!(see!margin!no.!111)!and!are!defined!in!
the!table!of!margin!no.!111d!margin!nos.!71!and!72!remain!applicable.!

70!!!

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§184]!For!a!basis!transaction!according!to!margin!no.!112,!the!supervisory!
factor!must!be!multiplied!by!50%,!as!shown!in! the!table.!For!example,! for!a! floating/floating!
interest!rate!swap!in!a!single!currency,!an!SF!of!0.25%!shall!apply.!

71!!!

For!volatility!transactions!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!113,!the!SF!shall!be!multiplied!with!the!
factor!5,!as!shown!in!the!table.!

72!!!

F.! Aggregation!of!addMons!within!a!netting!set! !

a)* General*steps* !

The!aggregation!rules! for! the!SEN!for!each!derivative!contract! in!an!aggregated!addMon! for!
each!netting!set!are!described!in!margin!nos.!74–104.!!

73!!!

The!SEN!of! the!derivative!contracts! in!accordance!with!margin!nos.!49–72!shall!serve!as!a!
basis!for!the!aggregation!within!the!netting!set.!There!shall!be!three!levels!of!aggregation:!(i)!
full!netting!if!permitted,!(ii)!partial!netting!if!permitted!or!(iii)!no!netting.8!!

74!!!

Level!(i):!The!full!netting!takes!place!by!adding!the!SENs!of!the!individual!derivative!contracts.!
Here,!SENs!with!opposite!signs!cancel!each!other!out.!The!fully!netted!SEN!from!the!first!level!
forms!the!base!for!the!partial!netting.!

75!!!

Level! (ii)! The! partial! netting! takes! place! using! the! prescribed! formulas! with! supervisory!
correlation!parameters!and!may!differ,!depending!on!the!category!of!risk!factor.!Apart!from!the!
partial!netting!of!transactions!in!the!opposite!direction,!this!level!shall!also!take!into!account!the!
diversification!effect!arising!from!transactions!in!the!same!direction.!The!results!of!the!partial!
netting!shall!always!be!positive!or!zero!and!form!the!addMon!of!this!aggregation!level.!

76!!!

Level!(iii):!In!the!last!level,!the!aggregated!addMon!of!the!netting!set!is!identified!by!adding!all!
of!the!addMons!resulting!from!the!partial!nettings.!

77!!!

The! criteria! for! a! full! and! partial! netting! within! the! different! categories! of! risk! factors! are!
explained!in!further!detail!in!margin!nos.!84–104.!Netting!of!risk!factor!categories!as!defined!in!
margin!no.!111!is!not!permittedd!therefore,!the!addMons!of!the!various!risk!factor!categories!are!
aggregated.!

78!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8! The!Basel!Minimum!Standards![SACCR]!uses!the!term!“hedging!set”.!This!means!a!number!of!derivative!contracts!

where!a!complete!or!partial!netting!is!permitted!for!the!calculation!of!the!aggregated!addMons.!

 if the bank acts as protection buyer 

and 

!
!

* !
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8! The!Basel!Minimum!Standards![SACCR]!uses!the!term!“hedging!set”.!This!means!a!number!of!derivative!contracts!

where!a!complete!or!partial!netting!is!permitted!for!the!calculation!of!the!aggregated!addMons.!

 if it acts as protection seller. A shall be the attachment point and D the detach-

ment point of the CDO tranche. 

d) Supervisory factors (SF) 

The SFs depend on the relevant primary risk drivers (see margin no. 111) and are defined in the table of 
margin no. 105; margin nos. 71 and 72 remain applicable.

[SACCR; Annex 4, §184] For a basis transaction according to margin no. 112, the supervisory factor must 
be multiplied by 50%, as shown in the table. For example, for a floating/floating interest rate swap in a 
single currency, an SF of 0.25% shall apply.

For volatility transactions in accordance with margin no. 113, the SF shall be multiplied with the factor 5, 
as shown in the table.

F. Aggregation of add-ons within a netting set

a) General information

The aggregation rules for the SEN for each derivative contract in an aggregated add-on for each netting set 
are described in margin nos. 74–104. 

The SEN of the derivative contracts in accordance with margin nos. 49–72 shall serve as a basis for the 
aggregation within the netting set. There shall be three levels of aggregation: (i) full netting if permitted, 

9 For interest rate derivatives, the market value shall mean the referenced interest rate and for credit derivatives the credit spread. 
For interest rate derivatives in currencies where negative interest rates prevail in the market or for contracts with negative strike 
interest rates, the market and strike interest rates shall be shifted with an adequate, positive constant: . Therefore, P shall be 
replaced with  and K with . The constant  is to be selected in such a way that all of the market and strike interest rates 
are strictly positive (i.e. >0) (e.g. for CHF, the floor of the relevant SNB target range). This same value in  must also be consistent for 
all interest rate options in the same currency.

10 If reliable data is available, forward prices relevant to the exercise date shall be used; otherwise the current spot rates. 
11 See footnote 9 for negative strike prices
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(ii) partial netting if permitted or (iii) no netting.12 

Level (i): The full netting takes place by adding the SENs of the individual derivative contracts. Here, SENs 
with opposite signs cancel each other out. The fully netted SEN from the first level forms the base for the 
partial netting.

Level (ii) The partial netting shall take place using the prescribed formulas with supervisory correlation 
parameters and may differ, depending on the category of risk factor. Apart from the partial netting of trans-
actions in the opposite direction, this level shall also take into account the diversification effect arising 
from transactions in the same direction. The results of the partial netting shall always be positive or zero 
and form the add-on of this aggregation level.

Level (iii): In the last level, the aggregated add-on of the netting set is identified by adding all of the add-
ons resulting from the partial nettings.

The criteria for a full and partial netting within the different categories of risk factors are explained in 
further detail in margin nos. 84–104. No netting of risk factor categories as defined in margin no. 111 is 
permitted; therefore, the add-ons of the various risk factor categories shall be aggregated.

b) Special cases: aggregating the add-on of basis and volatility transactions

[SACCR; Annex 4, §162-163] Basis and volatility transactions in accordance with margin nos. 112–113 shall 
be exempted from the criteria defined in margin nos. 84–104. The following special provisions of margin 
nos. 80–83 shall apply to these. 

Basis transactions may only be netted amongst themselves if they reference the same pair of related risk 
factors (i.e. the same basis). A different add-on shall be calculated for each basis defined in margin nos. 
81 and 82; these are then added to the other add-ons. 

Basis interest rate transactions (e.g. floating/floating interest rate swaps) with the same underlying shall 
be fully netted within the maturity band as defined in margin no. 84 and partially across three maturity 
bands with the formula in margin nos. 86 and 87. 

Basis transactions in the other risk factors categories (except interest rates) shall be fully netted if they 
have the same underlying. In such a case, there is no partial netting. The add-on for each basis shall be 
equal to the absolute amount of the SEN within this basis. 

Volatility transactions can only be netted in full or in part with other volatility transactions, if at all. The 
full and partial netting of volatility transactions shall follow the same rules as the netting of non-volatility 
transactions within the different risk factors categories (margin nos. 84–104). For instance, transactions 
that reference the volatility or variance of the same share or share index shall be fully netted first. Then, 
all of the share volatility transactions shall undergo a partial netting using the formula described in margin 
no. 97. Share volatility transactions and other equity derivatives may not be netted.

12 The Basel Minimum Standards [SACCR] uses the term “hedging set”. This means a number of derivative contracts where a 
complete or partial netting is permitted for the calculation of the aggregated add-ons.
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c)  Aggregation of add-ons for interest rate derivatives [SACCR; Annex 4,  
§166-169]

Interest rate derivatives shall be categorized according to currency and within each currency, into three 
maturity bands depending on their end date (E) in accordance with margin no. 120: (i) E is shorter than  
1 year, (ii) E is between 1 and 5 years and (iii) E is longer than 5 years. 

A full netting (margin no. 75) shall be permitted for interest rate derivatives which show the same currency 
and maturity band. 

A partial netting shall be permitted for interest rate derivatives (margin no. 76) with the same currency. The 
partial netting for each currency between the netted SEN for the three maturity bands (

!
!

* !

!

16/86!

b)* Special*cases:*aggregating*the*add8on*of*basis*and*volatility*transactions* !

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§162M163]!Basis!and!volatility!transactions!in!accordance!with!margin!nos.!
112–113!are!exempted!from!the!criteria!defined!in!margin!nos.!84–104.!The!following!special!
provision!of!margin!nos.!80–83!apply!to!these.!!

79!!!

Basis!transactions!may!only!be!netted!amongst!themselves!if!they!reference!the!same!pair!of!
related!risk!factors!(i.e.!the!same!basis).!A!different!addMon!is!calculated!for!each!basis!defined!
in!margin!nos.!81!and!82d!these!are!then!added!to!the!other!addMons.!!

80!!!

Basis! interest! rate! transactions! (e.g.! floating/floating! interest! rate! swaps)! with! the! same!
underlying!shall!be!fully!netted!within!the!maturity!band!as!defined!in!margin!no.!84!and!partially!
across!three!maturity!bands!with!the!formula!in!margin!nos.!86!and!87.!!

81!!!

Basis!transactions!in!the!other!risk!factors!categories!(except!interest!rates)!shall!be!fully!netted!
if! they!have!the!same!underlying.!In!such!a!case,!there!is!no!partial!netting.!The!addMon!for!
each!basis!shall!be!equal!to!the!absolute!amount!of!the!SEN!within!this!basis.!!

82!!!

Volatility!transactions!can!only!be!netted!in!full!or!in!part!with!other!volatility!transactions,!if!at!
all.!The!full!and!partial!netting!of!volatility!transactions!shall!follow!the!same!rules!as!the!netting!
of!nonMvolatility!transactions!within!the!different!risk!factors!categories!(margin!nos.!84–104).!
For!instance,!transactions!that!reference!the!volatility!or!variance!of!the!same!share!or!share!
index!shall!be! fully!netted! first.!Then,!all!of! the!share!volatility! transactions!shall!undergo!a!
partial!netting!using!the!formula!described!in!margin!no.!97.!Share!volatility!transactions!and!
other!equity!derivatives!may!not!be!netted.!

83!!!

c)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*for*interest*rate*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§1668169]* !

Interest!rate!derivatives!shall!be!categorized!according!to!currency!and!within!each!currency,!
into!three!maturity!bands!depending!on!their!end!(E)!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!120:!(i)!E!
is!shorter!than!1!year,!(ii)!E!is!between!1!and!5!years!and!(iii)!E!is!longer!than!5!years.!!

84!!!

A! full!netting! (margin!no.!75)!shall!be!permitted! for! interest! rate!derivatives!which!show!the!
same!currency!and!maturity!band.!!

85!!!

A!partial!netting!shall!be!permitted!for!interest!rate!derivatives!(margin!no.!76)!with!the!same!
currency.!The!partial!netting!for!each!currency!between!the!netted!SEN!for!the!three!maturity!
bands!(BNe_,!BNeY!and!BNef)!shall!take!place!using!the!formula:!

86!!!

Add>on = SEN_
Y + SENY

Y + SENf
Y

+1.4 ∗ SEN_ ∗ SENY + 1.4 ∗ SENY ∗ SENf + 0.6 ∗ SEN_ ∗ SENf

_/Y
!

87!!!

As!an!optional!simplification,!the!bank!may!refrain!from!partial!netting!as!required!by!margin!
nos.!86!and!87.!In!such!a!case,!the!addMon!may!be!computed!by!adding!the!absolute!amounts!
of!the!SEN!for!each!currency!and!maturity!band.!!

88!!!

 and

!
!

* !

!

16/86!

b)* Special*cases:*aggregating*the*add8on*of*basis*and*volatility*transactions* !

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§162M163]!Basis!and!volatility!transactions!in!accordance!with!margin!nos.!
112–113!are!exempted!from!the!criteria!defined!in!margin!nos.!84–104.!The!following!special!
provision!of!margin!nos.!80–83!apply!to!these.!!

79!!!

Basis!transactions!may!only!be!netted!amongst!themselves!if!they!reference!the!same!pair!of!
related!risk!factors!(i.e.!the!same!basis).!A!different!addMon!is!calculated!for!each!basis!defined!
in!margin!nos.!81!and!82d!these!are!then!added!to!the!other!addMons.!!

80!!!

Basis! interest! rate! transactions! (e.g.! floating/floating! interest! rate! swaps)! with! the! same!
underlying!shall!be!fully!netted!within!the!maturity!band!as!defined!in!margin!no.!84!and!partially!
across!three!maturity!bands!with!the!formula!in!margin!nos.!86!and!87.!!

81!!!

Basis!transactions!in!the!other!risk!factors!categories!(except!interest!rates)!shall!be!fully!netted!
if! they!have!the!same!underlying.!In!such!a!case,!there!is!no!partial!netting.!The!addMon!for!
each!basis!shall!be!equal!to!the!absolute!amount!of!the!SEN!within!this!basis.!!

82!!!

Volatility!transactions!can!only!be!netted!in!full!or!in!part!with!other!volatility!transactions,!if!at!
all.!The!full!and!partial!netting!of!volatility!transactions!shall!follow!the!same!rules!as!the!netting!
of!nonMvolatility!transactions!within!the!different!risk!factors!categories!(margin!nos.!84–104).!
For!instance,!transactions!that!reference!the!volatility!or!variance!of!the!same!share!or!share!
index!shall!be! fully!netted! first.!Then,!all!of! the!share!volatility! transactions!shall!undergo!a!
partial!netting!using!the!formula!described!in!margin!no.!97.!Share!volatility!transactions!and!
other!equity!derivatives!may!not!be!netted.!

83!!!

c)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*for*interest*rate*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§1668169]* !

Interest!rate!derivatives!shall!be!categorized!according!to!currency!and!within!each!currency,!
into!three!maturity!bands!depending!on!their!end!(E)!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!120:!(i)!E!
is!shorter!than!1!year,!(ii)!E!is!between!1!and!5!years!and!(iii)!E!is!longer!than!5!years.!!

84!!!

A! full!netting! (margin!no.!75)!shall!be!permitted! for! interest! rate!derivatives!which!show!the!
same!currency!and!maturity!band.!!

85!!!

A!partial!netting!shall!be!permitted!for!interest!rate!derivatives!(margin!no.!76)!with!the!same!
currency.!The!partial!netting!for!each!currency!between!the!netted!SEN!for!the!three!maturity!
bands!(BNe_,!BNeY!and!BNef)!shall!take!place!using!the!formula:!

86!!!

Add>on = SEN_
Y + SENY

Y + SENf
Y

+1.4 ∗ SEN_ ∗ SENY + 1.4 ∗ SENY ∗ SENf + 0.6 ∗ SEN_ ∗ SENf

_/Y
!

87!!!

As!an!optional!simplification,!the!bank!may!refrain!from!partial!netting!as!required!by!margin!
nos.!86!and!87.!In!such!a!case,!the!addMon!may!be!computed!by!adding!the!absolute!amounts!
of!the!SEN!for!each!currency!and!maturity!band.!!

88!!!

) shall take place using the formula:

  

As an optional simplification, the bank may refrain from partial netting as required by margin nos. 86 and 
87. In such a case, the add-on may be computed by adding the absolute amounts of the SEN for each 
currency and maturity band. 

A separate add-on shall be calculated for each currency using the formula above; these are then  aggregated. 

d) Aggregation of add-ons of currency derivatives [SACCR; Annex 4, §171]

A full netting of currency derivatives (margin no. 75) shall be permitted within the same pairs of currencies. 

No partial netting exists for currency derivatives. The add-on for each currency pair shall be equal to the 
absolute amount of the SEN within this currency pair.

The add-ons of all currency pairs shall be aggregated.

e) Aggregation of add-ons of credit derivatives [SACCR; Annex 4, §172-173]

A full netting (margin no. 75) shall be permitted within credit derivatives referencing the same entity 
(either a single entity or an index). 

A partial netting (margin 76) shall include all credit derivatives. Mathematically:

Here, the sum shall include all reference obligors and indices “i”, 

!
!

* !

!

17/86!

A!separate!addMon! is!calculated! for!each!currency!using! the! formula!aboved! these!are! then!!
aggregated.!!

89!!!

d)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*currency*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§171]* !

A!full!netting!of!currency!derivatives!(margin!no.!75)!shall!be!permitted!within!the!same!pairs!of!
currencies.!!

90!!!

No!partial!netting!exists!for!currency!derivatives.!The!addMon!for!each!currency!pair!shall!be!
equal!to!the!absolute!amount!of!the!SEN!within!this!currency!pair.!

91!!!

The!addMons!of!all!currency!pairs!shall!be!aggregated.! 92!!!

e)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*credit*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§1728173]* !

A!full!netting!(margin!no.!75)!shall!be!permitted!within!credit!derivatives!referencing!the!same!
entity!(either!a!single!entity!or!an!index).!!

93!!!

A!partial!netting!(margin!76)!shall!include!all!credit!derivatives.!Mathematically:! 94!!!

Add>on = ρm ∗ SENm
m

Y
+ 1 − ρmY ∗ SENm

Y
m

_/Y
!

!

Here,!the!sum!shall!be!taken!over!all!reference!obligors!and!indices!“i”,!no!shall!be!the!related!
correlation!parameter!as!stated!in!the!table!in!margin!no.!105!and!BNeo!shall!be!the!fully!netted!
SEN!belonging!to!this!reference!obligor!or!index.!

95!!

f)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*equity*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§177]* !

The!full!netting!of!equity!derivatives!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!75!shall!be!permitted!within!
the!same!single!entity!or!index.!!

96!!!!

A!partial!netting!shall!include!all!equity!derivatives.!Mathematically:! 97!!!

Add>on = ρp ∗ SENp
p

Y
+ 1 − ρpY ∗ SENp

Y
p

_/Y

!

!

Here,! the!sum!shall!be! taken!across!all! individual!securities!and! indices! “j”,!nq!which! is! the!
correlation!parameter!as!stated!in!the!table!in!margin!no.!105!and!BNeq!the!fully!netted!SEN!
belonging!to!individual!securities!or!indices.!

98!!!

g)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*commodity*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§1788182]* !

Commodities!are!divided!into!four!categories:!(i)!energy,!(ii)!metals,!(iii)!agricultural!products!
and!(iv)!remaining!commodities.!!

99!!!!

 shall be the related correlation param-
eter as stated in the table in margin no. 105 and 

!
!

* !

!

17/86!

A!separate!addMon! is!calculated! for!each!currency!using! the! formula!aboved! these!are! then!!
aggregated.!!

89!!!

d)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*currency*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§171]* !

A!full!netting!of!currency!derivatives!(margin!no.!75)!shall!be!permitted!within!the!same!pairs!of!
currencies.!!

90!!!

No!partial!netting!exists!for!currency!derivatives.!The!addMon!for!each!currency!pair!shall!be!
equal!to!the!absolute!amount!of!the!SEN!within!this!currency!pair.!

91!!!

The!addMons!of!all!currency!pairs!shall!be!aggregated.! 92!!!

e)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*credit*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§1728173]* !

A!full!netting!(margin!no.!75)!shall!be!permitted!within!credit!derivatives!referencing!the!same!
entity!(either!a!single!entity!or!an!index).!!

93!!!

A!partial!netting!(margin!76)!shall!include!all!credit!derivatives.!Mathematically:! 94!!!

Add>on = ρm ∗ SENm
m

Y
+ 1 − ρmY ∗ SENm

Y
m

_/Y
!

!

Here,!the!sum!shall!be!taken!over!all!reference!obligors!and!indices!“i”,!no!shall!be!the!related!
correlation!parameter!as!stated!in!the!table!in!margin!no.!105!and!BNeo!shall!be!the!fully!netted!
SEN!belonging!to!this!reference!obligor!or!index.!

95!!

f)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*equity*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§177]* !

The!full!netting!of!equity!derivatives!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!75!shall!be!permitted!within!
the!same!single!entity!or!index.!!

96!!!!

A!partial!netting!shall!include!all!equity!derivatives.!Mathematically:! 97!!!

Add>on = ρp ∗ SENp
p

Y
+ 1 − ρpY ∗ SENp

Y
p

_/Y

!

!

Here,! the!sum!shall!be! taken!across!all! individual!securities!and! indices! “j”,!nq!which! is! the!
correlation!parameter!as!stated!in!the!table!in!margin!no.!105!and!BNeq!the!fully!netted!SEN!
belonging!to!individual!securities!or!indices.!

98!!!

g)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*commodity*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§1788182]* !

Commodities!are!divided!into!four!categories:!(i)!energy,!(ii)!metals,!(iii)!agricultural!products!
and!(iv)!remaining!commodities.!!

99!!!!

 shall be the fully netted SEN belonging to this 
reference obligor or index.

84  

85  

86  

!
!

* !

!

16/86!

b)* Special*cases:*aggregating*the*add8on*of*basis*and*volatility*transactions* !

[SACCRd!Annex!4,!§162M163]!Basis!and!volatility!transactions!in!accordance!with!margin!nos.!
112–113!are!exempted!from!the!criteria!defined!in!margin!nos.!84–104.!The!following!special!
provision!of!margin!nos.!80–83!apply!to!these.!!

79!!!

Basis!transactions!may!only!be!netted!amongst!themselves!if!they!reference!the!same!pair!of!
related!risk!factors!(i.e.!the!same!basis).!A!different!addMon!is!calculated!for!each!basis!defined!
in!margin!nos.!81!and!82d!these!are!then!added!to!the!other!addMons.!!

80!!!

Basis! interest! rate! transactions! (e.g.! floating/floating! interest! rate! swaps)! with! the! same!
underlying!shall!be!fully!netted!within!the!maturity!band!as!defined!in!margin!no.!84!and!partially!
across!three!maturity!bands!with!the!formula!in!margin!nos.!86!and!87.!!

81!!!

Basis!transactions!in!the!other!risk!factors!categories!(except!interest!rates)!shall!be!fully!netted!
if! they!have!the!same!underlying.!In!such!a!case,!there!is!no!partial!netting.!The!addMon!for!
each!basis!shall!be!equal!to!the!absolute!amount!of!the!SEN!within!this!basis.!!

82!!!

Volatility!transactions!can!only!be!netted!in!full!or!in!part!with!other!volatility!transactions,!if!at!
all.!The!full!and!partial!netting!of!volatility!transactions!shall!follow!the!same!rules!as!the!netting!
of!nonMvolatility!transactions!within!the!different!risk!factors!categories!(margin!nos.!84–104).!
For!instance,!transactions!that!reference!the!volatility!or!variance!of!the!same!share!or!share!
index!shall!be! fully!netted! first.!Then,!all!of! the!share!volatility! transactions!shall!undergo!a!
partial!netting!using!the!formula!described!in!margin!no.!97.!Share!volatility!transactions!and!
other!equity!derivatives!may!not!be!netted.!

83!!!

c)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*for*interest*rate*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§1668169]* !

Interest!rate!derivatives!shall!be!categorized!according!to!currency!and!within!each!currency,!
into!three!maturity!bands!depending!on!their!end!(E)!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!120:!(i)!E!
is!shorter!than!1!year,!(ii)!E!is!between!1!and!5!years!and!(iii)!E!is!longer!than!5!years.!!

84!!!

A! full!netting! (margin!no.!75)!shall!be!permitted! for! interest! rate!derivatives!which!show!the!
same!currency!and!maturity!band.!!

85!!!

A!partial!netting!shall!be!permitted!for!interest!rate!derivatives!(margin!no.!76)!with!the!same!
currency.!The!partial!netting!for!each!currency!between!the!netted!SEN!for!the!three!maturity!
bands!(BNe_,!BNeY!and!BNef)!shall!take!place!using!the!formula:!

86!!!

Add>on = SEN_
Y + SENY

Y + SENf
Y

+1.4 ∗ SEN_ ∗ SENY + 1.4 ∗ SENY ∗ SENf + 0.6 ∗ SEN_ ∗ SENf

_/Y
!

87!!!

As!an!optional!simplification,!the!bank!may!refrain!from!partial!netting!as!required!by!margin!
nos.!86!and!87.!In!such!a!case,!the!addMon!may!be!computed!by!adding!the!absolute!amounts!
of!the!SEN!for!each!currency!and!maturity!band.!!

88!!!

87  

88  

89  

90  

91  

92  

93  

94  

!
!

* !

!

17/86!

A!separate!addMon! is!calculated! for!each!currency!using! the! formula!aboved! these!are! then!!
aggregated.!!

89!!!

d)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*currency*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§171]* !

A!full!netting!of!currency!derivatives!(margin!no.!75)!shall!be!permitted!within!the!same!pairs!of!
currencies.!!

90!!!

No!partial!netting!exists!for!currency!derivatives.!The!addMon!for!each!currency!pair!shall!be!
equal!to!the!absolute!amount!of!the!SEN!within!this!currency!pair.!

91!!!

The!addMons!of!all!currency!pairs!shall!be!aggregated.! 92!!!

e)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*credit*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§1728173]* !

A!full!netting!(margin!no.!75)!shall!be!permitted!within!credit!derivatives!referencing!the!same!
entity!(either!a!single!entity!or!an!index).!!

93!!!

A!partial!netting!(margin!76)!shall!include!all!credit!derivatives.!Mathematically:! 94!!!

Add>on = ρm ∗ SENm
m

Y
+ 1 − ρmY ∗ SENm

Y
m

_/Y
!

!

Here,!the!sum!shall!be!taken!over!all!reference!obligors!and!indices!“i”,!no!shall!be!the!related!
correlation!parameter!as!stated!in!the!table!in!margin!no.!105!and!BNeo!shall!be!the!fully!netted!
SEN!belonging!to!this!reference!obligor!or!index.!

95!!

f)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*equity*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§177]* !

The!full!netting!of!equity!derivatives!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!75!shall!be!permitted!within!
the!same!single!entity!or!index.!!

96!!!!

A!partial!netting!shall!include!all!equity!derivatives.!Mathematically:! 97!!!

Add>on = ρp ∗ SENp
p

Y
+ 1 − ρpY ∗ SENp

Y
p

_/Y

!

!

Here,! the!sum!shall!be! taken!across!all! individual!securities!and! indices! “j”,!nq!which! is! the!
correlation!parameter!as!stated!in!the!table!in!margin!no.!105!and!BNeq!the!fully!netted!SEN!
belonging!to!individual!securities!or!indices.!

98!!!

g)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*commodity*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§1788182]* !

Commodities!are!divided!into!four!categories:!(i)!energy,!(ii)!metals,!(iii)!agricultural!products!
and!(iv)!remaining!commodities.!!

99!!!!

95 
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f) Aggregation of add-ons of equity derivatives [SACCR; Annex 4, §177]

The full netting of equity derivatives in accordance with margin no. 75 shall be permitted within the same 
single entity or index. 

A partial netting shall include all equity derivatives. Mathematically:

Here, the sum shall include all individual securities and indices “j”, 

!
!

* !

!

17/86!

A!separate!addMon! is!calculated! for!each!currency!using! the! formula!aboved! these!are! then!!
aggregated.!!

89!!!

d)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*currency*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§171]* !

A!full!netting!of!currency!derivatives!(margin!no.!75)!shall!be!permitted!within!the!same!pairs!of!
currencies.!!

90!!!

No!partial!netting!exists!for!currency!derivatives.!The!addMon!for!each!currency!pair!shall!be!
equal!to!the!absolute!amount!of!the!SEN!within!this!currency!pair.!

91!!!

The!addMons!of!all!currency!pairs!shall!be!aggregated.! 92!!!

e)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*credit*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§1728173]* !

A!full!netting!(margin!no.!75)!shall!be!permitted!within!credit!derivatives!referencing!the!same!
entity!(either!a!single!entity!or!an!index).!!

93!!!

A!partial!netting!(margin!76)!shall!include!all!credit!derivatives.!Mathematically:! 94!!!

Add>on = ρm ∗ SENm
m

Y
+ 1 − ρmY ∗ SENm

Y
m

_/Y
!

!

Here,!the!sum!shall!be!taken!over!all!reference!obligors!and!indices!“i”,!no!shall!be!the!related!
correlation!parameter!as!stated!in!the!table!in!margin!no.!105!and!BNeo!shall!be!the!fully!netted!
SEN!belonging!to!this!reference!obligor!or!index.!

95!!

f)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*equity*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§177]* !

The!full!netting!of!equity!derivatives!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!75!shall!be!permitted!within!
the!same!single!entity!or!index.!!

96!!!!

A!partial!netting!shall!include!all!equity!derivatives.!Mathematically:! 97!!!

Add>on = ρp ∗ SENp
p

Y
+ 1 − ρpY ∗ SENp

Y
p

_/Y

!

!

Here,! the!sum!shall!be! taken!across!all! individual!securities!and! indices! “j”,!nq!which! is! the!
correlation!parameter!as!stated!in!the!table!in!margin!no.!105!and!BNeq!the!fully!netted!SEN!
belonging!to!individual!securities!or!indices.!

98!!!

g)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*commodity*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§1788182]* !

Commodities!are!divided!into!four!categories:!(i)!energy,!(ii)!metals,!(iii)!agricultural!products!
and!(iv)!remaining!commodities.!!

99!!!!

 which is the correlation parameter 
as stated in the table in margin no. 105 and 

!
!

* !

!

17/86!

A!separate!addMon! is!calculated! for!each!currency!using! the! formula!aboved! these!are! then!!
aggregated.!!

89!!!

d)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*currency*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§171]* !

A!full!netting!of!currency!derivatives!(margin!no.!75)!shall!be!permitted!within!the!same!pairs!of!
currencies.!!

90!!!

No!partial!netting!exists!for!currency!derivatives.!The!addMon!for!each!currency!pair!shall!be!
equal!to!the!absolute!amount!of!the!SEN!within!this!currency!pair.!

91!!!

The!addMons!of!all!currency!pairs!shall!be!aggregated.! 92!!!

e)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*credit*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§1728173]* !

A!full!netting!(margin!no.!75)!shall!be!permitted!within!credit!derivatives!referencing!the!same!
entity!(either!a!single!entity!or!an!index).!!

93!!!

A!partial!netting!(margin!76)!shall!include!all!credit!derivatives.!Mathematically:! 94!!!

Add>on = ρm ∗ SENm
m

Y
+ 1 − ρmY ∗ SENm

Y
m

_/Y
!

!

Here,!the!sum!shall!be!taken!over!all!reference!obligors!and!indices!“i”,!no!shall!be!the!related!
correlation!parameter!as!stated!in!the!table!in!margin!no.!105!and!BNeo!shall!be!the!fully!netted!
SEN!belonging!to!this!reference!obligor!or!index.!

95!!

f)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*equity*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§177]* !

The!full!netting!of!equity!derivatives!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!75!shall!be!permitted!within!
the!same!single!entity!or!index.!!

96!!!!

A!partial!netting!shall!include!all!equity!derivatives.!Mathematically:! 97!!!

Add>on = ρp ∗ SENp
p

Y
+ 1 − ρpY ∗ SENp

Y
p

_/Y

!

!

Here,! the!sum!shall!be! taken!across!all! individual!securities!and! indices! “j”,!nq!which! is! the!
correlation!parameter!as!stated!in!the!table!in!margin!no.!105!and!BNeq!the!fully!netted!SEN!
belonging!to!individual!securities!or!indices.!

98!!!

g)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*commodity*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§1788182]* !

Commodities!are!divided!into!four!categories:!(i)!energy,!(ii)!metals,!(iii)!agricultural!products!
and!(iv)!remaining!commodities.!!

99!!!!

the fully netted SEN belonging to individual securities 
or indices.

g)  Aggregation of add-ons of commodity derivatives [SACCR; Annex 4,  
§178-182]

Commodities are divided into four categories: (i) energy, (ii) metals, (iii) agricultural products and (iv) 
remaining commodities. 

Banks dealing with commodity derivatives must refine their classification within each of these commodity 
categories in order to reflect their business activities adequately. It is impossible for this circular to provide 
an exhaustive list of all possible commodity types. However, within the commodity category “energy”, this 
has to be at least subdivided into the commodity types crude oil, electricity, natural gas and coal. Each 
metal (gold, silver, copper, etc.) and every agricultural product (corn, wheat, soy, etc.) shall form their own 
commodity type in the relevant commodity category. However, if substantial basis risks of these types 
could be underestimated in the process, the bank shall refine the categorization (e.g. quality, provenance, 
etc.) further.

A full netting is permitted for commodities that belong to the same category and type of commodities 
(margin nos. 99 and 100, respectively).

A partial netting of commodity derivatives shall be permitted within each of the commodity categories 
that are the same (margin no. 99). Within each commodity category, the partial netting shall take place 
according to this formula: 

Here, the sum shall include commodity types “k” within the relevant commodity category,

!
!

* !

!
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Add>on = ρr ∗ SENr
r

Y
+ 1 − ρrY ∗ SENr

Y
r

_/Y
!

!
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103!!!!

A!separate!addMon!shall!be!calculated!for!each!of!the!four!commodity!categories!in!accordance!
with!margin!no.!99d!these!shall!be!aggregated.!

104!!!

 which is 
the related correlation parameter as stated in the table in margin no. 105 and 

!
!
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 shall be the fully 
netted SEN belonging to this commodity type.

A separate add-on shall be calculated for each of the four commodity categories in accordance with  
margin no. 99; these shall be aggregated.

96   

97  

!
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A!separate!addMon! is!calculated! for!each!currency!using! the! formula!aboved! these!are! then!!
aggregated.!!

89!!!

d)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*currency*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§171]* !

A!full!netting!of!currency!derivatives!(margin!no.!75)!shall!be!permitted!within!the!same!pairs!of!
currencies.!!

90!!!

No!partial!netting!exists!for!currency!derivatives.!The!addMon!for!each!currency!pair!shall!be!
equal!to!the!absolute!amount!of!the!SEN!within!this!currency!pair.!

91!!!

The!addMons!of!all!currency!pairs!shall!be!aggregated.! 92!!!

e)* Aggregation*of*add8ons*of*credit*derivatives*[SACCR\*Annex*4,*§1728173]* !

A!full!netting!(margin!no.!75)!shall!be!permitted!within!credit!derivatives!referencing!the!same!
entity!(either!a!single!entity!or!an!index).!!

93!!!

A!partial!netting!(margin!76)!shall!include!all!credit!derivatives.!Mathematically:! 94!!!

Add>on = ρm ∗ SENm
m

Y
+ 1 − ρmY ∗ SENm

Y
m

_/Y
!

!

Here,!the!sum!shall!be!taken!over!all!reference!obligors!and!indices!“i”,!no!shall!be!the!related!
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and!(iv)!remaining!commodities.!!
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G. Supervisory parameters for the SA-CCR [SACCR; Annex 4, §183]13

Underlying asset class SF13

Correla-
tion

!
!

* !

!

19/86!

G.! Supervisory!parameters!for!the!SAMCCR![SACCRd!Annex!4,!§183]! !

Underlying!asset!class! SF9!
Correlatio
n!
(tu,tw,tx)!

Volatility!for!
margin!no.!
68!
(y)!

Interest! 0.50%! ! 50%!
Currencies! 4.00%! ! 15%!

Credit!
derivatives!

Reference!
obligors!

AAAMAA! 0.38%! 50%! 100%!
A! 0.42%! 50%! 100%!
BBB! 0.54%! 50%! 100%!
BB! 1.06%! 50%! 100%!
B! 1.60%! 50%! 100%!
CCC! 6.00%! 50%! 100%!
Without!
Rating! 1.06%! 50%! 100%!

Index!!

AAAMBBB!!
(investment!
grade)! 0.38%! 80%! 80%!
Other! 1.06%! 80%! 80%!

Shares!
Single!name!securities! 32%! 50%! 120%!
Index! 20%! 80%! 75%!

Commodities!
Electricity! 40%! 40%! 150%!
All!others!! 18%! 40%! 70%!

!

105!!!

H.! Definitions,!terms,!categories! !

The! following! list! defines! important! terms! and! classifications,! which! are! to! be! used! when!
calculating!the!credit!equivalent!using!the!SAMCCR.!

106!!!

•! Netting*set!–!the!calculation!of! the!credit!equivalent!generally!shall!depend!on!whether!
netting!with!a!counterparty!takes!place!in!accordance!with!Article!61!CAO!or!not.!Derivative!
contracts!with!the!same!counterparty!may!be!netted!with!each!other!as!described!in!margin!
nos.!34–47!and!73–104,!provided!they!fulfill!the!conditions!stated!in!margin!nos.!145–155.!
A!quantity!of!contracts!offsettable!as!described!shall!be!called!a!netting!set.!A!separate!
credit!equivalent!must!be!calculated!for!each!netting!set.!If!there!is!no!netting,!each!sepaM
rate!contract!forms!its!own!netting!set.!!

107!!!

•! Collateral*(C)![SACCRd!Annex!4,!§132+136]!–!The!SAMCCR!shall!take!into!consideration!
the!counterparty!credit!risk!of!collateral!that!the!bank!has!posted!to!its!counterparty!and!
the!riskMmitigating!effect!of!collateral!the!bank!has!received.!Parameter!C!may!be!positive!
or!negative!and!shall!be!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!received!by!the!bank!that!is!eligible,!
in!consideration!of!relevant!discounts!and!haircuts!according!to!margin!nos.!156–278.!The!
value!of!the!collateral!received!by!the!bank!shall!be!lowered!by!such!haircuts.10!In!the!same!

108!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9!! Taking!into!consideration!margin!nos.!71!and!72!for!basis!and!volatility!transactions!
10! Haircuts!shall!be!limited!to!a!maximum!of!100!%!for!collateral!posted!to!the!bank.!

Volatility for  
margin no. 
68

!
!

* !

!
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107!!!

•! Collateral*(C)![SACCRd!Annex!4,!§132+136]!–!The!SAMCCR!shall!take!into!consideration!
the!counterparty!credit!risk!of!collateral!that!the!bank!has!posted!to!its!counterparty!and!
the!riskMmitigating!effect!of!collateral!the!bank!has!received.!Parameter!C!may!be!positive!
or!negative!and!shall!be!the!net!value!of!the!collateral!received!by!the!bank!that!is!eligible,!
in!consideration!of!relevant!discounts!and!haircuts!according!to!margin!nos.!156–278.!The!
value!of!the!collateral!received!by!the!bank!shall!be!lowered!by!such!haircuts.10!In!the!same!

108!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9!! Taking!into!consideration!margin!nos.!71!and!72!for!basis!and!volatility!transactions!
10! Haircuts!shall!be!limited!to!a!maximum!of!100!%!for!collateral!posted!to!the!bank.!

Interest 0.50% 50%

Currencies 4.00% 15%

Credit derivatives

Reference  
obligors

AAA-AA 0.38% 50% 100%

A 0.42% 50% 100%

BBB 0.54% 50% 100%

BB 1.06% 50% 100%

B 1.60% 50% 100%

CCC 6.00% 50% 100%

Without Rating 1.06% 50% 100%

Index 

AAA-BBB  
(investment 
grade)

0.38% 80% 80%

Others 1.06% 80% 80%

Shares
Single name securities 32% 50% 120%

Index 20% 80% 75%

Commodities
Electricity 40% 40% 150%

All others 18% 40% 70%

H. Definitions, terms, categories

The following list shall define important terms and classifications, which shall be used when calculating 
the credit equivalent using the SA-CCR.

•  Netting set – the calculation of the credit equivalent shall depend on whether netting with a coun-
terparty takes place in accordance with Article 61 CAO or not. Derivative contracts with the same 
counterparty may be netted with other be as described in margin nos. 34–47 and 73–104, provided 
they fulfill the conditions stated in margin nos. 145–155. A quantity of contracts offsettable as 
described shall be called a netting set. A separate credit equivalent must be calculated for each 
netting set. If there is no netting, each separate contract forms its own netting set. 

•  Collateral (C) [SACCR; Annex 4, §132+136] – The SA-CCR shall take into consideration the coun-
terparty credit risk of collateral that the bank has posted to its counterparty and the risk-mitigating 
effect of collateral the bank has received. Parameter C may be positive or negative and shall be the 
net value of the collateral received by the bank, that is eligible, according to margin nos. 124–135 and 

13 Taking into consideration margin nos. 71 and 72 for basis and volatility transactions
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156–278, minus the collateral requested by the bank and in consideration of relevant discounts and 
haircuts. The value of the collateral received by the bank shall be lowered by such haircuts , minus 
the collateral requested by the bank and in consideration of relevant discounts and haircuts.14  The 
value of the collateral received by the bank shall be lowered by such haircuts.15 In the same manner, 
the value of collateral posted to its counterparty by a bank shall be increased. With the exception 
of margin nos. 197 and 210, the same haircuts shall be used as in the comprehensive approach for 
collateralized transactions as described in margin nos. 191–277. The SA-CCR does not use a haircut 
for currency mismatches. A holding period of one year shall apply to transactions with no obligation 
to make further contributions (unmargined). Transactions with an obligation to make further contri-
butions (margined) shall be subject to a minimum holding period defined in margin nos. 116–119.

•  Derivatives with margin calls (margined) shall be those where a margin is calculated and exchanged 
at regular intervals on the basis of the net market price of the derivative contract. The amount of 
the margins paid shall include the full net market price of the derivative contract included in the mar-
gin agreement, except if thresholds (TH) and minimum transfer amounts (MTA) have been agreed 
upon. Transactions with one-way margin agreements where the bank only posts collateral but does 
not receive any shall be treated like unmargined transactions [SACCR Annex 4, §138].

•  The net independent collateral amount (NICA) [SACCR, Annex 4, §142–143] shall represent the 
contractually agreed upon collateral, is independent of the market value of the derivatives. The term 
shall summarize different terms used in different market segments, such as initial margin and inde-
pendent amount. The net independent collateral amount shall be the (i) collateral exceeding the vari-
ation margin and/or (ii) the independent amount agreed upon in the variation margin. NICA shall be 
the net amount of collateral to be posted by the counterparty minus the net independent collateral 
amount to be posted by the bank upon agreement, so that NICA may be positive or negative. The 
collateral posted by the bank does not have to be included in the NICA if it is deemed bankrupt-
cy-remote.

• [SACCR; Annex 4, §151–153] Each derivative transaction must be allocated to at least one of the 
following five asset classes: (i) interest rates, (ii) currencies, (iii) credit derivatives, (iv) equity) and 
(v) commodities (including gold). The allocation depends on the primary risk driver of the derivative 
transaction. Secondary risk factors do not have to be accounted for in the SA-CCR. Derivative trans-
actions with a single underlying, shall have this as the primary risk driver. In the case of derivative 
transactions with multiple underlyings, the bank shall consider the sensitivities of these underlyings 
and their volatility in order to determine the primary risk driver. In the case of complex trades with 
several, equivalent risk drivers, the FINMA or the audit firm may also require them be allocated to 
more than one asset class. In this case, banks must determine a separate SEN in accordance with 
margin nos. 49–72 for each asset class to which the exposure is allocated when determining the PFE.

•  Basis transactions are derivatives that reference the difference of two related risk factors (asset 
classes). Risk factors are deemed to be related if they may be fully or partially netted in accordance 
with margin nos. 73–104 during the aggregation. Typical examples of basis transactions are float-

14 Parameter C is not limited to collateral exchanged during a netting or margin agreement. If the bank has received collateral that is 
eligible for both derivative risk exposures as well as other credit risk exposures, in the SA-CCR only the part which the bank has 
allocated to the derivative exposures may be considered. The bank shall be free to decide how it wishes to allocate collateral (to 
derivative exposures or others).

15 Haircuts shall be limited to a maximum of 100% for collateral posted to the bank.
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ing/floating interest rate swaps in a single currency or transactions where the market price of two 
related commodities are exchanged (commodity basis trades). Interest rate swaps where variable 
interest rate are swapped in different currencies may not be treated as basis transactions but rather 
as currency derivatives. 

•  Volatility transactions shall be derivatives that reference the (historical or implicit) volatility or 
variance of an asset class. Typical examples are transactions based on a volatility index, as well as 
volatility and variance swaps.

• Maturity parameters [SACCR Annex 4, §155] – The following time bands shall be of relevance for 
each derivative transaction.16 

• Although parameter M normally means the residual maturity of a derivative, convention shall 
set it to at least ten trading days. The residual maturity is the longest period within which the 
contractually agreed-upon payments may become due. If a derivative transaction is designed in 
such a way that all of the outstanding claims and obligations are settled/unwound on specific 
dates and the contract’s parameters are adjusted so they set the market value of the transaction 
to zero, the residual maturity shall be set to the next one of these dates [SACCR Annex 4, §158].

•  [SACCR Annex 4, §164] The supervisory margin period of risk (MPOR) shall be:

•  For transactions settled bilaterally with a daily margin settlement, the MPOR shall be at 
least ten trading days (cf. margin no. 232).

•  An MPOR of at least five business days shall apply to centrally cleared transactions sub-
ject to daily margining that clearing members (banks) have with their clients (cf. margin 
no. 551).

•  Transactions or netting sets that fulfill the criteria defined in margin nos. 233–239 shall 
be subject to the MPOR defined in those provisions. Exposures held to qualified central 
counterparties as defined in margin nos. 521–524 shall be exempted from the rules stip-
ulated in margin no. 233.

•  For interest rate and credit derivatives, the start date (S) and the end date (E) shall define the period 
until the beginning and the end of the period of the interest rate or credit derivative. Common inter-
est rate swaps and credit default swaps (CDS) shall have a start date of 0 and the end date shall be 
the residual maturity.17 S and E shall be expressed in years.18

•  For options, parameter T shall define the latest possible moment to exercise the option, expressed 
in years.

16 Illustrative examples of maturity parameters M, S and E may be found in SACCR §156 of the Basel Minimum Standards  
(http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs279.pdf)

17 In the case of Bermudan swaptions, S shall be the earliest exercise date and E the ending time of the option that is the underlying 
to the swaption. For other derivatives, where the underlying is the value of an interest rate or credit derivatives (e.g. swaptions or 
bond options), S and E are the starting and ending points of the underlying interest rate or credit derivatives

18 Example: for an interest rate swap with a residual maturity of 9 months, S = 0 and E = 0.75.
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•  The term CDO tranche shall summarize all credit derivatives where the credit protection extends to 
a loss on a tranche in a pool of reference obligors (e.g. nth to default swaps or securitization tranch-
es). Attachment point A and detachment point D shall express the relevant parts in the loss distri-
bution, at which the credit protection begins and ends. They shall be expressed in numbers between 
zero and one. In the case of nth to default swaps or a pool of 
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12! Example:!for!an!interest!rate!swap!with!a!residual!maturity!of!9!months,!S!=!0!and!E!=!0.75.!
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 shall apply. 

VI.  EPE Modeling Method (Article 59 CAO)

With respect to the EPE modeling method, the provisions in the Basel Minimum Standards (margin no. 
3) and some aspects modified due to the revised Basel III text (margin nos. 5 and 7) shall apply. This shall 
concern the rules used to calculate the capital requirements. It shall also include the Pillar 2 requirements 
of the Basel Minimum Standards, i.e. [B2; §777(i)-777(xiii)].

VII. Risk-mitigating Measures (Article 61 CAO)

A. General aspects

[B2; §114] Where an issue-specific rating already takes into account the effects of risk-mitigating mea-
sures, these may not be double counted when calculating the minimum capital requirements.

[B2; §113] For exposures that already take into account risk-mitigating measures and which are assigned 
capital requirements higher than an otherwise identical exposure that does not use these measures, their 
effects do not need to be taken into account.

[B2; §206] Where a bank uses multiple credit risk mitigation (CRM) measures for a single exposure, the 
bank shall sub-divide the exposure into portions covered by each type of CRM technique, and separately 
calculate the risk weight of each of these portions. Where credit protection provided by a single protection 
seller consists of portions with different maturities, they must be subdivided into separate protection as 
well.

[B2; §122, 124, 125] Capital requirements may be reduced by using collateral, provided that:

•  the reduction of the counterparty’s credit quality does not have a significantly negative effect on the 
value of the collateral; and

•  the bank has procedures in place for a timely liquidation of collateral.

[B2; §127] Both banks involved in a collateralized transaction shall be subject to capital requirements. For 
example, both repos and reverse repos are subject to capital requirements. Explicit capital requirements 
shall also be applied to both sides of securities lending transactions, as is also the case with the deposit-
ing of securities in connection with a derivative exposure or other transactions where the bank is exposed 
to credit risk.
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[B2; §84, §166, Annex 4 §2] For the purpose of this circular, loans, repos and repo-like transactions with 
securities shall be deemed securities financing transactions (SFT). Lending transactions collateralized 
with securities shall be deemed to be margin lending. Repos and repo-like transactions with securities 
shall be deemed repos and reverse repos and securities lending and borrowing. 

[B2; §128] Where a bank, acting as agent, arranges a repo or repo-like transaction between a client and a 
third party, and provides a guarantee to the client that the third party will meet its obligations, the capital 
requirements must be met as if the bank were the principal itself.

B. Maturity Mismatches

[B2; §203] The effective maturity of a claim shall be viewed as the longest possible remaining time 
before the counterparty is scheduled to fulfill its obligation. The effective maturity of the collateral shall 
be viewed as the shortest possible residual maturity, taking into account any implicit options and termi-
nation rights.

[B2; §204] Hedges with maturity mismatches shall be recognized only if the original maturity of the under-
lying exposure is greater than or equal to one year. In any case, hedges with maturity mismatches shall 
not be recognized if the residual maturity is less than or equal to three months.

[§B2; 205] Credits mitigated with collateral, legally enforceable netting, guarantees and credit derivatives, 
shall be adjusted as follows:

Pa = P . (t-0.25) / (T-0.25) 
where:

Pa = value of the credit protection adjusted for the maturity mismatch

P = value of the credit protection adjusted for other haircuts

T = min (5; residual maturity of the exposure), expressed in years

t = min (T; residual maturity of the credit protection arrangement), expressed in years

VIII.  Legal and Contractual Netting  
(Article 61(1)(a) CAO)

A. Netting of loans and deposits on the balance sheet

[§B2; §188] Where a bank is able at any time to determine receivables from and payables (in the form 
of loans and deposits) to counterparties that may legally be netted, is in a position to legally enforce the 
netting agreement  in each jurisdiction involved (in case of insolvency or bankruptcy of the counterparty) 
and monitors and controls the roll-off risks and the relevant exposures on a net basis, it may use the net 
exposure of loans and deposits as the basis to calculate its capital adequacy in accordance with the for-
mula shown in margin no. 204. Assets (loans) shall be treated as receivables, and liabilities (deposits) as 
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collateral. Haircut H shall be set to zero unless there is a currency mismatch. If the bank marks to market 
on daily basis, a holding period of ten business days and all requirements set out in margin nos. 133–135, 
208–210 and 240 and 241shall apply.

B. Recognition of netting agreements for repo and repo-like transactions

[B2; §174] Netting of exposures in the banking and trading book shall be recognized only if the netted 
transactions fulfill both of the following requirements: 

•  all transactions are marked to market on a daily basis; and

•  the collateral instruments used in the transactions are recognized as financial collateral in the bank-
ing book.

[B2; §173] The effects of bilateral netting agreements for repo and repo-like transactions shall be recog-
nized on a counterparty level, if the agreements in the event of default, even if this means insolvency or 
bankruptcy, are legally enforceable in each jurisdiction involved. In addition, the netting agreements shall:

•  award the right to the non-defaulting party, in the event of the counterparty’s default, including 
their insolvency or bankruptcy, to either terminate or close out on-going transactions covered in the 
agreement in a timely manner;

•  allow the offsetting of profits and losses from the transactions (including the value of any collateral) 
that have been terminated or closed out under this agreement, so that in the end, one party owes 
the other one single amount;

•  allow for the prompt liquidation or offsetting of collateral upon the event of default; and

•  in the event of a default, be enforceable in every jurisdiction involved together with the rights result-
ing from margin nos. 141–143, even if the default is due to insolvency or bankruptcy.

C. Recognition of netting agreements for derivatives [SACCR, Annex 4; §134] 

Banks may net contracts subject to novation under which any obligation between a bank and its counterparty 
to deliver a given currency on a given value date is automatically amalgamated with all other obligations for 
the same currency and value date, legally substituting one single amount for the previously gross obligations. 

Banks may also net any other transactions subject to forms of bilateral, legally valid nettings not listed in 
margin no. 145, including close-out netting or other forms of novation.

In both cases above, a bank shall prove that it has: 

•  A netting contract or agreement with the counterparty which creates a single legal obligation, cov-
ering all included transactions, such that the bank would have either a claim to receive or obligation 
to pay only the net sum of the positive and negative mark-to-market values of included individual 
transactions in the event a counterparty fails to perform due to any of the following: default, bank-
ruptcy, liquidation or similar circumstances;
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•  written and reasoned legal opinions that, in the event of a legal dispute, the relevant courts and 
administrative authorities would find the bank’s exposure to be a net amount under:

•  the jurisdiction of the country where the counterparty is domiciled; if a foreign branch of the 
counterparty is involved, then also according to the laws of that domicile,

•  the legal provisions applicable to the individual transactions,

•  the legal provisions applicable to the contracts or agreements required for implementing the 
netting;

•  procedures in place to ensure that the legal characteristics of netting arrangements are reviewed 
regularly to detect possible changes in the applicable law.

Agreements with walk-away clauses for the netting shall be prohibited for capital requirement purposes. 
A walkaway clause is a provision that allows the non-defaulting counterparty to make limited or no pay-
ments to the defaulting counterparty, even if the insolvent counterparty is a net creditor.

The pure offsetting of payments (“payment netting”), with which operating costs are to be reduced in the 
daily settlement process, shall not be included when calculating the capital adequacy requirements, since 
the counterparty’s gross obligations are not affected by these.

IX. Eligibility of Collateral

A. Qualitative requirements

(B3; §110) Banks must ensure that sufficient resources are allocated to the orderly operation of margin 
agreements with derivatives and securities financing counterparties, i.e. the timely and correct treatment 
of outgoing margin calls or the reaction time to handle incoming margin calls. Banks must have collateral 
management policies in place to control, monitor and report:

•  the risk they are exposed to due to margin agreements (e.g. the volatility and liquidity of securities 
used as collateral),

•  the risk concentrations arising due to particular types of collateral,

•  the re-use of cash and other collateral, including any potential liquidity deficits due to the re-use of 
collateral received from counterparties,

•  ceded rights to collateral, which had been posted to counterparties.

B. Possible approaches

[B2; §121] Banks may opt to apply either the simplified or the comprehensive approach. In the banking 
book, banks are allowed to use the approaches alternatively, but not simultaneously. This restriction does 
not apply to lombard (collateral) loans, to securities lending or repos and repo-like transactions. Only the 
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comprehensive approach shall be permitted for the trading book.

[B2; §121] Partial collateralization shall be recognized in both approaches. Maturity mismatches between 
the underlying exposure and the collateral shall only be permitted under the comprehensive approach.

X.  Eligibility of Collateral under the Simplified 
Approach (Article 61(1)(d) CAO)

A. Eligible forms of collateral

[B2; §145] The following forms of collateral shall be recognized under the simplified approach:

•  Cash deposits by the lending bank, including medium-term notes or similar instruments issued by 
the lending bank, as well as fiduciary deposits at the lending or at a different bank.

•  Gold

•  Debt instruments rated by a recognized external rating agency with a minimum rating of: 

•  at least 5, if issued by central governments or other public-law entities which the national 
supervisory authority treats as if they were the central governments;

•  at least 4, if issued by other entities (including banks and securities firms); or

•  at least ST3, for short-term debt instruments.

•  Debt instruments not rated by a recognized rating agency, provided:

•  they were issued by a bank; 

•  they are traded on a recognized exchange; 

•  they are classified as senior debt; and

•  all other rated senior debt instruments, issued by that same bank rated by a recognized rating 
agency, which could be allocated to rating category 4 (or ST 3 for short-term debt).

•  Equity instruments (including convertible bonds) that are included in a main index.

•  Mutual funds and UCITS19, on condition that: 

•  the unit price is published on a daily basis, and 

19 Undertakings for the collective investment of transferable securities if
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•  the mutual funds and UCITS are restricted to investments in instruments mentioned in this 
paragraph. The use of derivative instruments by mutual funds and UCITS solely to hedge 
investments mentioned in this margin number and margin no. 193 must not prevent units in 
that mutual fund and UCITS from being eligible as financial collateral.

•  Repealed

[B3; §111] Re-securitizations as described in margin no. 94.1 of FINMA circ. 2008/20 “Market Risks – 
Banks” may not be used as financial collateral, regardless of their rating. This prohibition shall apply 
regardless of the approach selected to define the haircuts.

B. Calculations

[B2; §§194, 145] Credit-linked notes backed by cash that have been issued by the bank against claims in 
the banking book and which meet the requirements for credit derivatives (Section XIII), shall be treated 
as claims backed by cash collateral.

If cash deposits, medium-term notes or similar instruments issued by a lending bank are held as collateral 
with a third-party bank and are openly pledged/ceded to the lending bank, and if this occurs uncondition-
ally and irrevocably, the exposure amount protected by the collateral (after any haircuts applicable for 
currency risks) shall receive the risk weight of the third bank involved.

Any portion of a debt collateralized by fiduciary deposits at another bank shall receive the risk weight of 
the bank with which the fiduciary deposit was placed.

[B2; §182] For collateral to be recognized under the simplified approach, the collateral must be pledged or 
otherwise secured for at least the exposure’s life, and its market value must be recalculated with a mini-
mum frequency of six months. Cash deposits, fiduciary deposits and medium-term notes may be exempt-
ed from the requirement for market valuations. The parts of the claims collateralized by the market value 
of recognized collateral shall receive the risk weight applicable to the collateral provider. The risk weight 
of the collateralized portion shall be subject to a floor of 20%, except for the cases described in margin 
nos. 185–189. The remainder of the claim shall receive the risk weight of the corresponding counterparty.

[B2; §183] Repo and repo-like transactions fulfilling the criteria described in margin nos. 260–268 and 
271–276 shall receive a risk weight of 0%. If the counterparty is not a core market participant, the trans-
action must be risk-weighted at 10%.

[B2; §184] Derivatives marked to market on a daily basis collateralized by cash in the same currency shall 
be risk-weighted at 0%. Where they are collateralized against sovereign bonds or bonds issued by other 
government entities qualifying for a 0% risk-weighting under the standardized approach, they shall be 
given a risk weight of 10%.

[B2; §185] Instead of the minimum risk weights specified in margin no. 184, a 0% risk weight may be 
assigned if the transaction and the collateral are denominated in the same currency and

•  the collateral is a cash deposit; or
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•  the collateral is in the form of securities issued by central governments or public-law entities eligible 
for a 0% risk weighting under the standardized approach, and its market value has been discounted 
by 20%.

 Repealed 

XI.  Eligibility of Collateral under the Comprehensive 
Approach (Article 61(1)(d) CAO)

A. Eligible forms of collateral

[B2; §146, B3;§111] The following collateral instruments shall be eligible for recognition in the comprehen-
sive approach:

•  all instruments listed in margin nos. 163–178, except for the instruments listed in margin no. 180.

•  equities not included in a main index, but listed on a recognized exchange.

•  mutual funds and UCITS which include such equities.

•  [B2; §703] All instruments in the trading book may be used as collateral for repos and repo-like 
instruments contained in the trading book, except for those mentioned in margin no. 180. The instru-
ments not recognized as collateral in the banking book (i.e. they do not fulfill the requirements stip-
ulated in margin no. 163 et seqq.) shall be subject to the same haircut as the one used for equities 
not included in a main index, but listed on a recognized exchange (margin no. 209). However, banks 
using their own estimates or the EPE model approach to determine the haircuts shall also use these 
for the trading book.

B. Calculations

[B2; §130] Where collateral is accepted under the comprehensive approach, banks must adjust their expo-
sures to a counterparty in order to account for any changes in value of that collateral. If using haircuts 
(additions to or subtractions from collateral), banks must adjust both their exposure to the counterparty 
and the value of any collateral received from that counterparty, in order to account for any possible future 
fluctuations in the value of either.

[B2; §131] Where there is a currency mismatch between the exposure and the collateral, an additional 
downward adjustment shall be made to the volatility-adjusted collateral amount to account for possible 
future fluctuations in exchange rates.

[B2; §132] Where the volatility-adjusted exposure amount is greater than the volatility-adjusted collateral 
amount (including any further adjustment for exchange rate risk), banks shall calculate their risk-weighted 
assets as the difference between these two volatility-adjusted amounts multiplied by the risk weight of 
the counterparty. The exact framework for performing these calculations is set out in margin nos. 204–207.
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[B2; §133] Banks may use either supervisory haircuts (margin nos. 208–210) or own-estimate haircuts 
(margin no. 212 et seqq.). The use of own-estimate haircuts shall only be permitted once the FINMA has 
verified its compliance with certain qualitative and quantitative criteria (margin nos. 216–230), and has 
determined that these have been met.

[B2; §134] A bank may choose to use supervisory or own-estimate haircuts irrespective of whether it is 
using the standardized approach or the foundation IRB approach for its credit risk. If a bank uses own-es-
timate haircuts, it shall do so for the full range of instrument types for which own-estimate haircuts are 
appropriate, with the exception of immaterial portfolios.

[B2; §135] The size of the individual haircuts shall depend on the type of instrument, type of transaction and 
frequency of marking to market and remargining. For example, repo and repo-like transactions subject to 
daily marking to market and remargining will receive a haircut based on a 5-day holding period. By contrast, 
in the case of secured credit transactions where the collateral is subject to daily marking to market and no 
remargining clause applies, the haircuts shall be based on a 20-day holding period. Also see margin no. 241.

[B2; §136] For certain types of repo or repo-like transactions (mainly repo transactions with sovereign 
bonds as defined in margin nos. 260-276), a haircut of zero may be applied when calculating the exposure 
amount after credit risk mitigation.

[B2; §138] As a further alternative to supervisory haircuts and own-estimate haircuts, banks may use 
value-at-risk models. For this, see margin no. 242 et seqq.

[B2; §147] For a collateralized transaction, the exposure amount after risk mitigation shall be calculated 
as follows:

E* = max {0, [E (1 + HE) - C (1 - HC - HFX)]}

where:

E* = the exposure value after risk mitigation

E = current value of the exposure

HE = haircut applied to the exposure

C = current value of the collateral received

HC = haircut applied to the collateral

HFX = haircut applied to the currency mismatch between collateral and exposure

[B2; §148] The exposure after credit risk mitigation must be multiplied by the risk weight of the counter-
party in order to obtain the risk-weighted value of the collateralized transaction.

[B2; §149] The treatment of transactions with maturity mismatches between exposure and collateral is 
described in margin nos. 133–135.
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[B2; §150] Where the collateral is a basket of assets, the haircut on the basket shall be  
where ai is the weight of an asset in the basket and Hi is the haircut applicable to that asset. The risk 
weight of ai shall be equal to the percentage of asset i in terms of value compared to the entire basket.

C. Use of standard supervisory haircuts

[B2; §151, 153][B3; §111] Standard supervisory haircuts (expressed as a percentage) where collateral is 
marked to market daily, subject to daily remargining and a 10-day holding period:20

Issue Rating Residual 
maturity

Central governments and 
public-law entities treated 
like central governments, as 
well as multilateral develop-
ment banks as per Annex

Other 
issuers

Securi-
tization 
expo-
sures

Rating categories 1 or 
2, or ST1 for short-term 
debt instruments

≤ 1 year
> 1 year 
≤ 5 years
> 5 years

0.5
2

4

1
4

8

2
8

16

Ratings 3 or 4 or ST2 
or ST3, respectively for 
short-term debt instru-
ments and unrated 
bank debt instruments 
according to margin 
no. 170 (incl. fiduciary 
investments)

≤ 1 year
> 1 year 
≤ 5 years
> 5 years

1
3

6

2
6

12

4
12

24

Rating category 5 All 15 not recog-
nized

not recog-
nized

Shares included in a 
main index (including 
convertible bonds) and 
gold

15

Other equities traded 
on a recognized stock 
exchange (including 
convertible bonds) and 
other securities

25

Mutual funds/UCITS Highest haircut applicable to any security in 
which the fund can invest

Cash collateral in the 
same currency20

0

20 Including medium-term notes or similar instruments issued by the lending bank, as well as fiduciary deposits at the lending or at a 
different bank.
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[B2; §136] For certain types of repo or repo-like transactions (mainly repo transactions with 
sovereign bonds as defined in margin nos. 260– 276), a haircut of zero may be applied when 
calculating the exposure amount after credit risk mitigation. 
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[B2; §138] As a further alternative to supervisory haircuts and own-estimate haircuts, banks 
may use value-at-risk models. For this, see margin no. 242 et seqq. 
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[B2; §147] For a collateralized transaction, the exposure amount after risk mitigation shall be 
calculated as follows: 
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where: 

E* = exposure amount after credit risk mitigation 

E = current exposure amount 

HE = haircut applied to the exposure 

C = current value of the collateral received 

HC = haircut applied to the collateral 

HFX = haircut appropriate for the currency mismatch between collateral and exposure 

[B2; §148] The exposure after credit risk mitigation must be multiplied by the risk weight of the 
counterparty in order to obtain the risk-weighted value of the collateralized transaction. 
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[B2; §149] The treatment of transactions with maturity mismatches between exposure and 
collateral is described in margin nos. 133– 135. 
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where ai is the weight of an asset in the basket and Hi is the haircut applicable to that asset. Weighting 
ai is equal to the percentage of asset i in terms of value compared to the whole basket. 
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[B2; §152] The standard supervisory haircut for currency risk where exposure and collateral in the form of 
debt instruments or cash collateral are denominated in different currencies shall be 8% (based on daily 
mark-to-market of collateral, daily margining and a 10-business day holding period).

[B2; §153] In the case of transactions where the bank lends non-eligible instruments, the haircut for the 
exposure shall be the same as for equities listed on a recognized stock exchange but which are not part 
of a main index.

D. Use of own-estimate haircuts

[B2; §154] On request, the FINMA may grant a bank permission to calculate haircuts using its own esti-
mates of the volatility of market prices and exchange rates. Permission to do so shall be conditional on 
meeting the minimum qualitative and quantitative standards set out in margin nos. 216–230.

[B2; §154] For debt instruments with a rating of at least 4, or 3 for short-term debt instruments, banks 
may calculate a volatility estimate for each category of securities. When determining relevant categories, 
the type of issuer, its rating, the residual term and the modified duration must be taken into account. 
Volatility estimates must be representative of the securities actually included in the category. For other 
debt instruments or equities eligible as collateral, haircuts shall be calculated for each individual security.

[B2; §155] Banks shall estimate the volatilities of collateral and currency mismatches individually. The 
estimated volatilities may not take into account the correlations between unsecured exposure, collateral 
and exchange rates.

[B2; §156-160] Where haircuts are calculated on the basis of own estimates, the following quantitative 
requirements apply:

•  for the calculation of the haircut, a 99th percentile, one-tailed confidence interval shall be used;

•  The minimum holding period shall depend on the type of transaction and the frequency of remargi-
ning or marking to market. The minimum holding periods for different types of transactions shall be 
found in margin no. 232. Banks may use haircuts calculated with shorter holding periods, scaled up 
to the appropriate holding period using the formula set out in margin no. 240;

•  Banks must take into account the illiquidity of lower-quality assets. The holding period shall be 
increased in cases where a specified holding period is too short given the liquidity of the collateral. 
Banks must also be in a position to identify where historical data may understate the potential vola-
tility, such as would be the case with a pegged currency. In such cases, the data shall be subjected 
to stress testing;

•  The choice of historical observation period (sample period) for calculating haircuts shall be a min-
imum of one year. If the daily observations are based on differing weights, the weighted average 
observation period shall take place for at least six months (that is, in the weighted average, the 
individual observations are from at least six months ago); and

•  the data sets shall be updated at least every three months and, should market conditions demand 
it, be reassessed immediately.
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[B2; §162-165] In addition, the following qualitative requirements must be met:

•  the estimated volatility data (and holding periods) must be embedded in the bank’s day-to-day risk 
management process;

•  banks shall have robust processes in place ensuring compliance with a documented set of internal 
policies, controls and procedures concerning the operation of the risk measurement system;

•  the risk measurement system must be used in conjunction with internal exposure limits; and

•  an independent review of the risk measurement system shall be carried out regularly in the bank’s 
own internal auditing process. The overall risk management process must be reviewed at regular 
intervals and as a minimum; such a review must specifically address the following:

•  the embedding of risk measurement in daily risk management;

•  the validating of significant changes in the risk measurement process;

•  verifying the accuracy and completeness of exposure data;

•  verifying whether the consistency, timeliness and reliability of data sources used for the  
internal models, including the independence of such data sources; and

•  verifying whether the volatility assumptions are accurate and adequate.

E. Necessary adjustments to the minimum holding period and haircuts 

a) Adjustments of minimum holding period [B2; §166-167] [B3; §103]

Different holding periods are appropriate for different transactions, depending on the nature and frequency  
of their revaluation and remargining provisions: 21 22

Transaction type Minimum holding period 21 Condition

Repo and repo-like transactions 5 business days Daily remargining

Other capital market transac-
tions, derivatives 22 and  
lombard loans

10 business days Daily remargining

Collateralized loans 20 business days Daily revaluation

A longer holding period must be defined for transactions or netting sets (see margin no. 107) that fulfill 
one of the criteria specified in margin nos. 233–239.

21 Supervisory Floor for Margin Period of Risk
22 With the exception of margin no. 551
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For netting sets consisting of more than 5,000 transactions at any given time within a quarter, the mini-
mum holding time in the following quarter shall be 20 business days. 

For netting sets, which include one or more transactions consisting of illiquid securities or derivatives that 
cannot easily be replaced, the minimum holding time shall be 20 business days.

In this regard, the terms “illiquid securities” and “not easily replaceable derivatives” shall imply a dif-
ficult market environment. This type of situation shall be characterized by the absence of a continuous 
and active market, i.e. where market participants cannot receive several price quotes within a maximum 
of two days, where no market movement is discernible and where there is no discount (in the case of  
collateral) or mark-up (in the case of derivatives) on the market price.

Situations where transactions are considered to be illiquid as per this definition shall include instruments 
for which there is no daily pricing as well as instruments which are valued using specific accounting rules 
(e.g. derivatives, repos or similar, where the net present value is determined using models which do not 
contain input parameters observed on the market).

Moreover, the bank shall determine whether it is building up a counterparty risk concentration by engag-
ing in certain transactions or accepting certain securities and whether the bank could replace these trans-
actions if the counterparty were to suddenly leave the market.

If a bank has been subject to contentious margin calls for a specific netting set in the last two quarters 
where the contentious action has lasted longer than the holding period (before these provisions became 
valid), the bank shall account for these cases by defining a holding period for the next two quarters that 
is at least double the minimum holding period as per margin nos. 233–237 for the netting set in question. 

For re-margining obligations, which do not take place daily but every N days, the holding period shall be at 
least the minimum holding period F as defined in margin nos. 231, 232 and 233–238 plus N days minus 1, 
where:

    Holding period = F + N - 1

b) Adjustment to haircuts

[B2; §168] Where the frequency of the remargining or revaluation is greater than one day, the minimum 
haircut shall have to be scaled up, depending on the actual number of business days between remargining 
or revaluation using the following formula:

H = HM √[(NR + (TM - 1)) / TM] 

where:

H = haircut

HM = haircut for minimum holding period

TM = minimum holding period for the specific type of transaction
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NR =  exact number of business days between margin calls for capital market transactions or the 
revaluations for collateralized loans

[B2; §168] Where the volatility is calculated based on a minimum holding period of  TN days, which is dif-
ferent from the specified minimum holding period TM , HM shall be calculated with the following formula:

HM = HN √[TM / TN] 

where:

TN = holding period used by the bank to determine HN

HN = haircut based on the holding period TN

F. Use of VaR models to estimate haircuts

[B2; §178] As an alternative to using the standard supervisory haircuts or own-estimate haircuts, banks 
may use a VaR model to calculate the exposure after credit risk mitigation. This must take into account 
the correlation effects between securities positions. This approach shall only apply to repos and repo-like 
transactions covered by bilateral netting agreements on a counterparty-by-counterparty basis.

[B2; §178] The VaR model approach shall be available to banks with a market risk model in place that is 
recognized as per FINMA Circular 08/20 “Market Risks – Banks”.

Banks using a market risk model not recognized under supervisory law may apply for separate superviso-
ry recognition of their internal VaR models used for the calculation of potential price volatilities for repos 
and repo-like transactions.

Internal models shall only be recognized if a bank can prove the quality of its model to the FINMA through 
back-testing its results using one year of historical data.

[B2; §179] The quantitative and qualitative criteria for recognizing internal market risk models for repos 
and repo-like transactions shall be the same as those set out in the FINMA circular 08/20 “Market Risks 
- Banks”. However, the minimum holding period applicable shall be at least 5 business days (and not 10). 
Should a holding period turn out to be inappropriate for a particular instrument due to its liquidity, the 
holding period must be increased accordingly. If a transaction or a netting set (see margin no. 107) fulfills 
the criteria stipulated in margin nos. 233–239, the holding period must be adjusted to reflect those stip-
ulations.

[B2; §181] For banks using their own internal market risk model, the calculation of the exposure after 
credit risk mitigation E* shall be the following: 

 E* = max {0, [(∑E - ∑C) + (VaR output from the internal market risk models)]} 

When calculating capital requirements, banks shall use the previous business day’s VaR.
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G. Requirements for a zero haircut

Regardless of which approach (simplified approach, comprehensive approach or VaR model approach) is 
applied for repos and repo-like transactions where the repurchase agreement is denominated in Swiss 
francs, only the unprotected portion (i.e. the positive net exposure amount without application of haircuts) 
must be taken into account to determine the minimum capital requirements for the credit risk, provided 
the following requirements are met:

•  the counterparty is a key market participant;

•  the repo transaction is automatically settled on a recognized electronic system which eliminates any 
operational and settlement risks;

•  transactions are settled with a “delivery against payment” system;

•  the system marks to market the exposures and collateral (to reflect both currency and price move-
ments) at least twice daily, the net exposure is immediately recalculated, and daily remargining 
takes place automatically;

•  the documentation covering the agreement is standard market documentation for this type of repo 
transaction in the relevant securities. It shall specify that if the counterparty fails to satisfy an obliga-
tion to deliver cash or securities or fails to satisfy margin requirements or otherwise defaults, then 
the transaction can be terminated with immediate effect;

•  In case of default, the bank shall have the unrestricted, legally enforceable right to immediately 
seize and liquidate the collateral to its benefit, regardless of whether the counterparty is insolvent 
or bankrupt;

•  the system used to process repo transactions is recognized by the FINMA;

•  the securities underlying the repo transaction are securities permitted for repo transactions by the 
Swiss National Bank.

Systems recognized by the FINMA shall be the Swiss franc repo systems based on the integrated systems 
of SIX Repo AG or Eurex Zurich AG and which are settled via SIX SIS AG and the payment system, SIC.

[B2; §170] In addition to the stipulations set out in margin no. 250, a haircut (H) of zero may be applied 
for repos and repo-like transactions where the counterparty is a key market participant and the following 
requirements are met:

•  both the exposure and the collateral are either cash or a security issued by a central government or 
a public-law entity qualifying for a risk weight of 0% under the standardized approach;

•  both the exposure and the collateral are denominated in the same currency;

•  either the transaction has a maximum residual maturity of one day (overnight), or both the exposure 
and the collateral are marked to market daily and are subject to daily remargining;
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•  following a counterparty’s failure to remargin, the time between the last time it was marked to mar-
ket prior to the failure to remargin and the liquidation of the collateral may not exceed four trading 
days;

•  the transaction is settled in a payment and settlement system generally recognized for this type of 
transaction;

•  the documentation covering the agreement is standard market documentation for repo and repo-like 
transactions in the securities concerned;

•  the transaction is governed by documentation specifying that if the counterparty fails to satisfy an 
obligation to deliver cash or securities or to remargin or otherwise defaults, then the transaction 
may be terminated with immediate effect; and

•  in case of default, regardless of whether the counterparty is insolvent or bankrupt, the bank has the 
unrestricted, legally enforceable right to immediately seize and liquidate the collateral to its benefit.

[B2; §170] The exceptions specified in margin no. 260 are not permitted for banks using a model approach 
as described in margin nos. 242 et seqq..

[B2; §171] Key market participants as per margin no. 260 shall be:

•  central governments, central banks and public-law entities

•  banks and securities dealers

•  other finance companies (including insurance companies) eligible for a 20% risk weight

•  regulated mutual funds subject to capital requirements or leverage limits

•  regulated pension funds

•  recognized operators of payment and securities settlement systems

[B2; §172] Where a supervisory authority in a third country applies a specific carve-out to repos and repo-
like transactions in securities issued by its domestic government, this exception may also be invoked in 
Switzerland.
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H. Repo and repo-like transactions

[B2; §176] For banks using the standard supervisory haircuts or own-estimate haircuts, the following 
framework shall apply to take into account the impact of netting agreements: 

E* = max {0, [(∑ E -∑ C) + ∑ (ES ∙ HS) + ∑ (EFX) ∙ (HFX)]} 

where: 

E* = the exposure value after risk mitigation 

E = current value of the exposure 

C = current value of the collateral received 

ES = absolute value of the net exposure in a given security 

HS = haircut applied to that security 

EFX = absolute value of the net exposure in any currency other than the agreed currency 

HFX = haircut applied to this currency mismatch

XII.  Guarantees and Credit Derivatives  
(Article 61(1)(b) and (c) CAO)

A. Minimum requirements

Banks shall recognize and understand the risks associated with guarantees and credit derivatives. Any 
system used to measure, manage and control risks shall capture guarantees and credit derivatives appro-
priately.

The provisions set out in margin nos. 281–332 shall apply to banks which use the international standard-
ized approach (SA-BIS) to determine their minimum capital requirements for credit risks. For banks using 
the IRB approach, the Basel Minimum Standards shall apply immediately, subject to the restrictions 
specified in margin no. 371.

B. Recognition of protection effectiveness

Banks buying protection in the form of guarantees and credit derivatives can mitigate their credit risk 
for one or more counterparties. However, in order for the protection in the form of a guarantee or credit 
derivative to be recognized under the substitution approach (margin no. 311), the credit risk must actually 
be transferred to the protection provider, and the minimum criteria outlined below must be met. In any 
case, the protection effectiveness shall be limited to the maximum pay-out amount.
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[B2; §189] A guarantee or credit derivative contract shall:

•  constitute a direct claim towards the protection provider;

•  be explicitly tied to specific claims or a pool of claims, so that the extent of the protection is clearly 
defined and indisputed;

•  be irrevocable: the contract does not allow the protection seller to unilaterally revoke the credit 
protection, increase the protection cost or reduce the agreed maturity of the protection unless the 
protection buyer fails to meet its contractually agreed payment obligations, or fails to meet any other 
fundamental contractual obligations;

•  be unconditional: the contract must not contain any provision which would allow the protection 
provider to avoid immediately fulfilling its obligations;

•  be binding for all parties involved and in all relevant jurisdictions and be legally enforceable;

•  be in writing.

[B2; §195][B3;text between §120 and §121] The protection effectiveness can be recognized only if the 
protection provider23 belongs to one of the following issuer categories:

•  central governments and central banks in accordance with Annex 2 Section 1 CAO (SA-BIS), with a 
risk weight that is equal to or smaller than that of the reference obligor;

•  the BIS, the IMF and multilateral development banks in accordance with Annex 1, with a risk weight 
that is equal to or lower than that of the reference obligor;

•  public-law entities as well as banks and securities dealers in accordance with Annex 2 CAO (SA-BIS) 
with a risk weight that is equal to or lower than that of the reference obligor;

•  other legal entities with external ratings, except if the protection is used for a securitzation. Legal 
entities shall include parent companies, subsidiaries and group companies with a risk weight equal 
to or smaller than that of the reference obligor.

•  If a protection is used for a securitization: other legal entities with a rating of the rating class “4 or 
better” and which, up to the point of providing the credit protection had a rating of the rating class 
“3 or better”. The protection giver fulfilling these conditions may also be a parent company, a subsid-
iary or sister company of the reference obligor, provided their risk weight is equal to or smaller than 
that of the reference obligor. Banks allowed to apply the IRB approach to a direct receivable from a 
protection seller may also use internal PD estimates instead of external ratings in order to value the 
recognizability of the protection seller in accordance with the first sentence of this margin number. 

23 As the protection provider has already fulfilled its maximum obligations in the case of credit-linked notes (CLNs), the restrictions 
mentioned in this margin number do not apply to CLNs.
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C. Additional minimum requirements for guarantees

[§B2; §190] A guarantor shall be liable for all types of payments that the reference obligor is to make for 
the underlying reference obligation. If a guarantor is liable only for the repayment of the principal of the 
reference obligation, interest and all other payments not protected by the guarantee shall be treated as 
unsecured amounts in accordance with margin no. 322.

[B2; §190] In the case of insolvency or late payment by the reference obligor, the protection buyer shall be 
entitled, directly and in a timely manner, to request payment from the protection provider for any monies 
outstanding under the credit agreement.

D.  Sureties and export risk guarantees provided by the Swiss federal  
government

For the purpose of calculating minimum capital requirements, sureties that fulfill the requirements set 
out in margin nos. 283–296 shall be recognized as protection in the same way as guarantees. As a rule, 
only sureties given on a joint and several basis shall fulfill these requirements. The risk-mitigating effect of 
sureties issued by the Swiss federal government in the context of the Promotion of Building of Residential 
Properties and Ownership (PBRO) shall be recognized even though the conditions set for guarantees are 
not fully fulfilled. 

The risk-mitigating effect of the export risk guarantees issued by the Swiss federal government shall also 
be recognized even though the conditions set for guarantees are not fully fulfilled.

E. Additional minimum requirements for credit derivatives

[B2; §191] The receivable to be hedged must belong to the contractually specified receivables for the 
purpose of defining credit events as well for settlement. If the receivable to be hedged does not fulfill this 
condition, either margin nos. 307–310 or margin no. 327 shall apply. For a total return swap, the reference 
obligation and the receivable to be hedged must be identical.

The contractually specified credit events which trigger the credit derivative’s maturity shall include at least 
the following:

• failure to pay the amounts due under terms of the underlying obligation that are in effect at the 
time of such failure (with a grace period that is closely in line with the grace period in the underlying  
obligation);

•  insolvency (e.g. bankruptcy, overindebtedness, inability to pay debts) of the reference obligor, or 
admission in writing of its general inability to pay its debts as they become due, and similar events;

•  restructuring (by way of debt relief for the repayment of principal, interest or fees) of the contractu-
ally specified obligations used to determine whether a credit event has occurred, if the restructuring 
leads to a reduction or loss of the claim. If restructuring is not contractually specified as a credit 
event, margin no. 321 or margin no. 327 shall apply.
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[B2; §191] The identity of the parties responsible for determining whether a credit event has occurred 
must be clearly defined. This obligation shall not be the sole responsibility of the protection provider. The 
protection buyer shall have the right to notify the protection provider of the occurrence of a credit event.

[B2; §191] Credit derivatives allowing for a cash settlement may be recognized for capital purposes only if 
a robust valuation process is in place for the reference debt. The valuation process shall enable a reliable 
calculation of the loss. There shall be a clearly defined period for obtaining post-credit event valuations.

[B2; §191] If no cash settlement is foreseen, the protection buyer shall be entitled to transfer all claims 
specified for settlement to the protection provider in case of a credit event. However, the terms of the 
claims must provide that consent to such a transfer cannot be withheld without good reason.

[B2; §191] If the receivable to be protected is not contractually specified for determining settlement or for 
determining credit events (asset mismatch), the following minimum requirements shall be met:

•  the debt obligation to be protected and the reference entity to the credit derivative shall be identical 
legal entities;

•  the receivable specified in the contract to determine credit events or a settlement shall be of equal 
rank or subordinated to the receivable to be protected;

•  legally enforceable cross-default or cross-acceleration clauses must ensure the effective transfer of 
credit risks to the protection seller.

F. Calculation

[B2; §196] If a guarantee meets the requirements set out in margin nos. 283 et seqq., the protected por-
tion of the receivable to be protected may be assigned the risk weight of the protection provider.

[B2§ 197] Materiality thresholds on payments below which no payment is made in the event of a loss 
represent retained first-loss exposures and must be weighted at 1250% by the bank buying the credit 
protection.

[B2; §199] If the bank transfers part of the risk of an exposure in one or more tranches to one or more 
protection providers and retains some level of the loan’s risk and the risk transferred, and the risk retained 
are of different seniority, then the bank may obtain credit protection for either the senior tranches (e.g. 
second-loss tranche) or the junior tranche (e.g. first-loss tranche). In this case, the provisions of Section 
XIV (Securitization Transactions) shall apply.

[B2; §193-194] If a bank obtains a protection in the form of a credit derivative that meets all of the require-
ments set out in margin nos. 282–310 for full recognition of the effectiveness of the protection, the 
receivable to be protected may be assigned the same risk weight as that of the protection provider for the 
following types of credit derivatives, if the following conditions are met:

•  credit default swaps (CDS): no further conditions.

•  Total return swaps (TRS): the condition is that the bank does not record payments made by the 
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protection provider for the contract in question as income without adjusting the valuation of the 
exposure to be protected accordingly (either by reducing its fair value or by increasing provisions).

•  [B2; §207] first-to-default swap (FDS): for the asset with the lowest risk-weighted amount in the bas-
ket, but limited to the maximum of the notional hedged amount. If several claims have the lowest 
risk weights in the basket, the bank may freely choose to which of these receivables it will apply the 
substitution approach.

•  [B2; §209 ] Second-to-default swap: applying the protection provider’s risk weight to the second 
smallest exposure in the basket is permitted only if the basket in question has already been protect-
ed with a first-to-default swap (with at least an equal hedge amount) or one of the exposures in the 
basket has already defaulted and the second-to-default swap has therefore become a first-to-default 
swap.

•  nth-to-default swaps are treated in the same way as second-to-default swaps.

•  Credit-linked notes (CLN): as the protection provider has already fulfilled its maximum obligations, a 
risk weight of 0% is applied.

[B2; §192] If a restructuring as stipulated in margin no. 303 does not represent a contractually specified 
credit event, a limited hedge protection may be included in the calculation of the capital adequacy, pro-
vided that all other relevant requirements of margin nos. 282–310 are met: 60% of the amount of a credit 
derivative’s hedge without restructuring may be recognized if that credit derivative is in all other respects 
identical to a credit derivative that includes restructuring This means that the substitution approach may 
be applied to a maximum of 60% of the entire exposure to be hedged, while the remainder of the expo-
sure to be hedged shall be treated as if unsecured. 

[B2; §198] Where the amount guaranteed or protected with a credit derivative is less than the total expo-
sure amount to be hedged and the secured and unsecured portions are ranked equally, i.e. if the bank and 
the protection provider share losses on a pro-rata basis, the minimum capital requirements may be low-
ered proportionally: the protected portion of the exposure shall be treated with the substitution approach, 
while the remainder is treated as unsecured. 

[B2; §200] If the guarantee or credit derivative is denominated in a currency different from that of the 
exposure to be protected (i.e. there is a currency mismatch), the amount of the exposure deemed to be 
protected will be reduced by the application of a haircut, i.e.

Ga = G ∙ (1 - HFX)

where 

Ga = protected amount recognized under supervisory law

G = protected amount recognized under supervisory law, where currencies are the same 

HFX = haircut appropriate for the currency pair at hand.
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The haircut to be applied must be based on a 10-business day holding period, assuming the collateral is 
marked to market every day. For banks using supervisory haircuts, HFX shall be 8%. For banks that do not 
mark collateral to market on a daily basis, the haircut shall be scaled up according to margin no. 240 by 
increasing NR accordingly.

[B2; §205] If the residual maturities of a guarantee or a credit derivative and the exposure to be protected 
are mismatched, the provisions set out in margin nos. 134 and 135 shall apply.

If an exposure not allocated to the trading book is protected using a credit derivative issued by the bank’s 
own trading department, the protective transaction may only be recognized on condition that the trading 
department passes on this internal risk transfer, by means of a transaction that exactly opposing the origi-
nal one, to a third party (cf. margin no. 25 of FINMA Circular 08/20 “Market Risks – Banks”). The protected 
receivable shall receive the risk weight of the external third party.

Unrestricted life insurance on the life of the borrower or his/her close relatives (parents, siblings, spouse 
and children) with a guaranteed redemption value may be treated according to the provisions applicable 
to guarantees in the amount of its redemption value (cf. Chapter XII, Section F) if:

• They come from an insurance company that has been rated 1, 2 or 3 by a recognized external rating 
agency; and 

• The guarantee requirements pursuant to margin nos. 279, 283–288 as well as margin nos. 295–296 
have been fulfilled.

Guarantees and credit derivatives where the protective effect cannot be recognized may not be taken into 
account in relation to the reference obligation.

G. Minimum capital required for banks acting as protection provider

Pursuant to Article 54(1) CAO, a guarantee’s credit equivalent must be equal to the guaranteed exposure. 
Article 53 CAO stipulates that the reference obligor’s risk weight must be applied to the credit equivalent.

If a bank enters into a commitment as protection provider with a CDS or TRS, the resulting protection 
commitments shall be treated as direct exposures to the reference obligor for capital adequacy purposes.

If the bank is the protection provider in an FDS without basket rating by a FINMA-recognized rating agen-
cy, the risk weights assigned to the individual receivables in the basket must be multiplied by the max-
imum pay-out amounts arising from their corresponding credit event. The minimum capital required for 
the FDS must be 8% of the total of the risk-weighted maximum pay-out amounts, whereas the minimum 
capital required is limited to the maximum limit of the FDS’s pay-out amount.

[B2; §210] If a bank enters into a commitment as protection seller with a second-to-default swap (SDS), 
margin no. 330 shall apply. Unlike with first-to-default swaps, however, in the absence of a basket rating 
the lowest pay-out amount (after risk weighting) may be disregarded from the total until the default of the 
first exposure contained in the basket. For nth-to-default swaps, the procedure shall be the same. Thus, 
for example, the four smallest pay-out amounts (after risk weighting) shall be disregarded when totaling 
for a fifth-to-default swap, Whenever one of the exposures in the basket defaults, n shall decrease by one.
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The repayment of a CLN shall depend on the credit rating of both the reference obligor and the CLN issuer. 
The higher of these two allocated risk weights shall be used to calculate the required capital.

XIII. Units in managed funds (Article 66(3bis) CAO)

The provisions in Section XIII shall apply to units in managed funds held in the banking book. These shall 
include all units in managed funds, regardless of their domicile or legal form, specifically investment compa-
nies not limited by Article 2(3) CISA as well as special funds in accordance with Article 71 FinSA. Only situa-
tions listed in Article 2(2)(a) to (e) and (g) CISA shall be exempted. Foundations incorporated according to for-
eign law and the management of collective funds shall not be exempted from the provisions in this section.

[FUNDS§80 (i)]. Units in managed funds held in the banking book shall be treated with one or several24 of 
the following approach(es): the look-through approach (LTA), the mandate-based approach (MBA) or the 
fallback approach (FBA). The approaches differ in their risk sensitivity and conservatism.

Banks in supervisory categories 4 and 5 may choose to apply the simplified approach (SA) for their FBA. 
This approach shall also be available for banks in supervisory category 3 if these hold fund units in negligi-
ble amounts. This shall be the case if the carrying value of units in managed funds make up less than 1% 
of all risk-weighted assets excluding the units in managed funds.

Margin nos. 338–358 describe the approaches when using the standardized approach for credit risk 
(SA-BIS). Banks using the IRB approach shall apply the Basel Minimum Standards25, with further details 
provided in Section XV.

(Waterfall) The FBA may be used at all times. If the FBA is not used, the LTA shall be used if the conditions 
listed in margin nos 338–341 are met. Otherwise, the MBA may be used if the fund agreement or national 
legislation provide sufficient information to allow a conservative estimate of the RWA of all exposures in 
the managed fund.

A. Look-Through Approach (LTA)

[FUNDS; §80 (ii)] When using the LTA, the exposures to the equity investments in funds shall be 
risk-weighted as if they were being held directly by the bank. This is the most granular and risk-sensitive 
approach. With the exception of margin no. 337, it must26 be used if:

•  there is sufficient and frequent information provided to the bank regarding the underlying exposures 
of the fund; and

•  such information is verified by an independent third party.

[FUNDS§80 (iii)] In order to fulfill margin no. 339, the frequency of financial reporting of the fund must be 
the same as or more frequent than that of the bank’s, and the granularity of the financial information must 

24 See margin no. 355.
25 Cf. margin nos. 3 and 371.
26 If the conditions of Article 17 CAO are fulfilled, the MBA may be used instead of the LTA, which is a simplification.
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be sufficient to calculate the corresponding risk weights.27 In order to fulfill margin no. 340, an indepen-
dent third party, such as the depository or the custodian bank or, where applicable, the fund management 
company must verify the exposures at least every two years.

[FUNDS§80 (iv)] Under the LTA, banks must risk weight all underlying exposures of the fund as if these 
were being held directly by the bank. This specifically includes any underlying exposure arising from the 
managed fund’s derivatives and the associated counterparty credit risk (CCR). 

Instead of determining a credit valuation adjustment (CVA) charge associated with the fund’s derivatives 
exposures in accordance with margin nos. 487–518, banks must multiply the CCR by a factor of 1.5 before 
applying the risk weight associated with the counterparty.28 

[FUNDS§80 (v)] Banks may rely on third-party calculations to determine the risk weights associated with 
their equity investments in funds (i.e. the underlying risk weights of the exposures of the managed fund) 
if they do not have adequate data or information to perform the calculations themselves.  In such cases, 
the applicable risk weight shall be 1.2 times higher than if the exposure were held directly by the bank.29

B. Mandate-based Approach (MBA)

[FUNDS§80 (vi)] The MBA shall provide a method to calculate the risk-weighting to be used if the condi-
tions for applying the LTA are not given.

[FUNDS§80 (vii)] Under the MBA shall banks may use the information contained in a fund’s mandate or in 
the national regulations governing such investment funds.30 To ensure that all underlying risks are taken 
into account (including counterparty credit risk, CCR) and that the risk-weighting under the MBA is not 
less than under the LTA, the risk-weighted assets for the fund’s exposures shall be calculated as the sum 
of the following three items:

(a) Balance sheet items shall be risk-weighted assuming the underlying portfolios are invested to the max-
imum extent allowed under the fund’s mandate (or regulations) in those assets attracting the highest capi-
tal requirements, and then progressively in those other assets implying lower risk weighting. If more than 
one risk weight can be applied to a given exposure, the maximum risk weight applicable must be used.31

(b) The credit equivalent for off-balance sheet transactions in managed funds shall be calculated as fore-
seen by Article 49 CAO. Counterparty risks arising from derivative positions shall be treated according to 
margin no 349.

27 No external financial or regulatory audit is required for the reports on the managed funds. The last available report on the managed 
funds shall be used to calculate capital requirements. If a bank holds (and calculates the risk-weighted assets thereof) the managed 
funds itself because it acts as custodian bank or because they have been issued by a group-affiliated fund management company, the 
required information shall be available and the LTA shall be applied regardless of the frequency of the reports on the managed funds.

28 A bank is not required to apply the 1.5 factor for exposures where the CVA capital charge would not otherwise be applicable. 
This includes: (i) transactions with a central counterparty and (ii) securities financing transactions (SFTs), unless the FINMA, in 
accordance with margin no. 491, explicitly requires these to be included in the bank’s CVA capital requirements.

29 For instance, any exposure that is subject to a 20% risk weight under the Standardized Approach would be weighted at 24% (1.2 * 
20%) when the look-through is performed by a third party.

30 Information used for the MBA is not strictly limited to a fund’s mandate or national regulations governing the equity interest in 
funds. It may also be drawn from other disclosure reports prepared by the fund.

31 For instance, a risk weight of 150% must be applied to investments in corporate bonds with no rating restrictions.
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(c) The credit equivalent for counterparty credit risks arising from the fund’s derivative exposures shall be 
calculated using the SA-CCR (margin nos. 32–122) multiplied by the counterparty’s risk weight.  Whenever 
the supervisory replacement costs (RC) to be used for the SA-CCR (according to margin nos. 37–43) are 
unknown, the replacement costs shall be equal to the gross notional. Whenever it is impossible to calcu-
late the potential future exposure (PFE), the bank may apply conservative simplifications (e.g. basing itself 
on the simplified SA-CCR, see Annex 2), thus enabling the calculation of the PFE. The credit equivalent 
of derivative positions in the mandated fund, which would be subject to the CVA capital requirements 
(according to margin nos. 487–518,Section XVII) if held by the bank itself, shall be multiplied by an addi-
tional factor of 1.5 before applying the counterparty’s risk weight.32

For managed funds that only hold derivatives for hedging purposes and these derivatives are not material, 
the derivatives may be excluded from the calculation of the risk-weighted assets. Therefore, the hedging 
effect of the derivatives does not need to be accounted for.

C. Fallback Approach (FBA)

[FUNDS§80 (viii)] Where neither the LTA nor the MBA is feasible, banks shall apply the FBA. The FBA shall 
apply a 1250% risk weight to the bank’s equity investment in the fund.

D. Simplified Approach (SA)

Units in managed funds with synthetic risk indicators as defined in Annex 3, Section 3 “Risk profiles 
and income profiles” of the Ordinance on the Federal Act on Collective Investment Schemes (CISO; SR 
951.311) may receive the following risk weighting:

• 250% in case of a synthetic risk indicator with values 1-4 and values 5, 6 or 7 if the managed fund 
directly or indirectly invests in companies (equity funds) or in debt instruments issued by public 
entities and corporations (bond funds) and only holds negligible other exposures; 

• 400% in case of synthetic risk indicators with values of 5, 6 or 7. 

E. Treatment of managed funds that invest in other managed funds

[FUNDS§80 (ix)] If a bank has an investment in a fund (e.g. Fund A) that itself invests in another fund (e.g. 
Fund B), for which the bank uses either the LTA or the MBA, the risk weight applied to the investment of 
the first fund (i.e. Fund A’s investment in Fund B) may be determined by using one of the three approaches 
(LTA, MBA, FBA) set out above. For all further layers (e.g. Fund B’s investments in Fund C and so forth), 
the risk weights applied to an investment in another fund (Fund C) may be determined by using the LTA 
under the condition that the LTA was also used to determine the risk weight for the investment in the fund 
at the previous layer (Fund B). Otherwise, the FBA must be applied.33

One exception shall apply to private equity funds for institutions that meet the requirements for a sim-

32 This additional factor of 1.5 replaces the CVA capital requirements for derivative positions of the fund. Therefore, it does not need to 
be applied to exposures where the CVA capital requirements do not apply. This includes: (i) transactions with a central counterparty 
and (ii) securities financing transactions (SFTs), unless the FINMA, in accordance with margin no. 491, explicitly requires that the 
bank’s CVA capital requirements to include these.

33 I.e. the MBA may not be used for any further layers and the LTA only if all layers above were treated with the LTA as well.
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plified approach set out in margin no. 335: Private equity funds that already invest in many other private 
equity funds in the first layer, the MBA may be used even if the LTA has not been used previously if there 
is enough information available for the use of the MBA.34 The information required for the MBA shall be 
gathered from scratch every two years; in the interim, changes may be tracked on a quarterly basis (sold 
or purchased investments).

F. Partial Use of Approaches

[FUNDS§80 (x)] A bank may use a combination of the three approaches (LTA, MBA and FBA) to determine 
the capital requirements for an equity investment in an individual fund, provided that the conditions set 
out in margin nos. 334–353 are met.

G. Pro-rata Allocation of Fund RWAs to the Fund Units

[FUNDS§80(xvi)] After a bank has determined the risk-weights of the various exposures of the managed 
funds held using the LTA or MBA approach, it shall allocate the total of risk-weighted assets held in the 
fund to the pro-rata amount of the fund units. Mathematically:

RWAinvestment = RWAfund * percentage of shares

The risk-weight resulting from the above formula for the funds held (RWAinvestment / funds units held) 
shall be capped at 1250%. The risk-weight of the managed fund units determined according to the FBA 
shall form the upper limit for those determined with the LTA or the MBA.

As all exposures need to be considered to determine the RWA of the managed funds, including off-bal-
ance sheet items and counterparty credit risks arising from derivatives and SFT, no further adjustments 
shall be required for the leverage of managed funds.

XIV. Securitization Transactions (Article 49(2)(b) CAO)

A. Basel Minimum Standards

The Basel Minimum Standards shall apply to the calculation of minimum capital required for transactions 
relating to the securitization of credit risk (“securitizations”).35 This approach shall also include the Pillar 2 
requirements of the Basel Minimum Standards, i.e. [B2; §784-807], taking into consideration the adjust-
ments stipulated in [SEC;§801–807]. Should the Basel Minimum Standards offer a choice of approaches 
or if there is need for further explanations, the necessary information shall be mentioned in reference to 
the passages concerned.

34 For instance, if it is obvious due to information other than the quarterly investor information on the types of investments and the 
invested amounts that the fund does not have any further exposure (e.g. derivatives), the MBA may be applied. The total RWA of 
the sum shall equal the sum of the RWA of the individual investments and the RWA of the fund units (% fund units) * (total RWA of 
the fund)

35 Cf. margin no. 9. This includes the rules for simple, transparent and comparable securitizations (STC securitizations).
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B. Design of national options

The Securitization External Ratings-Based Approach (SEC-ERBA) may be used to calculate the minimum 
capital required if the bank has the necessary expertise for securitization transactions, does not automat-
ically use an external rating (i.e. there is an adequate bank-internal process to critically assess and review 
the ratings and the rating methods used for securitizations) and the operative requirements are fulfilled in 
accordance to [SEC; §71–73].

[SEC; §20] The national option for credit conversion factors related to cash advances by the governing 
body is not exercised.

C. Consultation with the supervisory authority or the audit firm

Should the Basel Minimum Standards foresee a consultation of the supervisory authority (c.f. [SEC; §1, 
45, 49, 52, 52(b), 74, 75(c), 75(e) and 79]) the bank shall consult with its audit firm. These principles do not 
apply in the following cases:

•  [SEC; §1] If a securitization transaction is new or if it is not obvious that it is a securitization, both 
the audit firm and the FINMA shall be consulted.

•  [SEC; §52(b)] Both the audit firm and the FINMA shall be consulted to regulate the calculation of 
minimum capital required if separate waterfalls are applied to credit risk and dilution risk.

•  [SEC; §45, 74, 75(e)] A bank shall obtain FINMA’s approval before it can apply an internal assessment 
approach (IAA).

Audit firms are to consult with FINMA if a bank exhibits any of the deficits stated in [SEC; §50(b)] or  
[SEC; §77] in its internal processes.

D. Treatment of re-tranched securitizations

[SEC; §5] Exposures created by the re-tranching of individual securitizations do not have to be treated like 
resecuritizations if all of the following conditions are fulfilled cumulatively: 

•  A re-tranching does not decrease transparency regarding the asset pools used to secure the individ-
ual securitizations;

•  There are no further correlation risks to the assets already in the pool;

•  The newly created tranches do not increase leverage (e.g. by redirecting cash flows or similar 
mechanisms).
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XV.  The Internal Ratings Based Approach (IRB; Articles 
50 and 77 CAO)

A. Basel Minimum Standards and subsidiary provisions (Article 77 CAO)

The provisions contained in the Basel Minimum Standards regarding the IRB approach shall be applicable, 
including the Pillar 2 requirements of the Basel Minimum Standards [B2; §765-766], subject to the fol-
lowing clarifications. Where these minimum standards refer to the standardized approach, the provisions 
relating to the standardized approach set out in the Basel Minimum Standards shall apply. Where the 
Basel Minimum Standards allow a choice, clarification shall be provided with reference to the relevant 
passages.

EUR amounts mentioned in the Basel minimum standards must be converted into CHF amounts using a 
factor of 1.5, i.e. EUR 1 equals CHF 1.50.

The subsidiary provisions shall specifically address the following areas: treatment of qualifying holdings, 
including holdings in managed collective investment schemes (cf. Article 66(3bis) CAO and Section XIV, 
margin nos. 334–358); weighting of payment obligations for the deposit protection scheme (cf. Annex 2 
Section 5.2 CAO).

B. Approval

The FINMA shall approve a bank’s use of the IRB approach only if the following requirements are complied 
with at all times:

•  The minimum requirements for the IRB approach, as set out in [B2; §387–537] and clarified in this 
circular, are observed.

•  The bank has a sufficient number of employees capable of working with rating systems [B2; §394].

•  The IT infrastructure is configured satisfactorily to run the rating system.

•  The rating systems in respect to the bank’s specific activities rest on a robust design and are cor-
rectly implemented.

[B2; §404] The FINMA may require that the bank use more than the minimum number of internal ratings 
specified in [B2; §404].

[B2; §259] Subject to the FINMA approval, insignificant business units, exposures and exposure classes 
(cf. margin nos. 395–399) may be exempted from the application of the IRB approach.

[B2; §443] When deciding on whether to allow a specific bank to use the IRB approach, the FINMA shall 
consider the results of its own audits and those of the bank’s external auditors. In addition, the FINMA 
may take into account the audit findings of foreign regulatory bodies, of external auditors other than the 
bank’s own external auditor, or of other specialized and independent experts.
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Expenses incurred by the FINMA in connection with the approval process and any necessary audit work 
subsequent to the approval, shall be borne by the bank.

The FINMA shall take into account the expenses implied for the bank when deciding whether audits are 
necessary, and if so, which ones should be carried out.

C. IRB stress tests

[B2; §437] There are no terms of reference for the design of an IRB stress tests other than the require-
ments contained in Pillars 1 and 2 [B2; §434-437 and 765].

Banks shall submit their stress test concepts to the FINMA.

The FINMA shall assess whether the concept is in line with Pillars 1 and 2. The FINMA may ask that the 
design be amended.

The results from the stress tests shall be forwarded to the FINMA at regular intervals.

The results from the stress tests shall be discussed periodically by the bank and FINMA.

The stress test results shall be incorporated in the calculation of any additional capital charges applicable 
under Pillar 2 [B2; §765].

D. Notification of the FINMA

Following approval for the use of the IRB approach, the FINMA shall be notified if

•  any material changes are made to rating systems [B2; §394], or

•  any changes are made to risk management practices.

E. Bank-specific implementation (roll-out)

[B2; §257, CCP1; §256, 262(i)] Manner and scope of the roll-out: A bank may introduce the IRB approach 
in any of the ways specified in [B2; §257]. The initial implementation of the IRB approach must result in 
IRB calculations covering at least approximately 90% of the minimum capital required for credit risks of 
all of the bank’s counterparty-related exposures where using the IRB is appropriate. In this context, expo-
sures to central counterparties as outlined in Section XVIII in the form of derivatives, securities financing 
transactions (SFT) as well as contributions to the default funds of central counterparties do not have to be 
taken into account. The threshold of 90% shall be maintained also after the implementation of the IRB. In 
case of significant changes in its structure, e.g. takeovers or mergers, a bank may temporarily fall below 
the threshold, subject to approval from the FINMA.

F. Categorization of exposure classes

For risk-weighting purposes, every exposure shall be allocated to one of the following exposure classes. 
The provisions set out in the Basel Minimum Standards relating to the allocation of exposures to exposure 
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classes shall be binding. The subsidiary allocation rules concerning individual exposures set out in margin 
nos. 395–397 are not mandatory, provided the minimum capital required does not depend on the alloca-
tion of such exposures and the exposures in question are insignificant.

•  Corporate exposures (incl. PF, OF, CF, IPRE and HVCRE exposures) as defined in [B2; §218-228] 
and clarified in margin nos. 401 and 402. This exposure class shall also include exposures to: stock 
exchanges, mortgage bond clearing houses (Pfandbriefzentrale) of Swiss cantonal banks and Swiss 
mortgage institutions, and public-law entities not entitled to levy taxes and for which liabilities are 
not guaranteed by the state.

•  Sovereign exposures as defined in [B2; §229]. This exposure class shall also include exposures to 
central governments. central banks, the European Union (EU) and the European Central Bank (ECB), 
the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the multilat-
eral development banks listed in Annex 1. Exposures to public-law entities are not included.

•  Bank exposures as defined in [B2; §230]. This exposure class shall also include exposures to: secu-
rities dealers, joint institutions set up by banks and recognized by the FINMA, multilateral develop-
ment banks not named in Annex 1, and public-law entities that have the right to levy taxes or for 
which liabilities are guaranteed in full by the state. Payment obligations to the deposit protection 
scheme shall also be included.

•  Retail exposures as defined in [B2; §§231-234] and clarified in margin nos. 403–422;

• Exposures in equity shares as defined in [B2; §235-238] and clarified in margin nos. 423–427 and 458;

•  Purchased retail and corporate receivables as defined in [B2; §239-243].

G.  Definition of HVCRE exposures (Highly Volatile Commercial Real Estate 
Financing)

[B2; §227, first item] No exposures in the Swiss market are defined as HVCRE exposures ex ante. How-
ever, the FINMA may classify certain CRE exposures as HVCRE at certain banks.

[B2; §228] For foreign markets, banks shall follow the HVCRE definitions prescribed by the respective 
competent supervisory authority. Further, the FINMA may classify certain CRE exposures as HVCRE 
exposures at certain banks.

H. Definition of Retail Exposures 

[B2; §231, first item] Maximum exposure value for natural persons: the total exposure of a natural person 
may be treated as a retail exposure, regardless of the amount involved.

[B2; §231, second item] Definition of eligible residential real estate: residential real estate which is occu-
pied or let by the borrower (this replaces the regulation on “owner-occupied” in [B2; §231]). No maximum 
number of residential units per building or building complex has been defined.

[B2; §231, third item] Definition of small business entities: small business customers are entities with 
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consolidated annual sales of less than CHF 15 million (cf. [B2; 273]). If a bank does not regard sales as a 
suitable indicator, another one may be chosen (e.g. balance sheet total), with the FINMA’s approval.

[B2; §231, third item] Maximum exposure to small business entities: an exposure to a self-employed 
person shall be treated as a retail exposure, regardless of the amount involved. The key defining element 
for self-employed persons shall be that their personal liability is unlimited.

[B2; §231-232] Lombard (collateral) loans and retail exposures: lombard loans may be included in the 
exposure class “retail exposures” if the necessary conditions [B2; §231-§232] have been met. In view of 
the flexibility referred to in [B2; §231, fourth item], the bank may also opt to allocate its entire lombard 
loan portfolio to the exposure class “retail exposures”. In each case, however, the FINMA must first be 
consulted. In principle, particularly the following conditions shall be met:

•  At least 95% of the bank’s collateral loans qualify as retail exposures on account of the amount and 
counterparty involved.

•  The bank has been managing its collateral loan business for many years with proven track record and 
historically low credit losses.

• All of a bank’s units manage lombard (collateral) loans using a standardized credit process and direc-
tives.

•  The bank manages collateral loans using a refined risk management system that has been proven to 
be reliable.

In particular, its risk management system pursuant to margin no. 411 shall meet the following require-
ments:

•  the lombard loans generally show significant excess protection;

•  the lombard loans and the value and quality of the related collateral are closely monitored;

•  corrective measures are taken in a timely manner if the collateral drops in value;

•  from a legal perspective, the ability to realize the collateral rapidly is unequivocally provided for;

•  individual collateral is subject to specific, statistically based haircuts which are usually higher than 
the standard supervisory haircuts (margin nos. 208–209);

•  collateral is immediately realized if the counterparty misses a scheduled margin payment;

•  large exposures in the collateral are monitored appropriately.

[B2; §232] No minimum number of exposures shall be required for each pool, ex ante.

[B2; §232, first item] Exposures to small business entities (margin no. 405) may be allocated to the cate-
gory “retail exposures” if they meet the conditions set out in [B2; §232, first item].
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[B2; §233] The exposure sub-class “(a) exposures secured by residential properties” shall denote mort-
gage exposures (usually fully) secured by residential or commercial real estate. Other exposures may be 
allocated to the exposure sub-class “(b) qualifying revolving retail exposures”, provided the necessary 
conditions are met (cf. [B2; §235]). Otherwise, exposures shall be allocated to the exposure sub-class  
“c) all other retail exposures”.

I. Definition of Equity Exposures

Equity exposures shall include all shares and equity interests as per [B2; §235], including investment 
(mutual) fund units. Depending on the type of equity shares involved, the categories of equity exposures 
shall be as follows:

•  Exposures in equity shares traded on a recognized exchange;

•  All other equity share exposures including private equity exposures.

[B2; §344] Private equity exposures shall include any form of investment in companies the equity shares 
of which are not freely traded on an exchange, i.e. illiquid interests in unlisted companies. Private equity 
investors shall either realize their profits because of an initial public offering (IPO), a sale or a merger, or 
a recapitalization. Private equity exposure types shall include, among others, leveraged buyouts, venture 
capital, growth capital, angel investing, mezzanine capital.

Defining the minimum capital for units in managed collective investment schemes (fund units) shall be 
based on the Basel Minimum Standards36. No fund units are exempt from being treated according to the 
FBA, LTA or MBA ([FUNDS; §80(xi)], FUNDS; §80(xii)]). Foundations incorporated according to foreign law 
and the management of collective funds shall also not be exempted.

J. Risk Weighting of companies, central governments and banks

[B2;§272] The risk weighting for defaulted exposures, after deduction of individual value adjustments and 
partial write-offs, shall be 100% both under A-IRB and F-IRB.

[B2; §273] In the formula at the end of [§273] defining annual turnover S (or balance sheet total) of SMEs 
in CHF (margin no. 372), the term (S-5)/45 is to be substituted by (S/1.5-5)/45.

[B2; §274] Where the annual sales of a company are not a suitable indicator for measuring its size, the 
balance sheet total shall be used instead, provided this is a more suitable indicator. If approved by the 
FINMA, a simplified approach may be adopted whereby sales may be allocated to segments of counter-
parties of similar size using a random sample basis. If neither annual sales nor the balance sheet total 
are meaningful size indicators, the reduction of risk weights depending on the size of the company does 
not apply.

36 I.e. after bcbs266; see margin no. 6
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K.  Risk weighting for Specialized Lending and Highly Volatile Commercial Real 
Estate Financing (SL and HVCRE)

[B2; §250] F-IRB for HVCRE exposures: banks which satisfy the minimum IRB requirements with respect 
to PD estimates in connection with HVCRE loans may calculate the corresponding risk weights according 
to F-IRB, taking into account [B2; §283].

[B2; §251] A-IRB for HVCRE exposures: banks which satisfy the minimum IRB requirements with respect 
to PD, LGD and EAD estimates in connection with HVCRE loans may calculate the corresponding risk 
weights according to A-IRB, taking into account [B2; §283].

[B2; §277] Reduced UL risk weights for SL exposures (excl. HVCRE exposures): the risk weights defined 
in [B2; §277] shall apply.

[B2; §282] Reduced UL risk weights for HVCRE exposures: the risk weights defined in [B2; §282] do not 
apply. Exceptions: cases where a foreign supervisory authority has prescribed a definition of HVCRE (cf. 
margin no. 402) and that supervisory authority has approved the use of reduced UL risk weights for such 
exposures. In such cases, the corresponding reduced UL risk weights may be applied.

L. Collateral

Repealed

[B2; §289] Other collateral eligible under F-IRB, such as CRE or RRE: see margin nos. 439 and 440.

M. Non-application of haircuts for repo-like transactions

[B2; §294] The SA-BIS rules also apply to the non-application of haircuts for repo-like transactions.

N. Collateral under F-IRB

[B2; §506] Refererence to the minimum requirements under the standardized approach ([Section II.D] of 
the Basel Minimum Standards): in order for banks using the F-IRB approach to be entitled to take eligible 
financial collateral into account when calculating the minimum capital requirements, they shall meet the 
minimum requirements of SA-BIS.

[B2; §507-508] CRE or RRE collateral eligible under F-IRB: in application of footnote 92 of the Basel Basic 
Text, multi-family housing units shall be eligible as collateral even if they are used to finance income-pro-
ducing real estate (SL or IPRE). Conversely, IPRE in the form of commercial property may not be used as 
collateral (thus, the option given in footnote 93 of the Basel Basic Text is not exercised).

[B2; §521] Other physical collateral that is eligible: under the F-IRB approach, no other physical collateral 
is eligible other than the collateral types stated in [B2; §507].
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O. Guarantees and credit derivatives under the F-IRB approach

[B2; §§302, 305](text between §120 and §121) Reference to the standardized approach: the SA-BIS rules 
for guarantees and credit derivatives are applicable also to the F-IRB approach.

[B2; §302](text between §120 and §121) Protection providers eligible under the F-IRB approach: all eligible 
protection providers under SA-BIS shall be eligible also under the F-IRB approach. Furthermore, protection 
providers shall be eligible also if they have an internal rating.

P. Exposure at Default (EAD)

[§309] Reference to the standardized approach: the SA-BIS rules on legal and contractual netting shall 
apply also to the IRB approach. Currency and maturity mismatches for netting shall be treated in the same 
way as under SA-BIS.

[B2; §311] Reference to the standardized approach [B2; §82-87] regarding the F-IRB: The SA-BIS approach 
shall be used to calculate credit equivalents (Articles 53-54 CAO). Exceptions to this are irrevocable com-
mitments (regardless of maturity), note issuance facilities (NIFs) and revolving underlying facilities (RUFs), 
for which a credit conversion factor of 75% [B2; §312] shall be applied.

Q. Maturity adjustments to risk weights under F-IRB and A-IRB

[B2; §318] Maturity adjustment to risk weights under F-IRB: banks using the F-IRB approach must adjust 
risk weights for maturity in the same way as under the A-IRB approach.

[B2; §319] Exceptions from maturity adjustment: the risk weights of all corporate exposures must be 
explicitly adjusted for maturity, without exception.

[B2; §320] Maturity for exposures with no defined maturity: for exposures with no defined maturity, 
which the bank could nevertheless cancel unconditionally at any time, and which must be repaid within a 
maximum of twelve months from cancellation, M = 1 year. For other exposures with no explicit maturity, 
M = 2.5 years.

[B2; §320, second item] Effective maturity for exposures with a defined maturity: if the bank is unable, or 
only able with excessive effort, to calculate the effective maturity (M) in accordance with [B2; §320], the 
contractually agreed remaining maturity of the exposure may be used as an alternative.

[B2; §322] Maturity adjustments of less than a year for short-term exposures: in addition to the transac-
tions referred to in [B2; §321], the lower limit of one year for the maturity parameter M does not apply for 
the following exposures:

•  Exposures arising from capital market transactions in the form of repo and repo-like transactions, 
margin lending or derivatives. The following requirements must be met: the transactions must be 
collateralized and marked to market daily, and in case of excess or shortfall in coverage compared to 
the originally agreed collateralization daily remargining payments or changes to the collateral must 
be made. Should a borrower fail to meet margin calls, the transactions will be terminated by realizing 
the collateral within the timeframe applicable to options and futures exchanges.
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•  Bank exposures arising from foreign currency transactions if this cancels settlement risks with a 
suitable system.

•  Exposures from short-term, self-liquidating trade transactions, including letters of credit.

•  Exposures from electronic transfers (e.g. via SIC, SEGA, EUROCLEAR).

The FINMA may authorize a bank to exempt other short-term investments from the one-year floor.

[B2; §325] Maturity mismatches: the relevant SA-BIS rules shall apply correspondingly to the treatment 
of maturity mismatches.

R. Risk weighting of retail exposures

[B2; §328] The asset sub-category “exposures secured by residential properties” shall be defined by [B2; 
§231] and margin no. 422. This shall supplement and clarify the rules set out in [B2; §328].

[B2; §328-330] The risk weights for defaulted retail exposures, after deduction of specific write-downs and 
partial write-offs, shall be 100 % both under A-IRB and F-IRB.

S. Risk weighting of equity exposures

[B2; §237, footnote 59] Exclusion of directly hedged liabilities in the calculation of minimum capital required 
for exposures in equity shares: liabilities whose income is linked to equity shares may be excluded from 
the minimum capital requirement calculation if these liabilites are hedged with equity shares in such a 
way that their net risk no longer represents a significant risk.

[B2; §260] Obligation to use the IRB approach for equity exposures: banks holding large volumes of equity 
exposures but using the SA-BIS approach to calculate the minimum capital requirements for credit risks 
are not obliged to the IRB approach use calculate minimum capital requirements for equity shares.

[B2; §343] Mandatory application of a particular market-based approach commensurate with the bank’s 
characteristics: banks may freely choose any applicable market-based approach when calculating mini-
mum capital requirements for equity exposures, provided it meets the relevant minimum requirements.

[B2; §346] Mandatory use of internal modeling method to calculate minimum capital requirements for 
exposures in equity shares: when calculating the minimum capital required for equity exposures, a bank 
may choose the PD/LGD approach or the market-based approaches (simplified risk weighting method, 
internal modeling method), provided it meets the relevant minimum requirements.

[B2; §348] The use of different market-based approaches to calculate the minimum capital required for 
exposures to equity shares: under the conditions described in [B2; §348], banks may use different mar-
ket-based approaches to calculate their minimum capital requirements.

[B2; §356] Minimum capital for equity exposures in respect of counterparties assigned a 0% risk weight-
ing in the standardized approach: for equity exposures according to [B2; §356], minimum capital shall be 
determined according to the IRB approach.
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[B2; §357] Minimum capital for equity exposures of government-subsidized counterparties: for equity 
exposures according to [B2; §357], minimum capital shall be determined according to the IRB approach.

[B2; §358] Minimum capital for insignificant equity exposures: for equity exposures which comply with 
all the criteria of insignificance set out in [B2; §358], minimum capital shall be determined according to 
the IRB approach.

The risk weighting for defaulted equity exposures after deduction of individual value adjustments and 
partial write-offs shall be 100%.

T. Risk weighting of purchased debt

[B2; §242, fourth item] The bottom-up approach shall be mandatory for pools with individual exposures 
amounting to more than CHF 150,000 (cf. also margin no. 468).

[B2; §365] Possibility of the top-down approach for purchased corporate receivables: upon request, the 
FINMA may authorize a bank to calculate its minimum capital for default risk on purchased corporate 
receivables using the top-down approach. The bottom-up approach shall be mandatory for pools with 
individual exposures amounting to more than CHF 150,000 (cf. margin no. 467).

[B2; §369] Maturity adjustment of risk weights when calculating minimum capital for dilution risk: under 
the conditions set out in [§369], the maturity parameter M shall be 1 year.

[B2; §373] Protection providers recognized under F-IRB to calculate the minimum capital for dilution risk: 
the recognized protection providers shall be the same as those defined in margin no. 442.

U. Expected losses and value adjustments

[B2; §378] Reduced EL risk weights for SL exposures (excl. HVCRE exposures): just like margin no. 433.

[B2; §379] Reduced EL risk weights for SL exposures for HVCRE exposures: just like margin no. 434.

[B2; §383] Allocation of general value adjustment for deferred risks (margin no. 95 of FINMA circ. 13/1 
“Eligible Capital – Banks”) to capital: The FINMA may authorize a bank using or intending to use both 
the SA-BIS and the IRB approach, to allocate general value adjustments as specified in margin no. 95 of 
FINMA circ. 13/1 “Eligible Capital – Banks” using an internal procedure. This procedure shall lead to an 
appropriate allocation and must not be primarily designed to maximize the eligible capital.

Credit Valuation Adjustments (CVAs) of derivatives do not have to be considered as value adjustments 
as per [B2; §374 - §386]. Instead, they shall be deducted from the credit equivalent of the derivative in 
question.

V. Minimum capital and floors

When calculating minimum capital requirements based on the IRB approach, capital required for unex-
pected losses calculated as per this circular and the underlying risk-weighted assets shall be multiplied 
with a scaling factor of 1.06 as defined by the Basel Committee [B2; §14] to obtain the IRB risk-weighted 
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assets as per Article 42(2)(a) CAO. Together with the exposures risk-weighted as per the standardized 
approach, these shall form the total of exposures risk-weighted by credit risk in accordance with Article 
42(2)(a) CAO.

In application of the continued “floor regime” published by the Basel Committee, the following applies:37 
For banks calculating capital requirements for credit risks according to the IRB approach, the minimum 
capital requirements, taking into account deductions from the eligible capital, cannot be lower than 80% 
of the requirements and deductions that the bank would have had if applying the Basel I Minimum Stan-
dard.38 In application of Article 47 CAO, the FINMA shall stipulate for an institution how it should calculate 
an adequate approximation of the theoretical Basel I requirements in a case-by-case approach. For credit 
risk, this calculation shall be based on the international standardized approach.

W. Minimum risk quantification standards

[B2; §452, second item, footnote 89] Duration of default: 90 days should always be used, regardless of 
the type of borrower.

[B2; §452] Alternative definition of default for lombard (collateral) loans: instead of the definition in [B2; 
§452], banks may apply the following definition of default for lombard loans: a lombard loan shall be in 
default, if:

•  the realizable market value of the available collateral falls below the level of the lombard loan, and

•  as a result, the exposure shows a shortfall, and

•  it is not known, or not likely, that the counterparty is able to meet its credit obligations, or agreed 
measures have failed to rectify the cover shortfall.

[B2; §454] Implementing and monitoring the indications for loans or exposures at risk, as set out in [B2; 
§453]: it shall be the bank’s choice how it wishes to implement and monitor the detecting of exposures at 
risk; however, its implementation and monitoring will be reviewed during the bank’s authorization procedure.

[B2; §458] Re-aging: there are no further requirements regarding re-aging other than those contained in 
[B2; §458].

[B2; §467] Seasoning effects: although not mandatory, it is recommended that banks increase PD esti-
mates in order to avoid a jump in minimum capital required for foreseeable seasoning effects.

[B2; §471] Best EL estimate for defaulted exposures: with the FINMA’s agreement, individual value adjust-
ments for defaults and partial write-offs can be used as best estimate of the expected loss on an exposure.

X. Validations

[B2; §500–505] When assessing the adherence to the requirements on validations, FINMA shall take into 

37 Cf. press release of the Basel Committee of 13 July 2009: http://www.bis.org/press/p090713.htm
38 This shall be equivalent to the calculation of capital requirements as per the Banking Ordinance of 17 May 1972 that was valid until 

31 December 2006 (AS 1995 253, 1998 16).
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account the recommendations of Chapter 3 “Sound practices in the independent validation of IRB models 
within banks” of the document “Regulatory consistency assessment programme (RCAP) – Analysis of 
risk-weighted assets for credit risk in the banking book”, published by the Basel Committee on Banking 
Supervision in April 2016. 

XVI.  Guidelines for a Prudent Valuation of Fair Value 

Exposures

The guidelines for the prudent valuation of fair value exposures as per margin nos. 32 – 48 of FINMA  
circ. 08/20 “Market Risks – Banks” also apply to the banking book; however, exposures in the banking 
book do not need to be valued on a daily basis.

XVII.  Capital Requirements for CVA (Article 55 CAO)

(§99) CVAs (credit valuation adjustments) are value adjustments for derivatives that arise due to coun-
terparty credit risks. A CVA risk shall be the risk of a potential loss in market value due to such value 
adjustments. 

In addition to meeting the minimum capital requirements for credit defaults of derivative counterparties 
as per margin no. 32–123, banks must also hold sufficient capital for CVA risks of derivatives. This shall 
also be the case if the applicable accounting guidelines do not actually require the creation of provisions 
for value adjustments and the bank does not usually undertake such value adjustments. Capital adequacy 
requirements for CVA risks are called CVA capital requirements.

CVA capital requirements are not calculated on the individual exposure but for the bank’s entire portfolio 
(except if using the simplified approach). The calculation method shall be defined by the calculation meth-
od selected to determine the credit equivalents and for the specific interest rate risk held in the trading 
book. The following transactions do not need to be included in the CVA capital adequacy requirements:

•  transactions, the fulfillment of which are guaranteed by a central counterparty; and

• usually SFT. Should SFT bear significant CVA risks, the FINMA may demand that these be included 
in capital requirements for CVAs.

Banks do not need to hold capital for CVA risks arising from group-internal exposures.

A. Advanced Approach

(§99) Banks using the EPE modeling method for credit equivalents of derivatives and the mark-to-market 
approach to determine the required capital for specific interest rate risks in their trading books shall cal-
culate the capital adequacy requirements for CVA in accordance with the provisions set out in the Basel 
Minimum Standards.
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B. Standardized Approach

[B2; §99] All other banks, i.e. banks that do not meet the requirements stipulated in margin no. 493, 
shall calculate the minimum capital requirements for CVA using either the standardized approach or the 
simplified approach.

The standardized approach shall use the following formula to calculate the minimum capital (K) for the 
bank’s entire portfolio:39
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shall be an approximation for the standard deviation of volatility due to CVA risks of 
counterparty "i" and 
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the relevant standard deviation for the CDS index hedging position "ind". 

Furthermore, the following shall apply: 497 

wi is the weighting of the counterparty "i" based on its external rating determined according to 
the table in margin no 511. For counterparties without an external rating, the bank may assign 
an external rating to its internal rating, if the FINMA approves. 

498 

EADj refers to the credit equivalent (as per margin nos. 32–123) of one of the netting sets "j” 
(see margin no. 107) of exposures subject to CVA capital requirements, taking into account 
collateral, as is used for capital requirements for default risks. 

499 

Mj  is the effective maturity of the transactions "j". For banks using the EPE modeling 
approach, Mj must be calculated according to the provisions of the Basel Minimum 
Standards [B2; Annex 4, §38], but without limiting Mj to five years. For all other banks, Mj 
shall be the greater value of 1 and the weighted average of the maturities (in number of years) 
of all transactions of the netting set; each transaction is weighted according to its nominal value. 

500 

Dj shall be a discount rate of §1 − LF'á−0.05 ∙ =Üà•/á0.05 ∙ =Üà for banks that use the 
current exposure method or standardized approach to determine credit equivalents. For 
banks using the EPE modeling approach, this discount is not allowed, as the discount 
factor is already included in the variable Mj, i.e. Dj=1. 
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38 The auxiliary document to FINMA circular 17/7 (www.finma.ch> Dokumentation > Rundschreiben > Anhänge) on examples of the 
Standardized Approach for CVA Risks (margin nos. 494 – 513) shows how these are calculated. 
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Mj  is the effective maturity of the transactions "j". For banks using the EPE modeling 
approach, Mj must be calculated according to the provisions of the Basel Minimum 
Standards [B2; Annex 4, §38], but without limiting Mj to five years. For all other banks, Mj 
shall be the greater value of 1 and the weighted average of the maturities (in number of years) 
of all transactions of the netting set; each transaction is weighted according to its nominal value. 
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Dj shall be a discount rate of §1 − LF'á−0.05 ∙ =Üà•/á0.05 ∙ =Üà for banks that use the 
current exposure method or standardized approach to determine credit equivalents. For 
banks using the EPE modeling approach, this discount is not allowed, as the discount 
factor is already included in the variable Mj, i.e. Dj=1. 
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38 The auxiliary document to FINMA circular 17/7 (www.finma.ch> Dokumentation > Rundschreiben > Anhänge) on examples of the 
Standardized Approach for CVA Risks (margin nos. 494 – 513) shows how these are calculated. 

shall be an approximation for the standard deviation of volatility due to CVA risks of counterparty “i” and 

Sind = wind∙Nind∙Mind∙Dind 

the relevant standard deviation for the CDS index hedging position “ind”.

Furthermore, the following shall apply:

wi is the weighting of the counterparty “i” on the basis of its external rating according to the table in 
margin no. 511. For counterparties without an external rating, the bank may assign an external rating to its 
internal rating, if the FINMA approves.

EADj refers to the credit equivalent (as per margin nos. 32–123) of one of the netting sets “j” underlying 
the CVA capital requirements (see margin no. 107) of exposures taking into account collateral, as is used 
to calculate capital adequacy for default risks.

Mj is the effective maturity of the transactions “j”. For banks using the EPE modeling approach, Mj must 
be calculated according to the provisions of the Basel Minimum Standards [B2; Annex 4, §38], but without 
limiting Mj to five years. For all other banks, Mj shall be the greater value of 1 and the weighted average 
of the maturities (in number of years) of all transactions in the netting set; each transaction is weighted 
according to its nominal value. 

Dj shall be a discount rate of [1-exp(-0.05∙Mj)] / (0.05∙Mj) for banks that use the current exposure method 
or standardized approach to determine credit equivalents. For banks using the EPE modeling approach, 
this discount is not allowed, as the discount factor is already included in the variable Mj, i.e. Dj=1.

Nh is the nominal value of a CDS exposure “h” used to hedge the CVA risk. If the CVA risk is not hedged 
using CDS, Nh=0.

39 Some examples of this calculation are provided in Annex 4.
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Mh is the residual term of the hedging instrument with nominal value Nh. 

Dh is the discount rate of [1-exp(-0,05∙Mh)] / (0,05∙Mh).

wind is the weighting for index hedges. The bank shall assign to each index “ind” one of seven weightings 
w of the table in margin no. 511, based on their average spreads.

Nind is the nominal value of an index CDS position “ind” used to hedge the CVA risk. If the CVA risk is not 
hedged using an index CDS: Nind =0.

Mind is the residual term of the hedging instrument with nominal value Nind.

Dind is the discount rate of [1-exp(-0,05∙Mind)] / (0,05∙Mind).

For counterparties also included in an index used to hedge an indexed CDS, this nominal value may be 
deducted on an individual basis from the nominal value of the indexed CDS and treated as a separate 
hedge (Nh) for this counterparty with a maturity reflecting this index’s maturity.

The risk weightings listed in this table shall be based on the counterparty’s external rating:

 
External Ratings 40 Weighting w

AAA – AA 0.7%

A 0.8%

BBB 1%

BB 2%

B 3%

CCC 10%

Without rating Banks 1%
Corporations 1.5%
Public-law entities as per Annex 2, Section 2.1 CAO 1.5%
Public-law entities as per Annex 2, Sections 2.2 and 2.3 CAO 1%
Central governments and central banks 2%
Swiss Confederation, Swiss National Bank,  
European Central Bank, European Union 0.7%
Other 2%

If two or more ratings exist for a counterparty, the weighting must be determined in application of the 
provisions in margin no. 17.  40

If a bank risk-weights exposures without using external ratings or if there is no rating from an external 
rating agency for a specific counterparty, the risk weights of the category “without rating” shall be used. 

40 See the concordance tables for details on assigning ratings by recognized external rating agencies to these weights.
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C. Simplified approach

Banks that do not meet the criteria to use the advanced approach (margin no. 493) may use the simplified 
approach (margin no. 494 et seqq.) instead of the standardized approach.

In the simplified approach, the minimum capital required for CVA risks shall be determined separately for 
each contract or netting set (margin no. 107) and then these amounts shall be added together.

For contracts without netting, the minimum capital required for CVA risks is 2.33 times the weight w (tak-
en from the table in margin no. 511) multiplied by the credit equivalent multiplied by the residual maturity 
(in number of years). Any residual maturity of less than one year must be rounded up to one year.

For contracts with netting, the minimum capital required for CVA risks for each netting set is 2.33 times 
the weight w (from table in margin no. 511) multiplied by the credit equivalent multiplied by the larger 
value of 1 or the weighted average of the residual maturities (in number of years) of all transactions in the 
netting set, whereas each transaction shall be weighted according to its nominal value. 

Banks that normally do not use any ratings may instead use a generic weight of w = 2% instead of the 
weights listed in the table in margin no. 511.

XVIII.  Credit and Replacement Risks of Derivatives  
and SFTs with Central Counterparties  
(Articles 69, 70 and 139 CAO)

In regard to exposures of banks to central counterparties, the following rules shall apply: 

A. General Terms [CCP1 and CCP2; Annex 4, Section I, A. General Terms]

•  A central counterparty (CCP) is a clearing house that interposes itself between counterparties 
to contracts traded in one or more financial markets, becoming the buyer to every seller and the 
seller to every buyer, thereby ensuring the future fulfillment of open contracts. A CCP can become 
a counterparty to a trade transaction with market participants in several ways: by novation, through 
an open bid system or by other contractually binding agreements. For Basel Minimum Standards, a 
CCP by definition is a financial institution.

• A qualifying central counterparty (qualifying CCP, QCCP) is an entity that is licensed to operate 
as a CCP (including a license granted by way of confirming an exemption), and is licensed to operate 
as such with respect to the products offered by the relevant supervisory authority. In addition, the 
CCP shall have its domicile in a jurisdiction where it will be monitored for regulatory purposes and 
the competent supervisory authority publicly declares that the local rules and regulations are consis-
tent at all times with the CPSS-IOSCO Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures41.

41 The “Principles for financial market infrastructures“ were published in April 2012 by the then valid Committee on Payments and 
Settlement Systems (CPSS) and the technical committee of the International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO). The 
CPSS was renamed into Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures (CPMI) in September 2014.
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Supervisory authorities responsible for banks reserve the right to demand from the banks they 
supervise additional capital for exposures to central counterparties that go beyond the minimum 
capital requirements. This might be appropriate where, for example, an external assessment such 
as an FSAP42 has found material shortcomings in the CCP or the regulation of CCPs, and the CCP 
and/or the competent supervisory authority have not since publicly addressed the issues identified.

If a CCP is domiciled in a jurisdiction in which the competent supervisory authority for CCPs does 
not apply the CPSS-IOSCO principles to that central counterparty, the FINMA may decide whether 
the central counterparty meets this definition.

In order for a central counterparty to be considered a qualifying central counterparty (QCCP), it must 
provide or calculate the amounts mentioned in margin nos. 564 and 565 (

!
!

* !

!
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(W}}~,!CP}�! and!CP}}~)! to! calculate!and!make!available! the!capital! required! for!default!
funds!in!accordance!with!margin!no.!566.!

•! A<clearing!member!shall!be!a!member!or!a!direct!participant!in!a!CCP!that!is!entitled!to!
enter! into!a! transaction!with! the!CCP,! regardless!of!whether! it!enters! into! trades!with!a!
CCP!for!its!own!hedging,!investment!or!speculative!purposes!or!whether!it!also!enters!into!
trades!as!a!financial!intermediary!between!the!CCP!and!other!market!participants.37!

525!!!

•! A!client!(or*clearing*client)!shall!be!a!party!to!a!transaction!with!a!CCP!through!either!a!
clearing!member!acting!as!a!financial!intermediary,!or!a!clearing!member!guaranteeing!the!
performance!of!the!client!to!the!CCP.!
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•! Initial*margin!(IM)!shall!mean!a!clearing!member’s!or!client’s!funded!collateral!posted!to!
the!CCP!to!mitigate!the!potential!future!exposure!of!the!CCP!to!the!clearing!member!arising!
from!the!possible!future!change!in!the!value!of!their!transactions.!For!the!purpose!of!the!
following!explanations,!an!initial!margin!does!not!include!contributions!to!a!CCP!for!mutuM
alized!loss!sharing!arrangements!(i.e.!in!case!a!CCP!uses!initial!margin!to!mutualize!losses!
among! the! clearing!members,! it! shall! be! treated!as!a!default! fund!exposure).!An! initial!
margin!shall!also!include!any!collateral!provided!by!a!clearing!member!or!a!client!which!
exceeds!the!amount!required!by!the!CCP!if!the!CCP!can!block!the!clearing!member!or!the!
client!from!withdrawing!this!collateral.!
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•! Variation*margin*(VM)!shall!mean!a!clearing!member’s!or!client’s!funded!collateral!posted!
on!a!daily!or!intraMday!basis!to!a!CCP!based!upon!price!movements!of!their!transactions.!
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•! Trade*exposures!shall! include!the!current38!and!potential! future!exposure!of!a!clearing!
member!or!a!client!to!a!CCP!arising!from!OTC!derivatives,!exchangeMtraded!derivatives,!
SFTs!or!margins.!
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•! Default*funds*(DF),!also!known!as!clearing!deposits!or!guarantee!fund!contributions!(or!
any!other!names)39,!shall!be!clearing!members’!funded!or!unfunded!contributions!towards,!
or!underwriting!of,!a!CCP’s!mutualized!loss!sharing!arrangements.!The!name!given!by!a!
CCP!to!its!mutualized!loss!sharing!arrangements!is!not!determinative!of!their!status!as!a!
default!fundd!rather,!the!substance!of!such!arrangements!shall!govern!their!status.!
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•! Offsetting*transaction!shall!mean!the!transaction!leg!between!the!clearing!member!and!
the!CCP!when!the!clearing!member!acts!on!behalf!of!a!client!(e.g.!when!a!clearing!member!
clears!or!novates!a!client’s!trade).*
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•! A!multi8level*client*structure!shall!denote!a!situation!where!a!bank!acts!as!indirect!client!
in!the!transaction!with!the!CCP,!i.e.!clearing!services!are!offered!to!the!bank!through!an!
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37! For!the!purpose!of!these!explanations,!where!a!central!counterparty!settles!transactions!with!another!central!counM

terparty,!the!second!central!counterparty!shall!be!considered!a!clearing!member!of!the!first.!Whether!collateral!transM
ferred!by!the!second!central!counterparty!to!the!first!is!to!be!considered!as!initial!margin!or!as!contribution!to!the!
default!fund!shall!depend!on!the!contractual!provisions!between!the!two!central!counterparties.!The!FINMA!must!be!
consulted!in!this!regard.!

38! For!the!purposes!of!this!definition,!the!current!exposure!of!a!clearing!member!shall!include!the!variation!margin!due!
to!the!clearing!member!but!not!yet!received.!

39!! Engl:!default!fund,!also!known!as!clearing!deposit!or!guaranty!fund!contributions!(or!any!other!name)!M!
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39!! Engl:!default!fund,!also!known!as!clearing!deposit!or!guaranty!fund!contributions!(or!any!other!name)!M!

) 
to calculate and make available the capital required for default funds in accordance with margin  
no. 566.

• A clearing member shall be a member or a direct participant in a CCP that is entitled to enter into a 
transaction with the CCP, regardless of whether it enters into trades with a CCP for its own hedging, 
investment or speculative purposes or whether it also enters into trades as a financial intermediary 
between the CCP and other market participants.43

•  A client (or clearing client) shall be a party to a transaction with a CCP through either a clearing 
member acting as a financial intermediary, or a clearing member guaranteeing the performance of 
the client to the CCP.

•  Initial margin (IM) shall mean a clearing member’s or client’s funded collateral posted to the CCP to 
mitigate the potential future exposure of the CCP to the clearing member arising from the possible 
future change in the value of their transactions. For the purpose of the following explanations, an ini-
tial margin does not include contributions to a CCP for mutualized loss sharing arrangements (i.e. in 
case a CCP uses initial margin to mutualize losses among the clearing members, it shall be treated 
as a default fund exposure). An initial margin shall also include any collateral provided by a clearing 
member or a client which exceeds the amount required by the CCP if the CCP can block the clearing 
member or the client from withdrawing this collateral.

• Variation margin (VM) shall mean a clearing member’s or client’s funded collateral posted on a 
daily or intra-day basis to a CCP based upon price movements of their transactions.

•  Trade exposures shall include the current44 and potential future exposure of a clearing member or 
a client to a CCP arising from OTC derivatives, exchange-traded derivatives, SFTs or margins.

•  Default funds (DF), also known as clearing deposits or guarantee fund contributions (or any other 

42 Financial Sector Assessment Program
43 For the purpose of these explanations, where a central counterparty settles transactions with another central counterparty, the 

second central counterparty shall be considered a clearing member of the first. Whether collateral transferred by the second central 
counterparty to the first is to be considered as initial margin or as contribution to the default fund shall depend on the contractual 
provisions between the two central counterparties. The FINMA must be consulted in this regard.

44 For the purposes of this definition, the current exposure of a clearing member shall include the variation margin due to the clearing 
member but not yet received.
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names)45, shall be clearing members’ funded or unfunded contributions towards, or underwriting 
of, a CCP’s mutualized loss sharing arrangements. The name given by a CCP to its mutualized loss 
sharing arrangements is not determinative of their status as a default fund; rather, the substance of 
such arrangements shall govern their status.

•  Offsetting transaction shall mean the transaction leg between the clearing member and the CCP 
when the clearing member acts on behalf of a client (e.g. when a clearing member clears or novates 
a client’s trade).

•  A multi-level client structure shall denote a situation where a bank acts as indirect client in the 
transaction with the CCP, i.e. clearing services are offered to the bank through an institution that 
itself is not a direct clearing member but is a client of a clearing member or of a clearing client. In the 
business relationship between two actors of a multi-level client relationship, the party which offers 
clearing services to the other one is the higher level client and the person who accepts the service 
is the lower level client. 

B. Scope

[CCP2; §6(i)] Exposures to central counterparties arising from OTC derivatives, exchange traded deriva-
tives transactions, SFTs and long settlement transactions46 shall be subject to the counterparty credit risk 
treatment set out in margin nos. 519 and 535–567 of this section.47 Exposures arising from the settle-
ment of cash transactions (equities, fixed income, spot FX and spot commodities) are not subject to this 
treatment. The settlement of cash transactions shall remain subject to the treatment described in Article 
76 CAO. For contributions to a default fund covering only the settlement risk of cash transactions, a risk 
weight of 0% shall apply. 

[CCP2; §6(ii)] When the clearing member-to-client leg of an exchange-traded derivative transaction is con-
ducted under a bilateral netting agreement, both the client bank and the clearing member shall capitalize 
that transaction as an OTC derivative. The same shall apply for transactions between the higher level and 
the lower level clients in the case of a multi-level client relationship.

C. Central Counterparties

[CCP2; Annex 4, §188] Regardless of whether a CCP is classified as a QCCP (see margin nos. 521–524), 
a bank shall remain responsible for ensuring that it maintains adequate capital for its exposures to the 
CCP. In the course of the bank’s own assessment of its capital adequacy, a bank shall consider whether it 
might need to hold capital in excess of the minimum capital requirements if, for example, (i) its dealings 
with a CCP give rise to more risky exposures or (ii) where, given the context of that bank’s dealings, it is 
unclear whether the CCP meets the definition of a QCCP.

[CCP2; Annex 4, §189] Where the bank is acting as a clearing member, the bank shall assess through 
appropriate scenario analysis and stress testing whether the level of capital held for exposures to a CCP 

45 Engl: default fund, also known as clearing deposit or guaranty fund contributions (or any other name) -
46 Long settlement transactions shall be transactions where the due date or delivery date is later than the earlier of the following 

dates: the market standard for the instrument in question or five business days after the bank has completed the transaction.
47 This in particular shall also apply to “brokered derivatives” of the clearing member on account of the client, if the clearing member 

guarantees the fulfillment obligation by the central counterparty to the client (see margin no. 541).
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adequately addresses the inherent risks of those transactions. This assessment shall include potential 
future or contingent exposures resulting from future drawings on default fund commitments, and/or 
secondary commitments to take over or replace offsetting transactions from clients of another clearing 
member in case this clearing member defaults or becomes insolvent.

[CCP2; Annex 4, §190] A bank shall monitor and report to senior management and the appropriate com-
mittees of Management and the Board on a regular basis all of its exposures to CCPs, including exposures 
arising from trading through individual CCPs and exposures arising from CCP membership obligations 
such as contributions and remargining calls for the default fund.

[CCP2 Annex 4, §191] If a bank trades with a Qualifying CCP (QCCP) (see margin nos. 521–524), margin 
nos. 541–567 shall apply. In the case of non-qualifying CCPs, margin nos. 539 and 540 shall apply. If a 
central counterparty has ceased to qualify as a QCCP for a maximum of three months, the trades with 
a former QCCP may continue to be capitalized as though they were with a QCCP, unless the FINMA 
requires otherwise. After three months, the bank’s exposures with such a central counterparty must be 
capitalized according to margin nos. 539 and 540.

D. Exposures to Non-qualifying Central Counterparties

[CCP2 Annex 4, §210] Banks shall apply the standardized approach for credit risk to determine their capital 
requirements for their trade exposure to a non-qualifying CCP. 

[CCP2 Annex 4, §211] Banks shall apply a risk weight of 1250% to default fund contributions provided to a 
non-qualifying CCP. In the case of non-qualifying CCPs, the default fund contributions of such banks shall 
include both the funded as well as the unfunded contributions for which are liable to be paid should the 
CCP so require. Where there is a liability for unfunded contributions (e.g. unlimited binding commitments) 
the FINMA shall determine the amount of unfunded commitments to which a 1250% risk weight is to be 
applied.

E. Exposures toward Qualifying Central Counterparties

a) Trade exposures 

[CCP2 Annex 4, §192] Where a bank acts as a clearing member of a QCCP for its own purposes, a risk 
weight of 2% shall be applied to the bank’s trade exposure to the QCCP in respect of OTC derivatives, 
exchange-traded derivative transactions and SFTs. Where the clearing member offers clearing services to 
a client, the 2% risk weight also applies to the clearing member’s trade exposure to the QCCP that arises 
when the clearing member is obligated to reimburse the client for any losses suffered due to changes in 
the value of its transactions in the event that the QCCP defaults. Collateral posted to the QCCP by the 
bank is weighted according to margin nos. 559–563. 

[CCP2 Annex 4, §193] The exposure amount (EAD) for such trade exposure is to be calculated in accor-
dance with Section V using the SA-CCR or the EPE modeling method48 or according to the provisions on 
collateralized transactions credit and risk-mitigation techniques set forth in sections VI–XII, in line with the 

48 Changes to EPE modeling method introduced in Basel III also apply for these purposes.
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approach applied by such bank to such an exposure in the ordinary course of its business.49 

The 20-day floor for the minimum holding period as established in margin no. 233 does not apply for the 
calculation of exposures to QCCPs, if none of the criteria in margin nos. 234–236 (illiquid collateral or 
exotic trades) or in margin no. 238 (margin disputes) are met. This refers to exposure calculations under 
the SA-CCR and the EPE modeling method, as well as to exposure calculations for repo and repo-like 
transactions as per section XI, and in particular margin no. 246.

The minimum holding period for a derivative exposure to a QCCP may never be less than ten trading days.

If the QCCP does not post a variation margin or if it retains a variation margin even if there has been a 
change in the transaction’s value and the collateral is not protected from an insolvency on the part of the 
QCCP, the minimum period for such an exposure shall be the shorter period of a year or the residual life 
of the transaction, but a minimum of ten days. Therefore, from the perspective of the clearing member or 
the client, this exposure shall be treated as a derivative transaction without margin agreement. 

b) Netting

[CCP2; Annex 4, §194] Where settlement is legally enforceable on a net basis in an event of default and 
regardless of whether the counterparty is insolvent or bankrupt, the total replacement cost of all contracts 
relevant to the trade exposure determination can be calculated as a net replacement cost if the applicable 
close-out netting agreements meet the requirements set out in:50

•  Margin nos. 137–144 in the case of repos and repo-like transactions,

•  Margin nos. 145–155 in the case of derivatives. 

•  §10-19 of Annex 4 of the Basel text in the case of the EPE modeling approach and cross-product 
netting.

To the extent that the rules referenced above include the term “master netting agreement”, this term 
should be read as including any “netting agreement” that provides legally enforceable rights of set-off of 
receivables and liabilities of all contracts in the netting set.51 If the bank cannot demonstrate that netting 
agreements meet these rules, each single transaction shall be regarded as a netting set of its own for the 
calculation of trade exposure.

c) Clearing member exposures to clients 

[CCP2; Annex 4, §195] The clearing member shall always capitalize its exposure (including potential CVA 
risk exposure) to clients as bilateral trades, irrespective of whether the clearing member guarantees the 
trade or acts as an intermediary between the client and the QCCP. However, in order to recognize the 
shorter close-out period for cleared transactions, in the SA-CCR or in the EPE modeling approach, clearing 

49 See margin no. 208 for supervisory haircuts, margin no. 212 for own-estimate haircuts and margin no. 242 for using the VaR model. 
50 For the purposes of this Section XVIII, the treatment of netting agreements also applies to exchange-traded derivatives. 
51 This is to take account of the fact that for netting agreements employed by CCPs, no standardization has currently emerged that 

would be comparable to the level of standardization of bilateral netting agreements in OTC trading.
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members can capitalize the exposure to their clients applying a margin period of risk of at least five days .  
The same minimum holding period shall also apply for the calculation of the CVA capital requirements.

[CCP2; Annex 4, §196] If a clearing member receives collateral from a client and it passes this collateral 
on to the QCCP, the clearing member may recognize this collateral when calculating the credit equivalent 
for its client leg. This collateral thus reduces the credit risk of the clearing member to the client. The same 
shall apply to the exposure between higher-level and lower-level clients in the case of a multi-level client 
relationship. 

d) Bank exposures as clients of a clearing member

[CCP2 Annex 4, §197] Where a bank is a client of a clearing member, and it enters into a transaction with 
the clearing member acting as a financial intermediary (i.e. the clearing member completes an offsetting 
transaction with a QCCP), the client’s exposures to the clearing member may be treated as described 
in margin nos. 541–550, if the two conditions below are met (margin no. 554–556) Likewise, where a 
client enters into a transaction with the QCCP, with a clearing member guaranteeing its performance, the 
client’s exposures to the QCCP may receive the treatment described in margin nos. 541–550, if the con-
ditions set out in margin nos. 554–556 are met. The same shall apply to the exposure between lower-level 
and higher-level clients in the case of a multi-level client relationship.

•  (a) The offsetting transactions are identified by the QCCP as client transactions, and collateral to sup-
port them is held by the QCCP and/or the clearing member, as applicable, under arrangements that 
prevent any losses to the client due to: (i) the default or insolvency of the clearing member, (ii) the 
default or insolvency of the clearing member’s other clients, and (iii) the joint default or insolvency 
of the clearing member and any of its other clients.52

•  The client must have conducted a sufficient legal review and have a well-founded basis to conclude 
that, in the event of legal challenge, the relevant courts and administrative authorities would find 
that such arrangements mentioned above would be legal, valid, binding and enforceable under the 
relevant laws of the relevant jurisdiction(s). This legal review must be up-to-date and reviewed peri-
odically.

•  Relevant laws, regulation, rules, contractual or administrative arrangements shall provide that the 
offsetting transactions with the defaulted or insolvent clearing member are highly likely to continue 
to be indirectly transacted through the QCCP, or by the QCCP, should the clearing member default or 
become insolvent. In such circumstances, the client exposures and collateral with the QCCP shall 
be transferred at market value unless the client requests to close out the exposures at market value. 

[CCP2 Annex 4, §198] Where a client is not protected from losses in the case that the clearing member 
and another client of the clearing member jointly default or become jointly insolvent, but all other condi-
tions in margin nos. 553–556 are met, a risk weight of 4% shall apply to the clients’ exposure (EAD) to the 
clearing member or the higher-level client. 

52 That is, upon the insolvency of the clearing member, no legal impediment may exist (other than the need to obtain a court order to 
which the client is entitled) to the transfer of the collateral belonging to clients of a defaulting clearing member to the CCP, to one 
or more other surviving clearing members or to the client or the client’s representative. National supervisory authorities should be 
consulted to determine whether this may be achieved in view of the facts on hand.
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[CCP2 Annex 4, §199] Where the bank is a client of a clearing member and the requirements in margin 
nos. 554–557 above are not met, the bank shall capitalize its exposure (including potential CVA risk expo-
sure, if applicable) to the clearing member as a bilateral trade. 

e) Treatment of posted collateral

[CCP2 Annex 4, §200-201] In all cases, any assets or collateral posted must, from the perspective of the 
bank posting such collateral, receive the risk weights that otherwise apply to such assets or collateral 
under the capital adequacy framework, regardless of the fact that such assets have been posted as col-
lateral.53 

Where assets or collateral of a clearing member or client are posted with a CCP or a clearing member 
and are not held in a bankruptcy remote manner, the bank posting such assets or collateral shall also 
meet capital requirements regarding the credit risk for the assets or collateral being exposed to risk of 
loss based on the creditworthiness of the entity holding such assets or collateral. For this purpose, the 
carrying values of the assets posted as collateral shall be increased by the haircuts stated in margin nos. 
208–277. Subsequently, the collateral posted shall be included in the calculation of the trade exposures. 
When using the SA-CCR method, they are to be added to C and NICA (cf. margin nos. 108 and 110). When 
using the EPE modeling method, they are either to be integrated into the simulation or multiplied by alpha 
separately. 

[CCP2 Annex 4, §201] If the entity holding such collateral or assets is the QCCP, a risk weight of 2% shall 
apply to collateral covered in the relevant position values of trade exposures. The QCCP’s relevant risk 
weight shall apply to assets or collateral posted for other purposes. 

[CCP2 Annex 4, §202] Collateral posted by the clearing member (including cash, securities, other pledged 
assets, and excess initial or variation margin), that is held by a custodian54, and is bankruptcy remote from 
the QCCP, is not subject to a capital requirement for counterparty credit risk exposure to such bankrupt-
cy-remote custodian. When calculating the risk-weighted exposures to determine the counterparty risk, 
collateral shall be risk weighted at 0%.

[CCP2 Annex 4, §203] Collateral posted by a client, that is held by a custodian and is bankruptcy remote 
from the QCCP, the clearing member and other clients, is not subject to a capital requirement for counter-
party credit risk. If the collateral is held at the QCCP on a client’s behalf and is not held on a bankruptcy 
remote basis, a 2% risk weight shall be applied to the collateral if the conditions established in margin 
nos. 553–556 are met; or 4% if the conditions in margin no. 557 are met.

f) Default fund contributions (Article 70 CAO)

[CCP2 Annex 4, §206] Banks acting as clearing member of a QCCPshall calculate the minimum capital 
requirements necessary to cover default fund contributions using the formulae and methodology set 

53 Assets posted as collateral may be part of the bank’s trading book. They are to be treated accordingly, i.e. as if the assets had not 
been posted as collateral.

54 In this paragraph, the word “custodian” may include a trustee, agent, pledgee, secured creditor or any other person that holds 
property in a way that does not give such person a beneficial interest in such property and will not result in such property being 
subject to legally enforceable claims by creditors, or to a court-ordered stay of the return of such property, should such person 
become insolvent or bankrupt.
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forth in the Basel III text, “Capital requirements for bank exposures to central counterparties” (margin 
no. 8). This calculation may be performed by the QCCP, the bank, the competent supervisory authority or 
another body with access to the required data, as long as they meet the conditions in margin no. 566. The 
minimum capital requirement is not limited by the maximum amount of the bank’s contractual obligations 
to the default fund.

[CCP2; Annex 4, §207] The minimum capital required for risks toward the default fund of a QCCP is  
calculated as follows:

where

!
!
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[CCP2; Annex 4, §208] The QCCP, the bank, the competent supervisory authority or any other body with 
access to the required data must calculate , , and  in such a way to permit the QCCP’s supervisory author-
ity to verify those calculations. Sufficient information shall be available to permit each clearing member 
bank to calculate its capital required for its contribution to the default fund and to allow the clearing mem-
ber bank’s supervisory authority (or an audit firm appointed by it) to verify and confirm such calculations.  
should be calculated at least on a quarterly basis even though national supervisors may require more 
frequent calculations in case of material changes (such as the QCCP clearing a new product). The QCCP, 
the bank, the competent supervisory authority or any other body that did the calculations shall make avail-
able to the local supervisory authority of any clearing member bank sufficient aggregate information on 
the composition of the QCCP’s exposures to clearing members and information provided to the clearing 
member to calculate , , and . Such information shall be provided at least as frequently as the bank’s local 
supervisory authority requires it to monitor the risk of the clearing member that it supervises.  and i must 
be recalculated at least quarterly; it shall also be recalculated if there are material changes to the number 
or the risk profile of cleared transactions or material changes to the financial resources of the QCCP.

g) Cap with regard to QCCP’s minimum capital required

[CCP2 Annex 4, §209] Where the sum of a bank’s minimum capital requirements for exposures to a qual-
ifying CCP due to its trade exposure (margin nos. 541–550 and 559–563) and default fund contribution 
(margin nos. 564–566) is higher than the total minimum capital requirements (margin nos. 539–540) that 
would apply to those same exposures if the CCP were for a non-qualifying CCP, the minimum capital 
requirements as outlined in margin nos. 539–540 shall apply for the QCCP. 

565  

!
!

* !

!

70/86!

f)* Default*fund*contributions*(Article*70*CAO)* !
!

[CCP2!Annex!4,!§206]!Banks!acting!as!clearing!member!of!a!QCCPshall!calculate!the!minimum!
capital! requirements! necessary! to! cover! default! fund! contributions! using! the! formulae! and!
methodology!set!forth!in!the!Basel!III!text,!“Capital<requirements<for<bank<exposures<to<central<

counterparties”!(margin!no.!8).!This!calculation!may!be!performed!by!the!QCCP,!the!bank,!the!
competent!supervisory!authority!or!another!body!with!access!to!the!required!data,!as!long!as!
they!meet!the!conditions!in!margin!no.!566.!The!minimum!capital!requirement!is!not!limited!by!
the!maximum!amount!of!the!bank’s!contractual!obligations!to!the!default!fund.!

564!!!

[CCP2d!Annex!4,!§207]!The!minimum!capital! required! for! risks! toward! the!default! fund!of!a!
QCCP!is!calculated!as!follows:!

565!!!

WBank = max W}}~
CP}}~ + CP}�

; 8%×2% ×CPBank!
!
!

where! !
!

W}}~! =! hypothetical! minimum! capital! requirement! of! the! QCCP! due! to! its! counterparty!
credit!risk!exposures!to!all!of!its!clearing!members!and!their!clients.!

!
!

CP}}~! =! the!QCCP’s!prefunded!own!resources!(e.g.!QCCP!capital!contributed!to!the!default!
fund,!revenue!reserves,!etc.)!to!be!used!by!the!QCCP!to!carry!losses!caused!by!
the!default!of!clearing!members!which!are!of! the!same!seniority!or! junior!as! the!
amounts!paid!to!the!default!fund!by!the!clearing!members.!

!
!

CP}�! =! the!total!prefunded!default!fund!contributions!from!clearing!members,!and! !
!

CPBank!=! the!prefunded!contribution!from!the!bank!to!the!QCCP’s!default!fund! !
!

[CCP2d!Annex!4,!§208]!The!QCCP,!the!bank,!the!competent!supervisory!authority!or!any!other!
body!with!access!to!the!required!data!must!calculate!W}}~,!CP}�,!and!CP}}~!in!such!a!way!to!
permit!the!QCCP's!supervisory!authority!to!verify!those!calculations.!Sufficient!information!shall!
be! available! to! permit! each! clearing! member! bank! to! calculate! its! capital! required! for! its!
contribution!to!the!default!fund!and!to!allow!the!clearing!member!bank's!supervisory!authority!
(or! an! audit! firm! appointed! by! it)! to! verify! and! confirm! such! calculations.! W}}~! should! be!
calculated!at! least!on!a!quarterly!basis!even! though!national!supervisors!may! require!more!
frequent!calculations!in!case!of!material!changes!(such!as!the!QCCP!clearing!a!new!product).!
The! QCCP,! the! bank,! the! competent! supervisory! authority! or! any! other! body! that! did! the!
calculations!shall!make!available!to!the!local!supervisory!authority!of!any!clearing!member!bank!
sufficient! aggregate! information! on! the! composition! of! the! QCCP’s! exposures! to! clearing!
members!and!information!provided!to!the!clearing!member!to!calculate!W}}~,!CP}�,!and!CP}}~.!
Such! information! shall! be! provided! at! least! as! frequently! as! the! bank’s! local! supervisory!
authority!requires!it!to!monitor!the!risk!of!the!clearing!member!that!it!supervises.!W}}~!and!WBanki!

566!!!

566  

567  
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XVIIIa Mortgage-backed exposures (Article 72 CAO)

Parts of loans with additional security provided in the form of pledged pension fund assets or pledged 
pension fund benefits in accordance with Article 72(4) CAO may be weighted with a risk weight of 35%, 
provided they meet the conditions stated in (a)-(c) of this article if applying the SA-BIS. 

Should the minimum requirements in accordance with the “Guidelines on minimum requirements for 
mortgage loans” issued by the Swiss Bankers Association in July 2014 not be met, the bank shall apply a 
risk weight of 100% on the entire loan (all tranches), regardless of the pledging in accordance with mar-
gin no. 567.1. Neither the domicile of the borrower, the location of the property or the approach used to 
determine minimum capital shall play a role when doing so. 

XIX. Transitional provisions

Repealed

Repealed

Repealed

Repealed 

Repealed 

Repealed

567.1*  

567.2*  

568*  

569*

569.1*

569.2*

570  

571*
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Annex 1

Multilateral Development Banks

The following are classified as multilateral development banks as defined in Article 66 CAO or Annex 2, 
Sect. 3.2:

• World Bank Group, including the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), 
International Development Association (IDA) and the International Finance Corporation (IFC) as well 
as the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA)

• Asian Development Bank (ADB)

• African Development Bank (AfDB)

• European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)

• Inter-American Development Bank (IADB)

• European Investment Bank (EIB)

• European Investment Fund (EIF)

• Nordic Investment Bank (NIB)

• Caribbean Development Bank (CDB)

• Islamic Development Bank (IDB)

• Council of Europe Development Bank (CEDB)

• Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB)
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Annex 2

Simplified SA-CCR

The simplified SA-CCR (VSA-CCR) may be used by banks in supervisory categories 4 and 5. The VSA-CCR 
shall basically follow the SA-CCR when calculating the credit equivalent. This simplification shall only take 
place in regard to the data input into the SA-CCR, as follows: 

All transactions shall be treated as transactions with no margining, which eliminates factors TH, MTA or NICA (cf. 
margin no. 39). This shall apply without exception to all transactions of a netting set when using the VSA-CCR.  

• As a minimum, each transaction shall require only the parameters which are absolutely necessary 
for the transaction on hand (with the exceptions stated below), as they were already required when 
using the current exposure method under the previous law. 

•  Gold derivatives shall now be allocated to the risk factor category “commodities”. Derivative transac-
tions related to electricity are to be flagged as such; they shall require the proper supervisory factor 
as stated in SA-CCR. CDO tranches require the proper supervisory delta as stated in SA-CCR, which 
in turn requires the attachment and detachment points as input. 

• The remaining data inputs to be used in the SA-CCR do not have to be available for the transaction 
on hand; instead, fallback inputs (i.e. standardized input values) may be used as provided in the table 
below.  

•  All transactions of a risk profile category where a fallback input is used shall be deemed to be long 
positions. Aggregation shall be as follows:  

• Interest rates: all trades deemed to take place in CHF. Simple sums within the three maturity 
bands (no compensation as all delta > 0) and aggregation using formula in margin no. 87.

• Currencies, shares, loans and commodities: Simple sum for all transactions for each group. This 
is equivalent to the assumption that all credit derivatives refer to the same reference obligor, all 
equity derivatives to the same issuer and all commodity derivatives to the same metal. 

In risk categories where the simplification only consists of the treatment without margining, the aggrega-
tion may be performed as in the complete SA-CCR and the limitation of delta >0 may be dropped. 

Many fallback inputs are optional, i.e. they may also be replaced by transaction-specific data inputs. How-
ever, in so-called mandatory fallback inputs, the limitations mentioned above shall apply, as reiterated in 
the table.

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7

8  

9  

10 
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Annex 2

Simplified SA-CCR

Margin number where 
this data input is 
mentioned for the first 
time

Required 
data input

Asset class or product 
class to which this 
data input is limited

Data input available 
because already 
necessary for current 
exposure method?

Fallback input Mandatory or optional 
fallback input

margin no. 34 Netting set   Available n/a, i.e. use available 
netting sets

n/a

margin no. 35 With margining?   Not available Treat all transactions as 
if without margining

Mandatory

margin no. 36 Could replacement 
value become positive 
(yes/no)? 

  Available n/a, i.e. use available 
information

n/a

margin nos. 37, 38 Net market value (V)   Available n/a, i.e. use available 
information

n/a

margin nos. 37, 38 Collateral (C)   Available n/a, i.e. use available 
information in suitable 
form55 

n/a

55  Two instances of case-specific use of existing information in suitable form are conceivable for IT implementations at banks:
 Example 1: If collateral is deducted from the calculated credit equivalent “at the end”, just as in the current exposure method, then C = 0 is the fallback input, thus avoiding using the collateral twice.
 Example 2: If collateral is already accounted for when calculating the credit equivalent (as foreseen in the SA-CCR), collateral may not be deducted a second time “at the end” from the credit equivalent 

calculated as per the SA-CCR.
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Margin number where 
this data input is 
mentioned for the first 
time

Required 
data input

Asset class or product 
class to which this 
data input is limited

Data input available 
because already 
necessary for current 
exposure method?

Fallback input Mandatory or optional 
fallback input

margin no. 39 TH+MTA-NICA   Not available Not necessary as all 
transactions must be 
treated as if without 
margining

Mandatory

margin nos. 40-43 Mismatch between 
the netting set and the 
margining?

  Not available Not necessary as all 
transactions must be 
treated as if without 
margining

Mandatory

margin no. 51 Binary option (yes/no)?   Not available “No”, i.e. no differen-
tiation --> treat like a 
normal option

Optional 

margin nos. 52, 61 Notional value   Available n/a, i.e. use available 
information

n/a

margin no. 53 Start time (S) and end 
time (E)

IR, Credit Not available S=0 and E=M  
(i.e. residual maturity)

Optional
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Margin number where 
this data input is 
mentioned for the first 
time

Required 
data input

Asset class or product 
class to which this 
data input is limited

Data input available 
because already 
necessary for current 
exposure method?

Fallback input Mandatory or optional 
fallback input

margin no. 63 Residual maturity (M)   Available n/a, i.e. use available 
information. If it is 
known to which indi-
vidual maturity bands 
they belong, M shall 
be set to the same 
value as what would be 
the upper limit of that 
maturity band and set 
M = 20 for the top-most 
maturity band.

n/a

margin no. 64 MPOR   Not available Not necessary as all 
transactions must be 
treated as if without 
margining

Mandatory 

margin no. 67 long or short?   Not available No netting of add-ons 
in simplified SA-CCR, 
therefore everything to 
be regarded as longs 
(delta>0)

Mandatory within an 
asset class with fallback 
inputs

margin no. 68 Option (yes/no)?   Not available Do not treat as option
(delta = 1)

Optional
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Margin number where 
this data input is 
mentioned for the first 
time

Required 
data input

Asset class or product 
class to which this 
data input is limited

Data input available 
because already 
necessary for current 
exposure method?

Fallback input Mandatory or optional 
fallback input

margin no. 68 P/K and T Options Not available Do not treat as option
(delta = 1)

Optional

margin no. 69 CDO tranche (yes/no)?   Not available No fallback, instead 
input must be available

n/a

margin no. 69 A, D CDO tranches Not available No fallback, instead 
input has to be available 
and delta has to be >0 
(as everything must be 
regarded as a long)

n/a

margin no. 71 Basic transaction 
(yes/no)?

FX, EQ, Credit, Com-
modities

Not available Treat like normal 
transaction (i.e. SF not 
reduced)

Optional

margin nos. 60, 72 Volatility transaction 
(yes/no)?

  Not available Treat like normal trans-
action (i.e. use contrac-
tual notional value, SF is 
not increased)

Optional
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Margin number where 
this data input is 
mentioned for the first 
time

Required 
data input

Asset class or product 
class to which this 
data input is limited

Data input available 
because already 
necessary for current 
exposure method?

Fallback input Mandatory or optional 
fallback input

margin no. 73 Aggregation and criteria 
for complete and partial 
netting met?

  Not available Because delta>0, all 
SEN are positive. See 
instructions on aggre-
gation at beginning of 
annex. I. e. all interest 
rate derivatives are 
deemed to be in CHF 
(residual maturity M is 
known). Assumption 
that all credit derivatives 
refer to the same refer-
ence obligor, all equity 
derivatives to the same 
issuer and all commod-
ity derivatives to the 
same metal. 

Mandatory within a 
asset class with fallback 
inputs

margin no. 105 Asset class   Available Gold now categorized as 
commodity, otherwise 
use available information 
for allocation

n/a

margin no. 105 Index (yes/no)? EQ, Credit Not available Do not treat as index 
but as “single name”

Optional
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Margin number where 
this data input is 
mentioned for the first 
time

Required 
data input

Asset class or product 
class to which this 
data input is limited

Data input available 
because already 
necessary for current 
exposure method?

Fallback input Mandatory or optional 
fallback input

margin no. 105 Investment grade (yes/
no)?

Credit indices Not available Treat all BB-rated as 
single names

Optional

margin no. 105 Rating of reference 
obligor

Credit Not available Treat all BB-rated as 
single names

Optional

margin no. 105 Electricity (yes/no)? Commodities Not available No fallback, instead 
input must be available

n/a
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Annex 4

Current exposure method for derivatives  
(Article 57 CAO in its version of 1 July 2016)

A. Add-on rates (Article 57 CAO)

If applying the current exposure method, add-ons (as described in more detail in margin nos. 9-29) shall 
be calculated using the following add-on rates:

 
Base value of the contract 

Add-on rate in percent, in principle accord-
ing to the residual maturity

≤ 1 year > 1 year 
≤ 5 years

> 5 years

1. Interest 0.0 0.5 1.5

2. Foreign currencies and gold 1.0 5.0 7.5

3. Equity shares 6.0 8.0 10.0

4. Precious metals other than gold 7.0 7.0 8.0

5. Other commodities 10.0 12.0 15.0

6. Credit derivatives (with reference obligation of 
the category "central governments and central 
banks“ or “qualified interest rate instruments“ 
as per Article 4(e) CAO)

5.0 5.0 5.0

7. Credit derivatives (with reference obligation of 
the category “other“ as per Annex 5 CAO)

10.0 10.0 10.0

If it is unclear to which of the seven categories a contract should be assigned to due to the underlying 
(margin no. 2), the contract must be treated as a contract in "Other commodities" (Category 5).

[§708] Add-on rates for first, second and nth-to-default swaps: for first-to-default swaps, the add-on rate 
shall depend on the reference obligation with the highest risk in the basket. By analogy, for second-to-de-
fault swaps the second riskiest reference obligation and for nth-to-default swaps the nth riskiest one in 
the basket shall determine the add-on rate.

An add-on rate of zero may be used for contracts for which the replacement value can never be positive.

For contracts in which the nominal amounts are exchanged several times, the add-on rates must be mul-
tiplied by the number of payments that remain to be made under the contract.

Contracts that are structured in a way that open exposures are closed out on defined payment dates, and 
the conditions of which are always amended so that the market value of the contract equals zero on these 
dates, the time to the next fixing date shall be considered to be the residual term to maturity. For interest 
rate contracts with a residual term to maturity of more than one year that fulfill the above criteria, the add-on 
rate must be at least 0.5 %.

2
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The add-on rate shall be 0% (i.e. no add-ons shall be calculated) for floating/floating-interest rate swaps in 
a single currency. Therefore, the credit equivalent of these contracts shall be calculated solely on the basis 
of the respective replacement value.

B. Credit Equivalent (Article 57 CAO)

The calculation of the credit equivalent generally shall depend on whether netting with a counterparty 
takes place in accordance with Article 61 CAO.

a) Credit equivalent without netting as per Article 61 CAO

Generally, the add-on shall be determined by multiplying the applicable add-on rate as per margin nos. 1-8, 
using the contract's nominal value as calculation basis. If the nominal value is leveraged or increased due 
to the transaction's structure, the original nominal value shall be used as the calculation basis.

It is not permitted to net the add-on with the negative replacement value of the relative contract. This is 
why negative replacement values must be set to zero.

b) Credit equivalent with netting as per Article 61 CAO

As described below, subject to the conditions stipulated in margin no. 13, positive and negative replace-
ment values of derivative contracts with the same counterparty may be netted to produce a net replace-
ment value, and the corresponding add-ons may be netted to produce a net add-on. Credit equivalents as 
described in Article 57 CAO netted as per Article 61 CAO shall correspond to the sum of these two net 
values. A quantity of contracts offsettable as described shall be called a netting set.

If a bilateral agreement that is legally recognized and enforceable as described in margin nos. 17–19 exists 
with the counterparty concerned, netting shall be permitted in the following cases:

• for all transactions which are included in a netting agreement that states that the bank only 
has the right to receive or the obligation to pay the difference of the non-realized profits/losses 
from the transaction on hand in case the counterparty defaults due to insolvency, bankruptcy, 
liquidation or similar events (close-out netting).

• for all mutual receivables and payables in the same currency which are summarized in a debt 
conversion agreement between the bank and the counterparty, so that this debt conversion 
produces a single net amount, thus creating a new agreement which fully replaces all past 
agreements (netting by novation).

A bilateral agreement shall be recognized and enforceable by means of the following legal frameworks:

• the law of the country where the counterparty is domiciled and, if a foreign subsidiary of a 
company is involved, also the law of the country where the subsidiary is domiciled;

• the law which is applicable to the individual transactions at hand;

• the law which governs the agreements required to allow the netting .
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Netting is not permitted in the following cases:

• settled transactions if there is a payment netting requiring that the amount to be paid by each 
party be determined on the due date, taking into account the balance of each currency, and 
that only this balance be remitted.

•  if the agreement contains a walk-away clause, which allows the non-defaulting party to only 
partially pay or not pay the defaulting party at all, even if the latter’s balance were actually cred-
itor.

Positive and negative replacement values of derivative contracts with the same counterparty shall be net-
ted to produce a net replacement value. A negative net replacement value shall be set to zero.

The net add-on shall be the sum of:

• 40% of the sum of the individual add-ons as per margin nos. 10– 11; and

• 60% of the product of the following two values

• the sum of the individual add-ons as per margin nos. 10– 11;

• the ratio of the net replacement value as per margin no. 23 to the sum of the positive replace-
ment values.

The individual add-ons are the ones stipulated in margin nos. 10– 11 for the derivative contracts to which 
the bilateral netting with a counterparty as per Article 61 CAO relates.
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List of amendments

The Circular has been amended as follows:

These amendments were passed on 20 June 2018 and shall enter into force on 30 June 2018. 

 Newly inserted margin nos.   569.1, 569.2

 Amended margin nos.  568, 569

 Repealed margin no.   571

These amendments were passed on 20 June 2018 and shall enter into force on 1 January 2019.

 Newly inserted margin nos.   51.1, 326.1, 326.2, 326.3, 352.1, 352.2, 485.1, 567.1, 567.2

 Amended margin nos.   9, 10, 13, 36, 51, 68, 109, 123, 133, 169, 192, 198, 209, 325, 
352, 360

 Repealed margin nos,   179, 190, 198

 Other amendments    Footnotes to margin nos. 63, 108, 120, 495 
New title before margin nos, 485.1, 567.1

These amendments were passed on 31 October 2019 and entered into force on 1 January 2020. 

  Amended margin nos.  32, 33

  Repealed margin nos.  568, 569, 569.1, 569.2, 570 

  Other amendments  New title before margin no. 32

These amendments were passed on 4 December 2019 and entered into force on 1 July 2020.

  Amended margin no.  13

The annexes to the circular were amended as follows:

These amendments were passed on 20 June 2018 and shall enter into force on 1 January 2019. 

 New    Annex 3 Concordance table

 Amended    Annex 1: Multilateral development banks: last bullet point

 Repealed     Annex 2 Abbreviations and Terms for IRB 
Annex 3 Amendments to the Basel Minimum Standards 
Annex 4 Examples of the Standardized Approach for CVA 
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Risks (margin nos. 494 – 513)

Other amendments   Annex 5: Simplified SA-CCR now is Annex 2

These amendments were passed on 21 December 2018 and shall enter into force on 24 December 2018.

 Amended     Annex 3 Concordance table Additions of long-term and short-
term ratings to concordance table I and II for non-securitizations 

In view of the transitional provisions of 1 June 2012 in Article 137 of the Capital Adequacy Ordinance (CAO;  
SR 952.03) the information on the risk-weighting for the Swiss Standardized Approach for non-securitiza-
tions concerning the short-term ratings has been deleted from Annex 3 “Concordance tables”.

These amendments were passed on 31 October 2019 and entered into force on 1 January 2020.

 New     Annex 4 Current exposure method for derivatives (Article 57 
CAO in its version of 1 July 2016)

These amendments were passed on 4 December 2019 and entered into force on 1 January 2020.

 Amended     Annex 3 Concordance tables Additions of long-term and 
short-term ratings to concordance tables I and II for non-se-
curitizations

These amendments were passed on 4 December 2019 and entered into force on 1 July 2020.

 Repealed     Annex 3 "Concordance tables" (now see www.finma.ch --> 
FINMA Public --> authorised companies)
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